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their district office on Nulle Road.  An overview of the studies performed is included in Table 
1.  Figure 1 maps the sampling locations for the studies reviewed by this memorandum.  A 
complete summary of the monitoring scopes for each study and timeline information 
regarding these monitoring efforts is included in Tables 7 and Figure 4, respectively 
(included at the back of the memorandum). 
 
The scope of this technical memorandum is as follows: 
 
• Provide a historical overview of the weather, water quality, and toxics monitoring 

completed for the Lake Samish Basin, and summarize the study parameters for these 
monitoring projects, 

• Summarize the results and trending information obtained by these monitoring studies, 
and 

• Provide future monitoring recommendations for both tributaries and Lake Samish, and 
explain how this additional monitoring data can be used to track water quality trends in 
the basin and aid in future hydrologic and water quality modeling efforts. 

 
Summary of Weather Monitoring 
 
Starting in 1978, Alan Davis, a lake resident residing at 324 West Lake Samish Drive, 
started recording weather and lake level data from the end of his lake dock.  In addition to 
lake level, Mr. Davis recorded air temperature, rainfall and other general observations 
regarding the weather and lake conditions, (i.e. ice formation, fog, wind conditions, cloud 
cover, etc.).  Overall, Mr. Davis recorded his observations from April 1978 though December 
2002, and this data has been scanned from hand-written records provided by Mr. Bruce 
Harris, a longtime neighbor of Mr. Davis.  The temperature and rainfall records are useful for 
establishing historical lakeside conditions and for model verification purposes.  Lake level 
data was recorded relative to the end of the lake dock and could be converted to an 
established datum to provide insight into the daily lake fluctuations corresponding to season 
and rainfall. 
 
In addition to the resident weather records, Samish Water District has been recording 
weather data at their office building at 2195 Nulle Road since 2001.  Weather parameters 
collected during this monitoring include air temperature, precipitation, wind speed and wind 
direction.  Prior to 2005, measurements were collected using manual instruments, however 
since 2005, the District has employed an automatic weather station.  The weather 
information collected by the District was utilized in a hydrologic modeling effort performed as 
a part of this comprehensive stormwater planning effort. 
 
Summary of Water Quality Monitoring 
 
A number of water quality studies (dating back to the 1970s) have been performed within 
the basin, however the scope of this memorandum has been limited to those studies, 
performed and published since 1989, which were available to review.  Water quality 
monitoring in the basin has targeted both the waters of Lake Samish as well as its 
tributaries.  This review first looks at water quality monitoring effort focused on Lake Samish, 
and then moves on to examine water quality monitoring of the lake’s tributaries. 
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Table 1  Summary of Monitoring Studies in Lake Samish Basin  

Monitoring  
Agency 

Funding 
Source 

Monitoring 
Focus 

Study 
Period 

Study Background, Goals, Monitoring 
Locations 

  Lake Tributari
es   

WEATHER MONITORING     

Study WE-A 
Alan Davis 
324 W. Lk 
Samish Dr. 

Private Yes No 1978 - 
2002 

Record basic weather information and relative 
lake level data from his dock located at 324 W. 
Lk. Samish Drive. 

Study WE-B 
Samish Water 
Dist. 
2195 Nulle Rd. 

SWD Yes No 2001 
-present 

Record basic weather information at Samish 
Water District offices located at 2195 Nulle Rd. 

WATER QUALITY 
MONITORING     

Study WQ-A 
WA Dept. of 
Ecology 

Federal 
Clean Lakes 
Program - 

Grant 
Yes No 1989 - 

2000 
Lake water sampling and analysis for basic WQ 
parameters. 

Study WQ-B 
Western Wash. 
Univ. 

SWD Yes Yes 10/1995 
– 6/1996 

Lake & tributary water sampling and analysis for 
basic WQ parameters. 

Study WQ-C 
Samish Water 
Dist. 

SWD Yes Yes 1997 – 
2000 

Lake & tributary water sampling & analysis for 
basic WQ parameters and total metals, 
petroleum hydrocarbons, synthetic organics, 
herbicides, & pesticides. 

Study WQ-D 
Western Wash. 
Univ. 

SWD Yes Yes 2005 – 
present 

Lake & tributary water sampling and analysis for 
basic WQ parameters. 

Study WQ-E 
Whatcom 
County PW 

Centennial 
Clean Water 
Fund - Grant 

No Yes 2006 - 
2007 

Water sampling and analysis for basic WQ 
parameters in Finney and Barnes Creeks. 

TOXICS MONITORING     
Study TA-A 
WA Dept. of 
Ecology 

WADOE 
EI&LSP (1) Yes No 1989 

Lake sampling & analysis for total metals, PCBs, 
PAH, T-DDT, synthetic organics, herbicides, & 
pesticides in sediments & fish tissue 

Study TA-B 
WA Dept. of 
Ecology 

WADOE 
EI&LSP  (1) Yes No 2001 & 

2007 

Lake sampling & analysis for total metals, PCBs, 
PBDEs, dioxins, furans, synthetic organics, 
herbicides, & pesticides, & Hg in sediments & 
fish tissue. 

Study TA-C 
WA Dept. of 
Ecology 

WADOE 
EI&LSP  (1) Yes No 2002 Lake sampling & analysis for Hg in sediments 

and fish tissue. 

(1)  WA Department of Ecology – Environmental Investigations & Laboratory Services Program 
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Water Quality Monitoring on Lake Samish  
 
There have been five major water quality monitoring studies undertaken with the Lake 
Samish Basin since 1989 which have included lake and tributary monitoring components 
(listed below). 
 
• Study WQ-A – Ecology Lake Quality Assessment Program (1989-2000), 
• Study WQ-B - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (1995-1996), 
• Study WQ-C - Samish Water District Monitoring Study (1997-2000), 
• Study WQ-D - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (2005-present), and 
• Study WQ-E - Whatcom County Public Works (2006-2007) – (tributary monitoring only) 
 
Of those five studies, four have included  monitoring in Lake Samish.  The following sections 
provide a brief historical overview of the each of these studies including work scope, water 
quality parameters monitored and a general discussion of the study findings. 
 
Study WQ-A - Ecology  Lake Qu ality Assessment Program (1989-2000) – In 1989, 
Ecology initiated a study which included water quality monitoring of 46 lakes in Washington 
with sampling performed by volunteers and Ecology staff.  In addition to other parameters, 
samples were analyzed for Secchi depth, water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, 
conductivity, total nitrogen and phosphorus, chlorophyll a, and fecal coliform.  Water quality 
monitoring for the study occurred from 1989 through 2000 when the program lost funding.  
Monitoring results have been published by Ecology for each year of the study timeline 
except 1995, 1996 and 2000.  The stated goals of the multi-year monitoring program were 
as follows: 
• Determine the trophic status of monitored lakes; 
• Assess water quality in lakes not evaluated in the last five years and determine the 

degree to which beneficial uses are supported; 
• Promote public awareness of lake processes and lake protection measures and foster a 

conservation ethic; 
• Determine trends once a sufficiently long period of record is established; and 
• Establish a data set for analysis and dissemination. 
 
All lakes go through a natural process of lake eutrophication which is essentially the process 
of nutrient enrichment of a lake.  Nutrients are nothing more than elements like phosphorus 
and nitrogen that make plants and algae grow.  Every lake fits into a particular “trophic 
state”, according to its degree of eutrophication, and all lakes change their trophic status 
over time.  The process of eutrophication affects the quantity and type of algae and plants a 
lake supports, the water clarity and depth of a lake, the type of fish living and spawning in 
the lake and the overall water quality of the lake. 
 
The process of lake eutrophication is driven by both natural and cultural forces.  Cultural 
eutrophication is caused by human-related activities in a watershed which increase the 
nutrient loading such as; residential/commercial use of fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides, 
timber harvesting, recreational activities, and increased impervious surfaces associated with 
transportation corridors and residential development.  Stormwater runoff from these land 
use activities can significantly increase nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) and sediment 
loading within a watershed and  accelerate the eutrophication process by causing 
substantial increases in the growth rates of algae and larger aquatic plants.  One goal of this 
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study was to document the trophic state of the lake and, with monitoring over time, attempt 
to determine any apparent trends in the eutrophication of the lake. 
 
There a four recognized trophic states (Simpson 1991, Moore & Thornton 1988);  
• Oligotrophic lakes are lakes in the early stage of eutrophication and are typically 

characterized by limited algal and plant productivity and low nutrient levels.  These lakes 
typically have very clear water, are nutrient poor, and maintain high dissolved oxygen 
concentrations throughout the water column and throughout the summer.  Oligtrophic 
lakes are suitable to support cold water and/or salmonid fisheries. 

• Mesotrophic lakes are in the range between oligotrophic and eutrophic lakes.  These 
lakes have intermediate nutrient availability with corresponding intermediate algal and 
plant growth and intermediate water clarity.  Mesotrophic lakes have an increase 
probability that deeper waters (hypolimnion) will experience anoxia (dissolved oxygen 
levels of zero) during the summer months.  Hypolimnetic anoxia may result in loss of 
salmonids. 

• Eutrophic lakes are at the opposite end of the trophic status spectrum.  Eutrophic lakes 
are highly productive waterbodies where algal and plant growth is stimulated by high 
nutrient levels.  High sediment inputs into these lakes decrease water clarity and bottom 
sediments are commonly organic muck.  Eutrophic lakes may also experience severe 
algal blooms, and have a probability of experiencing hypolimnetic anoxia during the 
summer.  Cold water fisheries cannot typically be supported in a eutrophic lake. 

• Hypereutrophic lakes are extremely eutrophic lakes which are very nutrient-rich and 
characterized by frequent and severe nuisance algal blooms and low transparency.  
Hypereutrophic lakes are the most biologically productive lakes, and support large 
amounts of plants, fish and other animals.  Excessive algal blooms in hypereutrophic 
lakes can significantly reduce oxygen levels and prevent life from function at lower 
depths creating dead zones beneath the surface. 

 
Monitoring results from 1989 and 1990 indicated that Lake Samish was in an oligotrophic 
state.  Later results classified the lake as oligotrophic-mesotrophic depending upon the 
location in the lake and the time of year, (reference Figure 4). 
 
Study WQ-B - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Stud y (1995-1996) – In response to 
resident concerns over a 1995 accident on Interstate 5 involving a fuel tanker truck which 
resulted in aviation fuel spilling into Lake Samish, Western Washington University partnered 
with Samish Water District, (then Whatcom County Water District No. 12) between 1995 to 
1996 to perform water quality monitoring within the lake and at key lake tributaries.  The 
study scope included monitoring for dissolved oxygen, turbidity, Chlorophyll a, fecal 
coliforms, and total nitrogen and phosphorus.  Precipitation and water temperatures were 
also recorded.  Results of the monitoring program were compiled and published by David 
Bennink with WWU as the Lake Samish Monitoring Project 1995-1996. 
 
Monitoring activities in this study included intermittent water sampling of the water column at 
four locations within the lake over a nine month period (October 1995 through June 1996).  
Water samples were analyzed for temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, chlorophyll a, 
fecal coliforms, and total nitrogen and phosphorus..  The study findings indicate the 
following: 
• The trophic state of the lake ranged from oligotrophic to eutrophic, depending upon the 

sampling location, depth of the lake and the season of the year, (reference Figure 4). 
• Algal blooms were occurring on a regular basis in the lake during the summer months. 
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• Chlorophyll “a” readings were generally higher than in the preceding four years, possibly 
due to increased nutrient loading over that period. 

• The lake has shown some increase in total phosphorus and Chlorophyll “a” from studies 
in the previous decade, however, the past data was not documented well enough to 
determine a trend. 

 
Study WQ-C - Samish Water District Monitoring Stud y (1997-2000) - After Study WQ-B 
was completed, Samish Water District continued to monitor the lake for metals (copper, 
cadmium, lead, zinc, and nickel), total coliform. Fecal coliform, low-level petroleum 
hydrocarbons, synthetic organics, herbicides & pesticides, nitrates & nitrites, and hardness.  
The objectives of the study were to establish background concentrations for various 
chemicals in the lake water, and to provide the public with information regarding the lake’s 
current water quality.  The current trophic state of the lake was not examined by this study.   
 
Six composite samples (each with three constituent samples) were collected on four 
separate occasions between October 1997 and June 1999.  Monitoring results were 
compared with the regulatory thresholds establish in the Water Quality Standards for 
Surface Water of the State of Washington (Chapter 173-201A WAC) and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency Water Quality Criteria, (freshwater acute and chronic 
criteria; and drinking water maximum contaminant level [MCL]).  Results for the study were 
as follows: 
• Total Metals – In general, metals concentrations were either below detection limits 

and/or below State and Federal regulatory criteria.  One composite sample (October 
1997) from the West Arm of the lake contained a total lead concentration (0.009 mg/L) 
above the proposed drinking water MCL of 0.005 mg/L.  During the other three sampling 
events in that location, lead was either at the detection limit of 0.001 mg/L or barely 
above it at 0.002 mg/l.  No other metals exceeded the criteria. 

• Fecal Coliforms – Fecal coliform levels were below the State surface water criteria (not 
to exceed 100 colonies per 100 mL in 10% of the samples) in all samples.  The highest 
concentrations (30 and 50 colonies per 100 mL) were detected on the west side of the 
East Arm during the May 1998 sampling event.  Fecal coliform levels in most of the 
water samples were below detection (<2 colonies per 100 mL of water). 

• Petroleum Hydrocarbons – No petroleum hydrocarbons were detected in the samples. 
• Synthetic Organics, Herbicides & Pesticides – None detected. 
• Nitrates & Nitrites – Nitrates were detected in all water samples at levels ranging from 

0.23 mg/L to 0.80 mg/L which are far below the Federal MCL of 10 mg/L. 
 
Study WQ-D - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (2005-present) – Since June 2005, 
Samish Water District has contracted with Western Washington University’s Huxley College 
to perform a monitoring study of Lake Samish and its major tributaries to investigate the 
periodic algal blooms occurring in the lake, including blooms of potentially toxic 
cyanobacteria (blue-green algae).  The primary goals of the study are collection of 
background water quality information about the lake which will help to pinpoint the cause of 
the blooms and to generate recommended protective measures which could help prevent 
further degradation of the lake water quality.  A summary of the monitoring results is 
published by WWU annually and is available on the Huxley College website. 
 
Monitoring activities in this study include the quarterly collection of lake water samples and 
twice-annual sampling from major tributaries to the lake.  In addition to other parameters, 
samples were analyzed for water temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, total and soluble 
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phosphorus, total nitrogen, and turbidity.  For reference purposes, a summary of the Water 
Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of Washington (Chapter 173-201A WAC) 
is included in Table 2.  A summary of the sampling results for Study WQ-D showing 
maximum and minimum results for the tested parameters is summarized in Table 3.  The 
study findings indicate the following:  
 
• The trophic state of the lake was found to be mesotrophic, and, under some conditions, 

eutrophic depending upon the location within the lake, lake depth and time of year.   
• All of the monitoring sites in the East Arm had high chlorophyll concentrations at some 

point during the monitoring study. 
• The lake is shallow enough to support algal growth throughout the water column, 

however, it is deep enough to stratify causing the hypolimnion, (bottom lake strata), in 
both arms to become anoxic (dissolved oxygen equal to zero).  Anoxic conditions at the 
bottom of the lake causes the release of phosphorus from the bottom lake sediments.  
The monitoring study revealed that the West Arm of the lake does not mix thoroughly 
during the winter which can result in extended periods of anoxia in the hypolimnion.  This 
situation has the potential to “internally load” the lake with large amounts of phosphorus. 

• Tributary monitoring (discussed later in this memorandum) revealed that there is  
external phosphorus loading of phosphorus from the watershed. 

• Algal densities in the lake were very high and included the presence of cyanobacteria 
(blue-green algae) blooms.  Certain types of cyanobacteria produce cyanotoxins which 
have been shown to be toxic and dangerous to humans and animals.  

 
Table 2 –  Summary of Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the 
 State of Washington (Chapter 173-201A WAC) 

 
Parameter 

 
Threshold 

 
Conditions / Comments 

Aquatic Life   

Temperature 16oC (60.8oF) 7-DAD Max Temperature (7-day average 
of the daily maximum temperatures) 

Dissolved Oxygen (DO) 9.5 mg/L 1-day Minimum DO 
Turbidity <5 NTU over background, or 

 
10% increase in turbidity 

when background is 50 NTU  or less. 
 
when background is >50 NTU 

pH 6.5 to 8.5 human variation within the allowed range 
of <0.5 units. 

Recreational Uses   
Fecal coliform Not to exceed a geometric mean 

value of 100 colonies/100ml with not 
more than 10% of all samples 
obtained for calculating the 
geometric mean value exceeding 
200 colonies/100ml. 

Must not exceed geometric mean of 100 
colonies/100ml in any one sample when 
less than 10 sample points exist. 

Water Supply Uses   
NH3 2.13 to 32.60 mg N/L Dependent upon pH,  

valid for un-ionized NH3. 
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Table 3 - WWU Lake Monitoring Data – Min/Max (WWU Study 2005-present) 

Site 
DO 

(mg/l) 
Min/Max 

Temp 
(C) 

Min/Max

Turb 
(NTU) 

Min/Max

pH 
 

Min/Max

NH3 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

TN 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

NO3 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max

TP 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max

OP 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

Chlorophyll 
(µg/L) 

Min/Max 

Lake Site A – 
(near surface) 9.0 / 13.6 4.0 / 21.1 0.3 / 4.0 6.3 / 8.2 <5.0 / 

32.0 
329.9 / 
1020 

53.3 / 
857.0 

<5.0 / 
20.0 <2.0 / 59.7 1.4 / 7.4 

Lake Site A – 
(near bottom) 0.5 / 6.2 4.2 / 4.8 1.1 / 12.3 6.2 / 6.6 6.7 / 

396.4 
600.3 / 
983.0 

110.3 / 
803.5 

9.6 / 
37.0 <2 / 7.4 NA 

Lake Site B – 
(near surface) 9.1 / 12.9 4.1 / 21.0 0.4 / 5.5 6.1 / 8.3 <5.0 / 

18.4 
289.6 / 
759.0 

53.3 / 
519.1 

<5.0 / 
26.7 <2.0 / 3.6 17.1 / 20.9 

Lake Site B –  
(near bottom) 0.5 / 12.5 4.1 / 7.8 1.1 / 9.7 6.4 / 7.1 <5.0 / 

280.7 
461.2 / 
711.2 

<5.0 / 
521.0 

11.2 / 
31.9 <2.0 / 8.8 NA 

Lake Site C –  
(near surface) 9.6 / 13.4 4.2 / 21.6 0.4 / 5.8 6.7 / 8.5 <5.0 / 

15.3 
260.0 / 
694.6 

49.5 / 
527.4 

<5.0 / 
17.6 <2.0 / 5.1 1.6 / 12.1 

Lake Site C –  
(near bottom) 0.8 / 11.8 4.2 / 8.8 0.7 / 14.9 6.5 / 7.0 <5.0 / 

224.8 
367.0 / 
699.8 

73.9 / 
510.1 

9.4 / 
43.6 <2.0 / 7.8 0.5 / 2.2 

Lake Site D –  
(near surface) 9.0 / 12.6 6.2 / 21.4 0.4 / 5.2 6.4 / 8.5 <5.0 / 

19.1 
264.4 / 
673.0 

48.5 / 
517.3 

<5.0 / 
24.9 <2.0 / 4.1 1.2 / 10.6 

Lake Site D –  
(near bottom) 9.2 / 12.2 3.8 / 20.1 0.7 / 5.2 6.6 / 8.5 <5.0 / 

25.9 
254.5 / 
682.0 

51.6 / 
542.9 

7.8 / 
27.5 <2.0 / 5.2 2.7 / 6.4 

(1) Creek officially unnamed. 
- Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Temperature (Temp), Turbidity (Turb), pH, Ammonium (NH3), Total Nitrogen (TN), Nitrate/Nitrite (NO3), 

Total Phosphorus (TP), Soluble Orthophosphate (OP), and Chlorophyll. 
- The near surface depth for all sites equaled 0.3m.  Site A near bottom depth equaled 36m.  Site B near bottom depth equaled 19-

20m.  Site C near bottom depth equaled 15-20m.  Site D near bottom depth equaled 6-7m. 
 
Reference Table 2 for a Summary of Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of Washington  
(Chapter 173-201A WAC) 
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General Summary of the Lake W ater Quality – Since 1989, eutrophication pressures 
within the basin have caused the lake’s trophic state to go from oligotrophic to mesotrophic, 
(and sometimes eutrophic depending on the location).  External nutrient loading from 
development and current land use practices in the basin, coupled with internal phosphorus 
loading due to periodic anoxic conditions within the lake, have accelerated the cultural 
eutrophication process.  This, in turn, has helped fuel significant algal and plant growth, 
including the growth of potentially harmful cyanobacteria blooms.  Figure 2 documents the 
change in trophic state within the lake over time. 
 

 
 
Water Quality Monitoring in the Lake Samish Tributaries 
 
Four water quality monitoring studies occurring in the basin since 1989 have included 
intermittent sampling and analysis of the various lake tributaries: 
 
• Study WQ-B - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (1995-1996), 
• Study WQ-C - Samish Water District Monitoring Study (1997-2000), 
• Study WQ-D - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (2005-present), and 
• Study WQ-E - Whatcom County Public Works (2006-2007) – (tributary monitoring only) 
 
An overview of the data collected and results obtained for each study is included below.  
Table 4 details the tributaries monitored by each study and Figure 1 details the monitoring 
locations, by study.   
 
Study WQ-A - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (1995-1996) – Monitoring activities in 
this study included  intermittent sampling over a nine month period between October 1995 
and June 1996.  Sampling was performed at on Friday Creek, Lake Creek (adjacent to 
Green Point Road, and a no-name creek just north of Wefer Creek that was the site of the 
aviation fuel spill in 1995.  Water samples were analyzed for temperature, dissolved oxygen, 
turbidity, chlorophyll a, fecal coliforms, and total nitrogen and phosphorus.  The general 
findings of the study indicate the following: 
• Maximum total phosphorus sampled in the creeks reached 20micrograms/l indicating a 

mesotrophic state. 
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• Total phosphorus levels sampled from Friday Creek were generally lower that those 
seen in the tributary creeks, possibly reflecting the uptake of phosphorus by plant life in 
the lake. 

• Nitrogen levels in the tributary streams tended to be lower in the winter than in the 
spring. 

 
Table 4  Summary of Tributaries Monitored in Water Quality Studies 

WQ Monitoring Study  
Tributary Monitored Study WQ-B - 

WWU 
Study WQ-C 
– Samish WD 

Study WQ-D 
– WWU / SWD 

Study WQ-E 
Whatcom Co. 

Friday Creek X X X  
Mia Creek (1)  X X  
Mud Creek (1)  X X  
Finney Creek   X X 
Barnes Creek  X X X 
Lake Creek (@ Green Pt Rd) X    
Wefer Creek  X   
Unnamed Ck (N. of Wefer Ck) X    
     
(1) Creek officially unnamed. 
 
Study WQ-C - Samish Water District Monitoring Study (1997-2000) – As a part of this 
monitoring study, sampling was performed in the lake near the mouths of Friday Creek, Mia 
Creek, Mud Creek, Barnes Creek and Wefer Creek.  Results of this monitoring are detailed 
the “lake monitoring” section. 
 
Study WQ-D - WWU Lake Sa mish Monitoring Stud y (2005-present) -  Monitoring 
activities in this study include twice-annual sampling from four major tributaries to the lake 
(Barnes Creek, Finney Creek, and Mia Creek) and the lake’s outlet, Friday Creek.  In 
addition to other parameters, samples were analyzed for water temperature, dissolved 
oxygen, pH, total and soluble phosphorus, total nitrogen, and turbidity.  A summary of the 
sampling results showing maximum and minimum results for the tested parameters is 
summarized in Table 5.   The study findings indicate the following: 

• Dissolved oxygen and temperatures were generally higher in Friday Creek than in 
the lake tributaries. 

• Turbidities were generally low (1-3 NTU), with occasional spikes that did not follow 
any obvious seasonal or site-specific pattern. 

• The ph levels in the creeks ranged from slightly acidic to slightly basic (6-8), but none 
were as high as the pH peaks present in the lake. 

• Ammonium concentrations were highly variable, with many samples exceeding 20 
µg-N/L which is elevated but still below the threshold of 32.6 µg-N/L. 

• Total nitrogen and nitrate/nitrite concentrations were high, with the exception of a few 
samples from Friday Creek. 

• Total and soluble phosphorus concentrations were usually higher in the tributary 
creeks than in Friday Creek due to algal uptake to phosphorus in Lake Samish. 

• Fecal coliform counts were variable; 36% of the samples exceeded 100 cfu/100ml, 
suggesting that the sites might not pass surface water criteria. 
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Study WQ-E – Whatcom County Public Works (2006-2007) – As part of their Watershed 
Friendly Gardening Education Program, Whatcom County undertook sampling and analysis 
of creek water from Barnes and Finney Creeks during both base flow conditions (four 
samples per tributary) and storm events (six samples per tributary).  Sampling took place 
between November 2006 and March 2007 where field measurements for water temperature, 
dissolved oxygen and pH were collected.  Samples were subsequently sent to Aquatic 
Research, Inc. for analysis for turbidity, specific conductivity, total suspended solids, total 
phosphorus, soluble reactive phosphorus, and fecal coliform bacteria.  A summary of the 
sampling results showing maximum and minimum results for the tested parameters is 
summarized in Table 6.  The study findings indicate the following: 

• Total phosphorus and soluble phosphorus levels were similar to those seen in Study 
WQ-D, especially during storm events confirming external phosphorus loading to the 
lake. 

• Fecal coliform counts were variable; during baseflow sampling, a number of samples 
exceeded 100 cfu/100ml, suggesting that the sites might not pass surface water 
criteria. 

 
General Summary of Tributary Water Quality – Tributary monitoring to date within the 
basin has been sporadic and at differing tributary locations making a comparison of data 
between the two studies difficult and inconclusive.  In general, the maximum total 
phosphorus levels measured during the current WWU monitoring effort (Study WQ-D, 2005-
present) have been about 1.5 to 2 times greater than those measured in WWU’s WQ-A 
study, (1995-1996), however, the tributaries monitored during these two studies were not 
the same.  In general, current total phosphorus and nitrogen levels in the lake’s tributaries 
are higher than those found in the Friday Creek (lake outlet) owing to the availability of those 
limiting nutrients for uptake by algae and plants in the lake.  Fecal coliform counts found in 
the current WWU monitoring study, while variable, suggested that some of the lake’s 
tributaries may not pass surface water criteria, but the data points are insufficient to provide 
a trend.  Additional and more frequent monitoring of the lake tributaries would help yield a 
clearer picture regarding the water quality conditions.  
 
Summary of Toxics Monitoring in Sediments and Fish Tissue 
 
Since 1989, there have been three toxics monitoring studies on Lake Samish, all performed 
WA State Dept. of Ecology.  These studies examined potential toxic contamination to the 
lake water as well and to fish and sediments in the lake.  A overview of each study is 
presented below. 
 
Study TA-A - Ecology  Monitoring – PCBs  in Sediments and Fi sh – In 1989, WA 
Department of Ecology sampled sport fish tissue and bottom sediment from ten WA State 
lakes.  These samples were analyzed for EPA priority pollutants (except volatiles), 
herbicides, and organophosphorus pesticides.  Overall, the level of chemical contaminations 
was very low.  A general description of the study results are presented below: 

• Low levels (0.7 – 210 micrograms/kilogram, wet) of DDT compounds, primarily the 
metabolite DDE, were detected in most fish samples. 

• Lake Samish had trace amounts of the polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) 
fluoranthene, chrysene, and pyrene probably reflecting contamination by urban 
runoff. 

• Fish tissue samples had no unusual metals concentrations and no detectable 
organochlorine pesticides or PCBs. 

• Lake Samish sediments had a higher arsenic concentration that the other lakes.  
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Table 5 - Study WQ-D  - WWU/SWD Tributary Stream Monitoring Data – Min/Max (WWU Study 2005-present) 

Site 
DO 

(mg/l) 
Min/Max 

Temp 
(C) 

Min/Max 

Turb 
(NTU) 

Min/Max 

pH 
 

Min/Max 

NH3 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

TN 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

NO3 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

TP 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

OP 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

FC  
(cfu/100 mL) 

Min/Max 

Barnes Creek 10.1 / 14.7 5.9 / 12.9 0.6 / 4.6 7.2 / 7.7 <10 / 19.7 756.9 / 
1670.0 

618.8 / 
1518.2 13.4 / 46.0 9.0 / 26.9 1 / 240 

Finney Creek 8.8 / 14.7 4.6 / 16.2 0.3 / 3.9 7.1 / 7.6 <10 / 24.2 651.7 / 
2061.5 

434.8 / 
1860.4 9.3 / 33.1 5.7 / 35.3 12 / 1600 

Mia Creek (1) 9.1 / 11.4 5.7 / 13.4 1.3 / 11.9 6.7 / 7.3 <10 / 36.1 478.3 / 
2236.0 

293.4 / 
1944.0 12.8 / 49.8 5.7 / 30.9 0 / 104 

Mud Creek (1) 8.3 / 14.6 4.3 / 13.5 0.4 / 1.4 6.3 / 7.1 <10 / 108.6 551.2 / 
2308.4 

464.9 / 
1901.7 8.8 / 20.2 4.6 / 15.5 0 / 130 

Friday Creek  4.1 / 12.4 5.7 / 21.9 0.9 / 3.7 6.1 / 7.3 <10 / 40.6 358.3 / 
664.0 10.2 / 466.0 5.4 / 25.9 <3.0 / 7.8 8 / 500 

(1) Creek officially unnamed. 
- Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Temperature (Temp), Turbidity (Turb), pH, Ammonium (NH3), Total Nitrogen (TN), Nitrate/Nitrite (NO3), Total Phosphorus (TP), 

Soluble Orthophosphate (OP), and Fecal Coliform (FC) 
- DO and temperatures higher in Friday Creek. 
- Turbidities were generally low (1-3 NTU), with occasional spikes that did not follow any obvious seasonal or site-specific pattern. 
- The ph levels in the creeks ranged from slightly acidic to slightly basic (6-8), but none were as high as the pH peaks present in the lake. 
- Ammonium concentrations were highly variable, with many samples exceeding 20 µg-N/L. 
- Total nitrogen and nitrate/nitrite concentrations were high, with the exception of a few samples from Friday Creek. 
- Total and soluble phosphorus concentrations were usually higher in the tributary creeks than in Friday Creek due to algal uptake to phosphorus in Lake 

Samish. 
- Fecal coliform counts were variable; 36% of the samples exceeded 100 cfu/100ml, suggesting that the sites might not pass surface water criteria. 
 
Reference Table 2 for a Summary of Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of Washington  
(Chapter 173-201A WAC) 
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Table 6 - Study WQ-E  - Whatcom Co. PW – Watershed Friendly Gardening Education Program – Monitoring Data – Min/Max (2006-2007) 

Site Event 
Temp 

(C) 
Min/Max 

DO 
(mg/l) 

Min/Max 

pH 
 

Min/Max 

Turb 
(NTU) 

Min/Max 

Sp Cond 
(µmhos/cm) 

Min/Max 

TSS 
 

Min/Max 

TP 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

OP 
(µg-N/L) 
Min/Max 

FC  
(cfu/100 mL) 

Min/Max 

Base Flow 4.9/12.7 9.4/11.9 6.6/7.6 0.34/54 67/740 0.50U/104 6.0/440 2.0/5.0 2U/224 
Barnes Creek 

Storm 6.9/9.4 9.2/11.9 6.7/7.4 1.4/77.0 50/70 1.7/578 6.0/380 3.0/9.0 8/40 

Base Flow 3.7/14.9 9.0/12.5 6.8/7.9 0.2/1.8 81/440 0.50U/2.7 6.0/9.0 1.0/6.0 4/208 
Finney Creek 

Storm 6.9/9.6 8.7/12.1 6.8/7.4 6.7/94 58/104 11/415 21.0/39.0 3.0/7.0 10U/80 

- Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Temperature (Temp), Turbidity (Turb), pH, Specific Conductivity (SpCond), Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Total Phosphorus (TP), 
Soluble Orthophosphate (OP), and Fecal Coliform (FC), Undetected at the detection limit noted (U) 

- Total phosphorus and soluble phosphorus levels were similar to those seen in Study WQ-D, especially during storm events. 
- Fecal coliform counts were variable; during baseflow sampling, number of samples exceeded 100 cfu/100ml, suggesting that the sites might not pass surface 

water criteria. 
 
Reference Table 2 for a Summary of Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of Washington  
(Chapter 173-201A WAC) 
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Study TA-B - Ecology  Monitoring – PCBs in Sediments and Fish  – Since 2004, the 
West Arm of Lake Samish has been listed since 2004 on the WA Department of Ecology’s 
303d, Category 5 list for elevated concentrations of PCBs in the fish.  PCBs have been 
classified by the EPA as a probable human carcinogen (Group B2), and a Category 5 listing 
indicates an impaired water body requiring a TMDL.  In Ecology’s 2010 assessment of PCBs 
and dioxin background levels for Washington freshwater fish, the department states that 
studies have shown that significant underlying levels of background PCBs exist in the 
aquatic and terrestrial environments which are unrelated to local sources. There are no 
known, naturally occurring PCBs in the environment.  All contaminant sources of PCBs are 
related to commercial manufacture, use, storage, and disposal of the material.  The 
manufacture of PCBs was banned in the US in 1979, however, PCB containing materials in 
service at the time of the ban were not.  According to the EPA, the current, major source of 
PCBs is environmental reservoirs from past releases.  Until a better understanding is gained 
regarding the existing background levels of PCBs for the State, a final TMDL level will not be 
set.  At this time, there are no known, significant, local sources for PCBs exposure in the 
Lake Samish area, and it is possible that the elevated PCB levels observed in fish from the 
West Arm are a result of background PCB levels. 
 
Study TA-C - Ecology Monitoring – Mercury in Sediments and Fish - In 2001 and 2002, 
Ecology conducted a screening survey for mercury concentrations in fish tissue and 
sediments in selected lakes and rivers as a part of their Washington State Mercury Chemical 
Action Plan.  Samples of fish, sediments and water were collected from 20 water bodies 
throughout Washington. Analyses of sediments taken from Lake Samish indicated mercury 
concentrations below the Threshold Effects Limit (TEL).  Water samples from the lake 
revealed elevated pH levels (mean 8.6) which the report stated may indicate potential 
discharges of septic waste or nonpoint pollution.  While the mean mercury concentration in 
the Lake Samish fish sampled did not exceed the EPA National Toxics Rule (NTR) of 825 
micrograms/kg ww, one fish sampled from the lake contained a mercury concentration of 
1,280 micrograms/kg ww, or 1.55 times the rule threshold.  Based upon this information, the 
survey report recommended that Lake Samish be considered for inclusion in Category 2, 
Waters of Concern, on the federal Clean Water Act draft 2000 303(d) list. 
 
Summary, Limitations, and Recommendations 
 
Summary 
 
Concerns of over the water quality in the lake and its tributaries date back to late 1960s and 
early 1970s when all of the commercial, industrial and residential development within the 
basin was serviced by onsite sewer systems.  Whatcom County Water District No. 12, (now 
Samish Water District) was formed in the mid-1970s allowing a public sewer system to be 
constructed around the lake and eliminating a large percentage of water pollution within the 
basin due to private onsite sewer systems, (a few onsite systems remain in the basin today).  
Beginning in the mid to late 1980s, concerns about deteriorating water quality in the basin 
centered around point and non-point stormwater pollution originating from increased 
residential development, timber harvesting, recreational activities on and around the lake, 
and stormwater runoff from the WSDOT Interstate 5 corridor transecting the basin.  Starting 
in 1989, a number of water quality and toxics monitoring studies were undertaken to 
evaluate the water quality of the basin’s lake and tributaries and to identify trends regarding 
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the quality of lake water which was being utilized as a primary drinking water source by area 
residents. 
 
There have been five major studies undertaken with the Lake Samish Basin since 1989 
which have monitored water quality in Lake Samish and its tributaries (listed below). 
 
• Study WQ-A – Ecology Lake Quality Assessment Program (1989-2000), 
• Study WQ-B - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (1995-1996), 
• Study WQ-C - Samish Water District Monitoring Study (1997-2000), 
• Study WQ-D - WWU Lake Samish Monitoring Study (2005-present), and 
• Study WQ-E - Whatcom County Public Works (2006-2007) – (tributary monitoring only) 
 
A summary of the general findings from these lake and tributary study efforts is as follows  
 
• Lake Samish Water Quality - Since 1989, eutrophication pressures within the basin have 

caused the lake’s trophic state to go from oligotrophic to mesotrophic, (and sometimes 
eutrophic depending on the location).  External nutrient loading from development and 
current land use practices in the basin, coupled with internal phosphorus loading due to 
periodic anoxic conditions within the lake, have accelerated the cultural eutrophication 
process.  This, in turn, has helped to fuel significant algal and plant growth, including the 
growth of potentially harmful cyanobacteria blooms.   

• Lake Samish Tributary Water Quality - Tributary monitoring to date within the basin has 
been sporadic and at differing tributary locations making a comparison of data between 
the two studies difficult and inconclusive.  In general, the maximum total phosphorus 
levels measured during the current WWU monitoring effort (Study WQ-D, 2005-present) 
have been about 1.5 to 2 times greater than those measured in WWU’s WQ-A study, 
(1995-1996), however, the tributaries monitored during these two studies were not the 
same.  In general, current total phosphorus and nitrogen levels in the lake’s tributaries 
are higher than those found in the Friday Creek (lake outlet) owing to the availability of 
those limiting nutrients for uptake by algae and plants in the lake.  Fecal coliform counts 
found in the current WWU monitoring study, while variable, suggested that some of the 
lakes tributaries may not pass surface water criteria, but the data points are insufficient 
to provide a trend.   

 
Limitations 
 
This memorandum has provided an overview of eight water quality monitoring studies 
performed in the basin since 1989, however, despite the significant overlap in the water 
quality parameters measured, there are too many gaps in the monitoring data to allow a 
statistical analysis to determine water quality trending over time.  Historical lake monitoring 
has documented the accelerated eutrophication progress within the lake, the increases in 
phosphorus and nitrogen from internal and external sources, and the increase in aquatic 
plant growth and algal blooms.  Tributary monitoring up to this point has highlighted several 
potential stormwater pollution issues in the lake’s tributaries; high fecal coliform counts not 
in compliance with current surface water standards, significant increases in sediment 
transport during storm events, and significant nitrogen and phosphorus loading (especially 
during storm events).  Much monitoring data has been collected, but, because of variations 
in monitoring locations, frequency, and parameters, the data is difficult to correlate.   
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Recommendations 
 
Based upon this review of the water quality monitoring studies performed within the Lake 
Samish Basin in the last 20 years,  we have the following programmatic recommendations: 
 
• Weather Monitoring Program (Ongoing) – Currently, Samish Water District has no plans 

to discontinue weather monitoring at their office on Nulle Road, and continued collection 
of this baseline weather data is crucial for any future hydrologic and/or water quality 
monitoring undertaken for the basin.  Ongoing weather monitoring should be a 
recommended programmatic activity for the final stormwater management plan.  

 
• Development of a Comprehensive Lake and Tributary Water Quality Monitoring Plan -  

The comprehensive stormwater management effort within the Lake Samish Basin should 
include an ongoing lake and tributary monitoring component that allows for collection of 
lake and tributary water quality data which can be analyzed and correlated statistically to 
develop a clear baseline picture of water quality in the basin and used to determine 
trending over time.  The development of any comprehensive monitoring program should 
attempt to address the following identified issues: 
- Standardization of monitoring locations, sampling frequency and season, and 

monitoring parameters.  
- Tributary monitoring for total phosphorus, soluble phosphorus and total nitrogen in all 

of the major sub-basins to determine the external nutrient loading into the lake by 
sub-basin.  This monitoring information will be crucial for the development of any 
future sub-basin based water quality models. 

- Fecal coliform monitoring in both the lake and tributaries coupled with field 
investigations into the sources of the high coliform counts, (i.e. onsite septic systems, 
public sewer, wildlife, etc.). 

- Tributary monitoring during storm events to determine sub-basins with the highest 
sediment transport followed by inspections in the field to determine the sediment 
sources. 

 
• Development of a Water Quality Monitoring Plan for the Plantation Rifle Range - The 

Plantation Rifle Range, owned and operated by the Whatcom County Parks and 
Recreation Department, straddles the northwest border of the watershed in the Ruby 
Sub-basin.  The facility includes indoor and outdoor small rifle ranges, a trap range and 
a high power rifle range (up to 300 yds.).  The range facilities are utilized by both local 
law enforcement and the public.  The high power rifle range runs along the streambank 
for Ruby Creek and three associated wetlands.  The creek is routed through an existing 
culvert which runs partially under the impact zoned for the range, (reference Figure 4).   
 
Resident concerns were expressed that stormwater from the impact zones could be 
leaching lead or other heavy metals into the adjacent creek.  Ecology’s current Lead 
Chemical Action Plan indicates that lead ammunition can contaminate shooting areas to 
the point that these sites become hazardous to humans and animals.  Lead from the 
shooting range impact zones can migrate through the soil to groundwater or be carried 
offsite by stormwater.  Up to this point, no monitoring for lead has been performed for 
any tributaries to the lake.  As a part of the basin stormwater management plan, 
monitoring of Ruby Creek and the adjacent wetlands is required to assess the potential 
impacts of the rifle range on the downstream environment. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations  
 

cfs  cubic feet per second  

Cu  copper  

DO  dissolved oxygen  

Ecology  Washington State Department of Ecology  

FC fecal coliform colonies 

ft2 square feet 

Hg Mercury 

kg  kilograms  

mg/L  milligrams per liter  

mL  milliliters  

NH3 ammonia 

NO3 nitrate 

OP soluble orthophosphate 

PAH  polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 

PCBs  polychlorinated biphenyls  

PBDEs  polybrominated diphenylethers 

P phosphorus 

T-DDT total dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, or total DDT 

TDS  total dissolved solids  

TN total nitrogen 

Temp Temperature 

TP  total phosphorus  

TSS  total suspended solids  

Turb turbidity 

WAC Washington Administrative Code 

WCC  Whatcom County Code  

WWU  Western Washington University 
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because of its superior ability to model the entire hydrologic cycle and to represent long-
term and seasonal responses to precipitation.  The model generates hydrographs and 
datasets that can be used with other software for studies on such things as water 
availability, urban drainage, flood damage reduction, and flow forecasting. 
 
The HEC-HMS model is capable of simulating a broad range of parameters within a basin.  
The modeler has the ability to create sub-basins, reaches, junctions, and reservoirs and to 
simulate water diversions or sources within the basin.  Losses due to infiltration can be 
modeled by several different methods depending on whether one is performing modeling for 
a single event or for more complex continuous models.  Surface runoff can be modeled 
through a combination of excess precipitation and baseflow contributions to simulate sub 
basin outflow.  The model utilizes a variety of hydrologic routing methods to simulate the 
open channel flow of surface runoff.  The modeler is able to control starting and ending 
dates and times, as well as the time intervals and meteorological cycles (evapotranspiration, 
snowmelt, and precipitation) required.  The model can estimate most parameters for 
methods included in sub basin and reach elements, as well as any element upstream of the 
observed flow location.  Figure 1 illustrates the runoff processes included in the model. 
 

 
Figure 1 - Systems Diagram of the Watershed Runoff Process  
 (after HEC-HMS Manual, 2000) 
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The Lake Samish Basin model has been developed as a tool for long term planning and 
lake budgeting.  Water budget and stage-storage relationships for the lake will aid in 
establishing a balance between lake level and maintaining the required Friday Creek in 
stream flow of 2 cfs. The hydrologic model is also used to evaluate impacts to the lake from 
water quantity and quality for future land use scenarios. 

 

Model Inputs and Source Data 
 

Meteorological Model 
 
The meteorological model applies precipitation and evapo-transpiration (ET) losses to the 
simulated watershed sub-basins. The precipitation in the Lake Samish watershed model is a 
specified time-series data set with hourly intervals based on observed daily precipitation 
amounts at Samish Water District (SWD) and precipitation hourly distribution at Bellingham 
International Airport (BIA) for the years 2001-2010. The ET data in the watershed model is a 
monthly average of observed values near Mt. Vernon, WA for the years 1991-1999. The 
model precipitation and ET is applied uniformly to each sub-basin within the watershed. 

 
• Rainfall Data 

 
The available precipitation data in the watershed were collected at the Samish Water 
District Office located near the lake outlet on Nulle Rd. Daily rainfall was recorded by a 
manual rain gage from 2001-2005 and by an automatic weather station from 2005-2010. 
There were many missing data from 2001-2005, generally on weekends and holidays. 
Additionally, there were two approximately month-long periods of missing data during 
2005-2010 where the weather station apparently was not functioning. All missing daily 
rainfall data for the years 2001-2005 (manual rain gage weekend and holiday periods) 
were proportionally distributed over the previous missing days based on precipitation 
records at Bellingham International Airport (BIA) (collected from 
www.weatherunderground.com). The missing data for 2005-2010 (automatic rain gage 
malfunction periods) were replaced using BIA records. 
 
Hourly precipitation data was required for the continuous simulation hydrology model. 
Thus, hourly rainfall data at BIA was obtained from the National Climatic Data Center 
(NCDC) for the period of collected rainfall at SWD; 2001-2010. The BIA precipitation 
hourly distribution was used in the model. The BIA precipitation amounts were multiplied 
by a monthly factor to increase (generally) the monthly totals to equal the monthly totals 
recorded at SWD. 
 
Table 1 summarizes the rainfall recorded at Samish Water District from the years 2001-
2009: 
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Table 1 - Summary of Rainfall Records from Samish Water District Office 

Total Rainfall – By Year Ave. Monthly Rainfall – 2001-2009 
Year Total Rainfall (in) Month Ave Rainfall (in) 
2001 67.9 Jan 8.31 
2002 46.1 Feb 3.84 
2003 55.4 Mar 5.81 
2004 63.9 Apr 3.60 
2005 53.7 May 3.16 
2006 54.1 Jun 2.62 
2007 50.2 Jul 1.19 
2008 52.9 Aug 2.20 
2009 49.7 Sep 2.74 

Average 54.9 Oct 6.33 
  Nov 8.97 
  Dec 6.09 
  Total 54.9 

 
 

• Evapo-transpiration Data 
 

Evapo-transpiration (ET) data were available from the Washington State University 
Research and Extension Unit near Mt Vernon, Washington. Available ET data was a 
monthly average of observed values for the years 1991-1999. The model uses the 
monthly average ET and applies it uniformly to each simulation period (one-hour) over 
the month. ET is not taken into account during periods of precipitation. The ET data used 
is a monthly average Grass Reference ET with a crop coefficient multiplier of 1 for 
conifer trees (constant throughout the season), which dominates the land cover type for 
the watershed.  

 
Basin Model 
 
The hydrologic basin model developed represents a physical description of the 12 
watershed sub-basins that make up the Lake Samish Basin and the characteristics that 
effect surface water runoff and baseflow from those sub basins into the lake. The main 
components of each sub-basin are as follows: 
• Soil losses – modeled representation of the infiltration losses within each sub basin,  
• Runoff transform – method employed by the model to transform excess precipitation into 

surface runoff. 
• Open-channel Routing Mechanism – modeling mechanism utilized to simulate the open 

channel flow of runoff from the sub basins to the lake. 
 
Soil losses and baseflow data and associated parameters for the watershed were obtained 
from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil Survey Geographic 
(SSURGO) Database as well as the NOAA C-CAP Land Cover (2006) data. Runoff 
transform parameters for the watershed were evaluated for each sub-basin based on 
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available GIS data.  A standard lag routing method, which routes runoff flows with no 
attenuation, was utilized as the open channel routing mechanism. 

 
• Sub-basin Delineation 
 

The Lake Samish watershed contains 12 sub-basins which were delineated in 
preparation for construction of the hydrologic model. Sub-basin delineation was 
accomplished using a combination of ArcGIS (produced by Environmental Systems 
Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI)) program extensions including Spatial Analyst, 3D 
Analyst and ArcHydro.  Spatial Analyst was used to process an existing 10 meter digital 
elevation model (DEM) to determine the limits of the watershed.  LIDAR (light detection 
and ranging) files were utilized to develop the model terrain employing 3D Analyst.  The 
source LIDAR files were created by using an optical remote sensing technology that 
measures the properties of scattered light to find range and/or other information of a 
distant target to within 18.5 centimeters vertical and 1 meter horizontal.  The terrain 
model was reconditioned with the existing cross-culverts through the Interstate 5 corridor 
and exported as a DEM for additional refinement within the ArcHydro program 
extension.  Within ArcHydro, the DEM was processed to fill in sinks in the terrain, set the 
flow directions, and determine the flow accumulation.  The DEM was then delineated 
into sub-basins and the applicable HydroIDs and HEC-HMS attributes added.  After 
calculating the longest flow paths through the delineated basins, the DEM was exported 
for use in the HEC-HMS model.  Table 2 lists the delineated sub-basins with their major 
surface water features, contributing drainage areas, existing impervious surface area 
totals, and various land cover areas.  Figure 3 includes a basin map detailing the 
location and boundaries of the sub-basins.   
 
Descriptive summaries for each sub-basin are included below: 

 
- Summerland - Most of the Summerland sub-basin is currently undeveloped and is 

forested. Most of the development is along the majority of the 2.65 mile lake 
shoreline and is designated as residential rural development with 2 DU/1 acre. The 
upper reaches of the sub-basin are designated as commercial forestry and rural 
forestry. There is a large portion (approximately 40 percent) of rural 1 DU/5 acres 
designation that has forested land cover between the upper forestry portions and the 
developed lake front portion of the sub-basin.  Summerland sub-basin has a 
generally uniform slope and is relatively shallow sloped (approximate average slope 
of 13 percent) compared with much of the Lake Samish watershed. The upper sub-
basin surface drainage is intercepted and routed through ditches and culverts along 
Summerland Road and West Lake Samish Drive.  

 
 
- Roy East - The majority of the Roy East sub-basin is undeveloped and designated 

as commercial forestry. There are also small portions in the lower sub-basin that are 
currently undeveloped forested designated as rural forestry and rural development 1 
DU/5 acres. The only development is along most of the approximately ½ mile lake 
shoreline and is designated as residential rural 2 DU/1 acre.  The Roy East sub-
basin is relatively shallow sloped (approximate average slope of 12 percent) 
compared with most of the Lake Samish watershed. The majority of the sub-basin 
drains to a single unnamed creek that runs down the center of the narrow sub-basin. 
The unnamed creek is routed under Roy Road through a culvert approximately 200-ft 
from the lake. A small portion of the lower sub-basin drains to the east of the  
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Table 2 -  Summary Information Lake Samish Watershed Sub Basins 

Sub-Basin Major Surface 
Waters 

Area 
(acres) 

Contributing 
Area (%) 

Existing 
Impervious 

(acres) 

Forested 
Area 

(acres) 

Developed 
Open 
Space 
(acres) 

Developed 
(High, Med, 

Low) 
(acres) 

 
Grassland 

(acres) 

Scrub/ 
Shrub 
(acres 

Wetland 
(acres) 

 Summerland None 865 12 24.2 863.9 13.9 5.0 64.5 216.6 10.1 

 Roy East Unnamed creek 
and tributary 495 6.9 3.5 496.0 0.0 2.7 10.6 56.3 3.6 

 Roy West Unnamed creek 415 5.8 2.4 414.9 0.0 0.4 10.8 8.6 1.3 

 Mud 
Mud Creek, Mud 
Lake (in upper 
reach) 

1,040 14.5 0.2 1040.1 0.0 1.6 3.6 37.5 22.7 

 North 3 unnamed 
creeks 372 5.2 0.0 372.8 0.0 0.4 0.6 74.7 1.1 

 Finney Finney Creek 378 5.3 7.7 377.8 6.6 1.6 17.9 68.2 5.1 

 Ruby 
Ruby Creek and 
tributaries (Finney 
Creek tributary) 

828 11.5 14.8  
463.9 

 
8.9 

 
13.4 

 
34.4 

 
308.4 

 
0.2 

 

 Silver 
Silver Creek and 
tributaries (Finney 
Creek tributary) 

718 10 3.2  
718.8 

 
4.2 

 
6.8 

 
10.3 

 
139.8 1.6 

 Wefer 
Wefer Creek and 
tributary, and 
unnamed creek 

596 8.3 28.9  
595.2 

 
14.2 

 
0.2 

 
69.0 

 
32.1 1.9 

 Barnes 
Barnes Creek and 
unnamed 
tributaries 

620 8.6 5.6  
620.1 

 
4.1 

 
45.5 

 
11.5 

 
107.8 0.1 

 South 
Barnes 

Unnamed creek 
(lower Barnes 
Creek tributary) 
and tributary 

410 5.7 11.8 410.5 8.4 10.7 31.9 113.5 0.8 

 Pacific Unnamed creek 452 6.3 20.9 452.8 26.3 4.6 52.1 50.8 2.2 

Total,- Basin   7,189 100        
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unnamed creek and is collected in ditches along Roy Road and North and West Lake 
Samish Drives and routed a short distance to the lake under the roads through 
culverts.  

 
- Roy West - The majority of the Roy West sub-basin is undeveloped and designated 

as commercial forestry. There are also small portions in the lower sub-basin that are 
currently mostly undeveloped forested designated as rural development 1 DU/5 
acres and rural development 1 DU/10 acres. The only development is along most of 
the approximately ½ mile lake shoreline and is designated as residential rural 2 DU/1 
acre. The western corner of the sub-basin adjacent to the lake is near Camp 
Lutherwood.  The Roy West sub-basin is relatively shallow sloped (approximate 
average slope of 17 percent) compared with most of the Lake Samish watershed. 
The majority of the sub-basin drains to a single unnamed creek that runs down the 
center of the narrow sub-basin. The unnamed creek is routed under Roy Road 
through a culvert approximately 100-ft from the lake. A small portion of the lower 
sub-basin drains to the east of the unnamed creek and is collected in a ditch along 
Roy Road and routed a short distance to the lake under the road through culverts.  

 
- Mud - The majority of the Mud sub-basin is undeveloped and designated as 

commercial forestry. There is a small portion near the lake designated as rural 
development 1 DU/10 acres, which is forested and contains Camp Lutherwood. 
Additionally, there are two small portions in the upper reaches designated as 
recreation and open space, which are portions adjacent to Pine and Cedar Lakes on 
the north and Larabee State park on the west.  The Mud sub-basin is the largest in 
the Lake Samish watershed. The southeast portion of the sub-basin (adjacent to Roy 
West) has a relatively shallower slope while the western and northern portions have 
steeper mountainous slopes more similar to the majority of the Lake Samish 
watershed. The approximate average slope of the Mud sub-basin is 31 percent. The 
upper most reach of the sub-basin, approximately one quarter of the entire basin 
drainage, drains to Mud Lake. The rest of the sub-basin then drains to Mud Creek, 
which flows into Lake Samish just east of Camp Lutherwood.    
 

- North - The North sub-basin is almost entirely undeveloped and forested. The only 
development is a portion of Lake Samish County Park located in the southeast 
corner of the basin and a few homes west of the park along the shoreline. Most of 
the sub-basin is designated as commercial forestry. In addition to the Samish Park 
there is a small portion designated as recreation and open space in the northwest 
corner of the sub-basin, adjacent to the Pine and Cedar Lakes area. West of Samish 
Park along the shoreline of the lake is designated as rural development 1 DU/10 
acres.  The North sub-basin has a relatively uniform steep slope (approximate 
average of 35 percent). There are no major creeks or tributaries draining the sub-
basin, but does contain 3 unnamed creeks. North sub-basin has approximately half 
of the west (deep) basin of Lake Samish as its shoreline, which is nearly one mile. 
 

- Finney - The Finney sub-basin is mostly undeveloped and forested. The majority is 
designated as rural forestry and commercial forestry. Most of the development in the 
sub-basin is along the lake shoreline (approximately ¾ of a mile) and a lesser 
amount along Lake Samish Drive. The developed areas of the sub-basin are a 
collection of zoning designations including residential rural 2 DU/1 acre in the 
southeast corner, rural development 1 DU/5 acres along Lake Samish 
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Drive/Interstate 5 and North Lake Samish Drive, and a small portion of recreation 
and open space in the southwest corner near the Lake Samish County Park.  The 
Finney sub-basin has a relatively uniform steep slope (approximate average slope 31 
percent). The sub-basin contains Finney Creek below the confluence of Ruby and 
Silver Creeks, although only the eastern approximate one third of the sub-basin 
drains to Finney Creek. Finney Creek flows between Interstate-5 and Lake Samish 
Drive in its upper reaches of the sub-basin and eventually crosses over to the west 
side of Lake Samish Drive. Finney Creek flows through a culvert under North Lake 
Samish Drive before flowing approximately 1,200 feet into Lake Samish.  The 
western two thirds of the sub-basin drainage is intercepted by a ditch and culvert 
system along North Lake Samish Drive and then is routed a short distance, or most 
often directly to the lake.  
 

- Ruby - Most of the Ruby sub-basin is undeveloped and designated as commercial 
forestry. Much of the upper Ruby sub-basin forested area has been harvested and is 
relatively young growth. There is a collection of other smaller portions of the sub-
basin designated as rural forestry, recreation and open space, neighborhood 
commercial (which includes the Shell fueling station), tourist commercial, and rural 1 
DU/5 acres along the I-5 corridor. The Ruby sub-basin has steeper slopes in the 
upper reaches and is relatively more shallow sloped in the vicinity of the I-5 corridor 
(approximate average sub-basin slope is 30 percent).  The majority of the Ruby sub-
basin, especially the upper reaches, drains directly to Ruby Creek, which is a major 
tributary to Finney Creek. Much of the drainage around the I-5, Samish Way and 
Lake Samish Drive roadways and their interchange area is collected by ditches and 
routed through culverts and eventually to Ruby Creek and Finney Creek. There is 
one unnamed creek that drains a west finger portion of forested area west of Lake 
Samish Drive and I-5.  
 

- Silver - Most of the Silver sub-basin is undeveloped and designated as commercial 
forestry. Much of the middle reaches of forest have been harvested and are relatively 
young growth. A forested portion of the lower reach of the sub-basin is designated as 
recreation and open space. There are no residences in the sub-basin and the only 
developed area is along the I-5 corridor and the very bottom of the sub-basin 
drainage, which is designated as rural 1 DU/5 acres.  The majority of the Silver sub-
basin drains directly to Silver Creek, which is a major tributary to Finney Creek. 
Silver Creek’s drainage path is interrupted by I-5 and for a short distance flows along 
I-5 and under it through a culvert where it joins up with Ruby Creek to form Finney 
Creek. Small areas of the sub-basin in the immediate area of I-5 are routed by 
ditches to Silver Creek.   
 

- Wefer - The majority of the Wefer sub-basin is undeveloped and designated as 
commercial forestry and rural forestry. There is also a small area in the upper 
drainage designated as recreation and open space. Most of the development in the 
sub-basin occurs in the areas along the lake shore south of I-5 and East Lake 
Samish Drive, which is designated as residential rural 2 DU/1 acre and includes the 
Lake Samish Terrace Park residence area. There is also a section of the sub-basin 
along the I-5 corridor designated as rural 1 DU/5 acres. The Wefer sub-basin above 
I-5 is uniformly steep in slope (approximate average slope of 31 percent) and it 
becomes quite flat in the developed areas closer to the lake.  Wefer Creek drains the 
upper reaches of the sub-basin and the lower areas drain perpendicular to I-5 and 
are routed in ditches and culverts under I-5, some of which is conveyed in the ditch 
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to Wefer Creek before being routed under East Lake Samish Drive and into the lake. 
Lake Samish Terrace Park area drains both directly to the lake for some of the lots 
adjacent to the shore and also is conveyed north before discharging into the lake on 
the east side of the Terrace Park peninsula. A smaller eastern portion of the sub-
basin is drained by an unnamed creek that flows through culverts under I-5 and East 
Lake Samish Drive before discharging into the lake.   
 

- Barnes - The Barnes sub-basin is almost entirely undeveloped and designated as 
commercial forestry. Much of the upper Barnes sub-basin forested area has been 
harvested and is relatively young regrowth. The only development is a few 
residences along the lake shoreline below I-5, where the zoning is residential rural 2 
DU/1 acres. The lower sub-basin along I-5 is designated rural 1 DU/5 acres and 
there is a small portion along the lake designated as recreation and open space. The 
Barnes sub-basin has a relatively short lake shoreline, approximately ¼ mile.  With 
the exception of some of the lake shoreline area, the entire Barnes sub-basin is 
drained by Barnes Creek and its upper reach tributaries. Barnes Creek is routed 
along the I-5 ditch and under through a culvert, again through a ditch and culvert 
under East Lake Samish Drive and finally into Lake Samish. The sub-basin slope is 
uniformly steep (approximate average slope of 43%) above I-5, but has a shallower 
slope in the developed lake shore area below I-5. 
 

- South Barnes - Most of the South Barnes sub-basin is undeveloped with zoning 
designation commercial forestry. Much of the forested upper reach has been 
harvested and is relatively young growth. There are a few residences around Manley 
Road and west to I-5, which are designated rural 1 DU/5 acres. Most development is 
along the shoreline of the lake in zoning designation residential rural 2 DU/1 acre. 
The upper reaches of the sub-basin are uniformly steep (approximate average slope 
of upper reaches is 60 percent) and it becomes relatively more shallow sloped near 
Manley Road and especially flat from I-5down to the lake shoreline (lower reach 
average slope of 17 percent).  The majority of the South Barnes sub-basin drains to 
the unnamed creek and its tributaries above Manley Rd. The creek collects a portion 
of the Manley Road ditch flow before being routed (via culverts) under Manley Road, 
I-5, and East Lake Samish Drive.  The creek receives a portion of the East Lake 
Samish Drive flow before discharging into Lake Samish.  Additionally, there is a 
small collection of other ditches and culverts that convey some discharge into the 
lake in the lower reaches of the sub-basin. 
 

- Pacific - The majority of the Pacific sub-basin is undeveloped and forested. The 
upper reaches, approximately half the total sub-basin, is designated as commercial 
forestry. Approximately one-third of the sub-basin (middle reach) is designated as 
rural 1 DU/5 acres, which has a number of residences located along Manley Road 
and Pacific Highway. The sub-basin has approximately three-quarters of a mile of 
lake shoreline, approximately half of which is designated residential rural 2 DU/1 
acres that is mostly developed. The other half of the shoreline is designated 
recreation open space. The upper reach, approximately half the sub-basin is 
uniformly steep with average slope of 44 percent. The lower half of the sub-basin 
flattens out and has an approximate average slope of 16 percent.  Most of the Pacific 
drainage is first collected in the Manley Road ditch and conveyed through culverts 
under Manley Road.  The flow then continues on as a ditch/culvert system under 
Pacific Highway, I-5 and East Lake Samish Drive.  Additionally, there is one small 
unnamed creek that drains a portion of the sub-basin. The lakeshore side of East 
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Friday Creek Road contains an area of shoreline development which has a system of 
small ditches and culverts conveying flow into the lake. 

 
• Losses 

 
The soil loss method used in the Lake Samish watershed model is the Soil Moisture 
Accounting Loss method. This method uses five layers to represent the dynamics of 
water movement above and in the soil. Layers include canopy interception, surface 
depression storage, soil, upper groundwater, and lower groundwater. The soil layer is 
subdivided into tension storage and gravity storage. Groundwater layers are intended to 
be used for representing shallow interflow processes. This method provides for wetting 
and recovery cycles and is ideal for long periods of continuous simulation. 
 
Soil loss data was collected from SSURGO data and Land Cover data. SSURGO soils 
data provided information that was used to simulate the soil layer and groundwater 
layers. Land Cover data was used to simulate the canopy interception, surface 
depression storage, and also for percent impervious.  SSURGO (State Soil Geographic 
Database) data by Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) used as direct 
inputs or data used to calculate or assume inputs as follows: 

 
- Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity - Saturated hydraulic conductivity was initially 

used to estimate percolation between soil layer and groundwater layers, but 
calibration indicated that the initial, modeled values were too high.  During 
subsequent calibration, these values were adjusted accordingly based on observed 
data to better reflect site conditions. 

- Available Water Storage (AWS) - Available Water Storage (AWS) 0-20 inches or 0-
40 inches – this is the depth of water held in the top 20 or 40 inches of soil, which 
was assumed to be the depth of the soil layer in the model depending on the 
corresponding bedrock/groundwater depths indicated by the data. Anything below 
this soil layer was simulated as a groundwater layer as described below. 

- Water Volumetric Content - 1/3 bar Water volumetric content – also known as field 
capacity, used to estimate the tension storage in the soil layer (the depth of water 
that only is depleted by evapo-transpiration) as a percentage of the Available Water 
Storage. 

- Bedrock Depth and Annual Average Water Table Depth -  Bedrock depth and 
annual average water table depth – these data used jointly to determine the 
available storage depth by the simulated groundwater layers (2 of them in model, 
assumed each to be half of the estimated total depth w/ different assumed baseflow 
lag times for each).  

- Hydrologic Soils Group - Hydrologic soils group – weighted for each sub-basin and 
used to estimate saturated hydraulic conductivity (initially) and infiltration rates. 

- Land Cover -  Land Cover (2006 data) by NOAA C-CAP data was used to 
summarize and estimate weighted canopy storage, surface (depression) storage and 
percent impervious for each sub-basin. Intersections of sub-basins and land cover 
types were used to assign literature based values to forested, grassland, 
scrub/shrub, lawn/grass (etc.) for canopy and depression storages. These values 
were percent weighted for each sub-basin and used as model inputs. 

- Impervious Area -  Impervious area was not directly extractable from any available 
data. Land cover and GIS data was used to calculate impervious area. Land cover 
area classified as high, medium, or low intensity development was intersected with 
Whatcom County zoning designation for development density. The NRCS SCS CN 
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method assumptions for percent impervious area based on lot size (i.e. 25% 
impervious area for ½ acre lots or 2 DU/1 acre zoning) were then used to calculate 
the impervious area for each zoning designation type.  This method accounted for 
roof area, private access driveway, parking areas and smaller streets.  Major paved 
roads and highways (including Interstate-5, all portions of Lake Samish Dr, Old 
Samish Rd, South Samish Way, Roy Rd, Summerland Rd, Shallow Shore Rd, and 
Pacific Highway) were then digitized in GIS and the resulting areas were used 
directly as for impervious area.  The sum of the impervious roads and the impervious 
developed areas were summed to determine the total impervious area. Furthermore, 
it was assumed that 20 percent of all impervious area (including roads) was directly 
connected to the stormwater drainage system (not available for runoff detention 
and/or infiltration by surrounding pervious areas).  

 
• Transform 
 

A transform method is employed by the model to transform excess precipitation into a 
surface runoff hydrograph.  The surface runoff hydrograph transform method used in this 
modeling effort was the standard Snyder synthetic hydrograph method. The required 
parameters for this transform method are Standard Lag in hours and a Peaking 
Coefficient. The standard lag was calculated using Snyder standard equation. The 
parameters required for the equation (longest flow path and centroidal flow path lengths) 
for each sub-basin were estimated from GeoHMS outputs and GIS data. Peaking 
coefficients were initially assumed based on basin slope and steepness. The Snyder 
standard equation coefficients and the peaking coefficients were later calibrated and 
adjusted  to best match the steepness of the hydrograph response observed in the lake 
level data. 

 
• Baseflow 
 

Baseflow is modeled using the same parameters for lag time as the two groundwater 
layers specified in the soil loss method. There is an additional option to add “reservoirs” 
to each layer, which routes each groundwater layer through each reservoir successively 
before discharging as baseflow. The Lake Samish watershed model contains only one 
reservoir for each groundwater baseflow element because the calibration to observed 
data did not warrant the use of additional reservoirs. 

 
Modeling of Lake Samish 

 
Lake Samish is simulated as a reservoir within the model with elevation-area data based on 
existing bathymetric data for the lake. Reservoirs in HMS are not simulated to receive 
precipitation so a sub-basin was created to simulate direct rainfall onto Lake Samish. A 
monthly evaporation rate is applied to the reservoir in the model, which is based on 
available average monthly pan-evaporation data in Bellingham from 1985-2005. 
Consumptive water usage from the lake is based on current residences and Washington 
Department of Health Water System Design Manual guidelines for average daily demand. 
The consumptive use, which includes both domestic potable use and irrigation use, is 
simulated in the model as a direct loss from the lake being pumped out at a constant rate 
throughout the simulation period. 
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The existing outlet control structure at Nulle Road is simulated as a set of 5 spillways to 
represent the weir bays of the outlet structure. The seasonal changes (generally mid-April 
and mid-October) to the outlet structure are accounted for by having two separate sets of 
spillways that represent the winter weir elevations and the summer weir elevations. Each set 
of spillways is either turned “on” or “off” by controlling the tailwater elevation behind each 
depending on whether it is winter or summer control. 
 
• Bathymetric Data 
 

Bathymetric contour data was obtained from the Washington State Department of 
Ecology, (Lakes of Washington, Western Washington, 3rd Edition by Ernest E. Wolcott).  
This was supplemented with more recent online documentation. 

 
• Outlet Structure (Dam Structure @ Friday Creek) 
 

The Lake Samish outlet structure is a weir bay arrangement consisting of vertical iron I-
beams with 6”x6” wooden posts inserted horizontally as an adjustable weir.  There are 
two outer weir bays that are fixed.  The two outer bays are approximately 7.5-feet in 
length each.  There are two inner weir bays that are adjusted seasonally and are 
approximately 7.5-feet in length each.  There is also one center weir bay that is adjusted 
seasonally and is approximately 3.5-feet in length.  Figures 4 and 5 show photos for 
each typical seasonal arrangement. 

 
The outlet structure is typically adjusted two times per year. There is a winter season 
arrangement in which the two inner longer weir bays are reduced in elevation by 
approximately 1-foot each (by removing 2-6”x6” boards) and the center narrow weir bay 
is opened completely. The winter season arrangement is typically in place from mid-
October to mid-April (Oct. 15 – April 15 in the Lake Samish model). The summer 
arrangement consists of raising the two inner weir bay elevations by approximately 1-
foot and adding a fish ladder to the center weir bay. The summer season arrangement is 
typically in place from mid-April to mid-October. 
 
The existing outlet structure in the Lake Samish HEC-HMS model is simulated as a set 
of 5 spillways to represent the weir bays.  The HEC-HMS model does not have the 
ability to control or adjust the specified elevations of the spillways throughout a 
simulation, thus, two sets of 5 spillways (weir bays) are created in the model to simulate 
the two seasonal settings of the outlet structure. The spillways are specified with a 
tailwater elevation that acts to turn that particular seasonal setting “on” or “off” in the 
model. For example, during the “winter” portion of the year (October 15 to April 15), the 
tailwater elevation for the winter set of spillways is set at an elevation significantly less 
than the lowest weir elevation while the tailwater elevation of the summer set of 
spillways is set significantly higher than the weir elevations.  This has the effect of 
turning “off” the summer spillways and forcing the lake to discharge through the winter 
spillways.  During the “summer” portion of the year (April 16 to October 14), this logic is 
reversed.  The tailwater elevation at the winter outlet is increased such that the winter 
spillways are turned “off” and the tailwater elevation at the summer outlet is decreased 
low enough such that the summer spillways are turned “on”.  Discharge from the lake is 
then controlled by the summer outlet structure arrangement. 
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Figure 4 - Lake Samish Retention Dam - Winter Configuration 

 

 
Figure 5 - Lake Samish Retention Dam – Summer Configuration 

 
In 2007 a survey was done by Samish Management District that tied the staff gage at 
SWD PS #5 and the staff gage at the Lake Samish Retention Dam at Nulle Rd to 
NAVD88 vertical datum elevations based on a nearby WSDOT benchmark. The survey 
also determined the elevations of the Retention Dam structure fixed weir bays. These 
elevations were used in the model to simulate the Retention Dam structure and available 
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pictures were used to estimate the seasonal elevations of the adjustable weir and fish 
ladder portions of the structure. The Retention Dam structure was simulated in the 
model using the surveyed NAVD88 elevations. 
 

• Evaporation 
 

Evaporation data were available for the southwest area of Bellingham for the years 
1985-2005. The data were pan evaporation data, so a factor of 0.75 was applied to the 
recorded evaporation data to more accurately reflect actual evaporation and account for 
the effects of the data collection methods. Available evaporation data was monthly 
averages over the collection period. The model uses the monthly average and applies it 
uniformly to each simulation period (one-hour) over the month.  

 
• Consumptive Use Withdrawals 

 
Consumptive water usage from the lake is based on current Equivalent Residential Units 
(ERUs) and Washington Department of Health (DOH) Water System Design Manual 
guidelines for average daily demand.  Current ERUs were estimated by using Whatcom 
County Tax Parcel GIS shapefile and database information. The assessed building value 
field was used to obtain the number of parcels with presumably livable buildings on 
them. The existing ERU value used to estimate the consumptive use was 471 ERUs. It 
was assumed that all water users pumping from wells would have a similar effect on the 
lake as those withdrawing directly from the lake. This assumption was based on the 
close proximity of all well sites to the lake and the likelihood that they are hydraulically 
connected to the lake.  
 
Because of the lack of water use data (no water meter data) the DOH Water System 
Design Manual recommended equation for average daily demand (ADD) was used to 
calculate the water usage by Lake Samish residences.  The equation is as follows: 

 
  ADD = (8000/AAR) + 200  
   Where:  ADD =  Average Day Demand (gpd/ERU), 
     AAR =  Average Annual Rainfall (inches-per-year), 
     200 =  Baseline Residential Water Demand   
      (gpd/ERU), derived empirically and represents 
      the threshold level for household (non-irrigation) 
      residential demands, 
 

An average annual rainfall value of 54 inches/year was used based on the recorded 
rainfall data at the Samish Water District office. This yields an ADD of 348 gallons-per-
day/ERU for 471 assumed ERUs = 163,908 gallons-per-day of water withdrawal from 
Lake Samish. No seasonal or daily peaking factors were considered and the 
consumptive use is simulated in the model as a direct loss from the lake being pumped 
out at a constant rate throughout the simulation period. 

Model Calibration 
The Lake Samish watershed model was calibrated using existing lake level data collected 
by Samish Water District (SWD).  Model parameters were manually adjusted to obtain an 
optimized fit between simulated and observed lake level data. The main parameters 
adjusted in calibrating the model were soil and groundwater percolation rates and outlet 
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structure weir discharge coefficients. No flow data was available for any of the watershed 
creeks or at the outlet of the lake (Friday Creek). The only available flow data available was 
Friday Creek at the Hatchery near where Friday Creek flows into the Samish River 
approximately 8 miles downstream from the Lake Samish outlet. 

 
Observed Lake Level Data 
 
Lake level data was collected by SWD staff from April 2001 to present (data through 
December 2009 used for modeling purposes). Lake level data is collected from a staff gage 
mounted at SWD’s Pump Station #5 (PS #5), which is located along the west shore of the 
lake adjacent to West Lake Samish Drive.  In 2007 a survey was done by Samish 
Management District that tied the staff gage at PS #5 and the staff gage at the Lake Samish 
Retention Dam at Nulle Rd to NAVD88 vertical datum elevations based on a nearby 
WSDOT benchmark. The survey determined that the 273.00 mark on the PS #5 staff gage 
was elevation 277.78 (4.78 feet offset). Additionally, the survey determined that the 270.00 
mark on the Retention Dam structure was elevation 274.43 (4.43 feet offset). Because the 
lake level readings are conducted at SWD PS #5 an offset of +4.78 feet was applied to the 
lake level readings to keep the elevations consistent with the NAVD88 elevations used for 
the Retention Dam structure.  
 
Figure 6 shows the recorded lake surface levels (per the staff gage) and the NAVD88 lake 
surface elevations over the period used for this analysis (April 2001 – December 2009). The 
maximum, minimum, and average of all recorded data is also identified on the figure. 
 

 
Figure 6 – Lake Levels 2001-2010 – Samish Water District PS #5 
 
Model Simulated versus Observed Lake Level 

Illustration of lake level data as 
recorded on the PS#5 datum and the 
NAVD88 datum. 
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The process of model calibration consisted of making adjustments to important parameters 
for the sub-basin rainfall-runoff processes as well as adjustments to the Retention Dam 
parameters. The main parameters that were adjusted during calibration to make an 
optimized fit between model simulated lake level and observed lake level were sub-basin 
percolation rates between soil and groundwater layers, groundwater layer lag times, sub-
basin transform peaking coefficients, and outlet structure (retention dam) weir discharge 
coefficients. Figures 7 through 9 illustrate the hydrologic model simulated lake level 
compared to observed lake levels during the period of data collection. It is important to note 
the model simulated results are at hourly intervals over the simulation period, while the 
observed data are at weekly intervals. 
 
Because there were no flow data available at the Lake Samish outlet (Friday Creek) 
verification of simulated outlet discharge was conducted to ensure that simulated flows from 
the Lake Samish basin model into Friday Creek were reasonable and not erroneously high 
or low. Unreasonable simulated lake discharges could occur from skewed calibration of the 
outlet weir discharge coefficients in obtaining observed lake levels due to lack of flow data 
for optimal discharge coefficient calibration. To verify reasonable Lake Samish outlet 
discharges available flow data from Washington Department of Ecology (DOE) was used for 
comparison. DOE has available flow data at Friday Creek below the Hatchery near the 
Samish River from 2006 through 2009. The drainage area for Friday Creek above this 
location is 37.1 square miles. The Lake Samish watershed portion of this drainage area is 
11.24 square miles, or 30.3%. Thus, the model simulated discharge from the Lake Samish 
outlet was compared to 30% of the observed Friday Creek below the Hatchery near the 
Samish River flow data, Figure 10 shows the comparison for the years of record. The 
comparison indicates that the calibrated model simulation discharge into Friday Creek is 
reasonable. 
 
Some key limitations in the accuracy of model simulation for the calibration period include: 

• Lack of available detailed hourly rainfall distribution (temporally) within the Lake 
Samish watershed 

• Simplicity of simulating a uniformly distributed (spatially) rainfall pattern with the Lake 
Samish watershed 

• Lack of available flow data at the lake outlet (start of Friday Creek) and/or at a 
number of creeks flowing into Lake Samish (i.e. Mud Creek, Finney Creek, etc.), 
which would have allowed for a more optimized balance between inflows into the 
lake (adjustments to sub-basin rainfall-runoff process parameters) and outflows from 
the lake (adjustments to Retention Dam discharge coefficients) 

• Lack of  available data of significant beaver activity in Friday Creek near Retention 
Dam and the lack of the ability to simulate affects beaver activity  

• Lack of available data for seasonal Retention Dam structure adjustments, including 
timing of changes and variability in extent of changes made 
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Lake Samish
Hydrologic Model Simulation (4/2001-12/2003)
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Model Simulated Observed at SWD PS#5  
Figure 7 – Lake Samish Hydrologic Model Simulation (4/2001-12/2003)  
 Compared to Actual Lake Samish PS#5 Lake Level Data 
 

Lake Samish
Hydrologic Model Simulation (1/2004 - 12/2006)
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Figure 8 – Lake Samish Hydrologic Model Simulation (1/2004-12/2006)  
 Compared to Actual Lake Samish PS#5 Lake Level Data 
 
 
 

Figure illustrating the level of data 
correlation between the calibrated model 
data and lake level data collected in the 
field at PS #5 (Period 4/2001 through 
12/2003). 

Figure illustrating the level of data 
correlation between the calibrated model 
data and lake level data collected in the 
field at PS #5 (Period: 1/2004 through 
12/2006).  
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Lake Samish
Hydrologic Model Simulation (1/2007 - 12/2009)
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Figure 9 – Lake Samish Hydrologic Model Simulation (1/2007-12/2009)  
 Compared to Actual Lake Samish PS#5 Lake Level Data 
 
 

Friday Creek below Hatchery near Samish River, 30% of Observed Discharge
vs. Hydrologic Model Simulated Discharge at Lake Samish Outlet (1/2006 - 9/2009)
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Figure 10 – Comparison of Modeled Lake Samish Outlet Flow & Actual Friday 
 Creek Flows Measured at the Friday Creek Fish Hatchery 

Figure illustrating the level of data 
correlation between modeled outflows from 
Lake Samish and Friday Creek flows 
recorded at the Friday Creek Fish Hatchery, 
(Period: 12/2005 through 9/2009). 

Figure illustrating the level of data 
correlation between the calibrated model 
data and lake level data collected in the 
field at PS #5 (Period: 1/2007 through 
12/2009). 
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Analysis Results 
 
Lake Stage-Storage Relationship 
 
The stage-storage relationship for Lake Samish was developed based on the bathymetric 
data, (previously discussed). The existing bathymetric data provided depth-area 
relationships for the entire lake with the depth of 0-feet referenced to elevation 268 feet, 
(Lake Samish PS #5 datum, as opposed to the NAVD88 datum). This reference elevation of 
268-feet was assigned based on Samish Water District’s indication of average lake level 
measurements at the time of bathymetric map digitization (2006).  
 
Stage-storage relationships were developed for both the East and West Arms of the lake.  
The original depth-area data was available for depth increments of 10-feet generally (the top 
and bottom 10-feet of the West Arm are in 5-feet increments). The increments were linearly 
interpolated between data points to obtain depth-area data at 1-ft increments. The volume of 
each increment was then calculated by using the trapezoidal rule, (an approximation 
technique for calculating the area of an integral). Figure 11 shows the stage-storage 
relationship for Lake Samish including the West and East Arms. It should be noted that the 
lake stage elevations shown in the figure are adjusted from the staff gage stage readings to 
vertical datum NAVD88 stage elevations per the survey discussed previously. 
 

 
Figure 11 – Lake Samish Stage-Storage Relationship 
 

Figure illustrates the storage capacity (or 
volume) of Lake Samish as a function of 
lake depth.  The storage capacity is shown 
for the lake as a whole as well as for the 
East and West basins individually. 
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Water Budget 

 
Lake Samish water budgets were developed for the wet and dry seasons as well as the 
average of all seasons for the years of available rainfall data (2001-2009) for the Lake 
Samish watershed. Lake water budgets include the following elements: 

• Precipitation, directly on Lake Samish (Inflow) – based on recorded data at 
Samish Water District as described 

• Consumptive Use, human withdrawals (Outflow) – based on number of 
residential water users around the lake and WDOH guidelines for average daily 
demand  

• Evaporation, from lake (Outflow) – based on monthly average observed data 
near Bellingham, WA 

• Watershed Surface Runoff and Baseflow (Inflow) – based on Lake Samish 
hydrologic model simulations 

• Friday Creek Discharge, from Lake Samish (Outflow) – based on Lake Samish 
hydrologic model simulations 

• Change in Storage (Inflows – Outflows) – a summation of all water budget 
elements for the respective time period 

 
Figures 12 through 14 summarize the lake water budget for each of the Wet, Dry, and 
Average rainfall seasons by month.  Figure 15 illustrates a comparison of all three seasons. 

 
 
Figure 12 – Monthly Inflows, Outflows & Change in Storage – Wet Year (2001) 

Figure illustrates the net precipitation, 
watershed runoff & baseflow, and total lake 
outflow, as well as the calculated change in 
storage for each month in the selected “Wet 
Year” of 2001. 
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Figure 13 – Monthly Inflows, Outflows & Change in Storage – Dry Season (2002) 
 

 
Figure 14 – Monthly Inflows, Outflows & Change in Storage –  
 Average Year (Averaged over 2001-2009) 

Figure illustrates the net precipitation, 
watershed runoff & baseflow, and total lake 
outflow, as well as the calculated change in 
storage for each month in the “Average 
Year” between 2001 and 2009. 

Figure illustrates the net precipitation, 
watershed runoff & baseflow, and total lake 
outflow, as well as the calculated change in 
storage for each month in the selected “Dry 
Year” of 2002. 
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Figure 15 – Seasonal Comparison of Water Budgets – Wet, Dry and Average 
 
 
 
 

Figure provides side-by-side comparisons of 
precipitation, watershed runoff & baseflow, 
total outflow & losses, and changes in lake 
storage for the “wet, “dry” and “average” 
years (2001-2009). 
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Modeling Scenarios and Results 

 
• Scenario No. 1 - Existing Land Use – Existing Conditions 
 
The Existing Conditions scenario of the Lake Samish watershed is based on the available 
current data as described above in the “Model Inputs and Source Data” section.  Table 4 
summarizes the model simulation results for peak discharge and total annual volume for each of 
the sub-basins for wet and dry seasons (2001 and 2002, respectively). 
 
Table 4 – Scenario No. 1 - Summary of Peak Discharge & Total Annual Volume  
 (“Wet” & “Dry” Seasons) 
  

2001 “Wet” Year 
 

2002 “Dry” Year 
Sub-basin Peak 

Discharge 
(cfs) 

Total 
Discharge 

(ac-ft) 

Total 
Direct 

Run off 
(ac-ft) 

Total 
Baseflow 

(ac-ft) 

Peak 
Discharge 

(cfs) 

Total 
Discharge 

(ac-ft) 

Total 
Direct 

Run off 
(ac-ft) 

Total 
Baseflow 

(ac-ft) 

         
Ruby 298.0 2,870.9 441.7 2,429.2 139.6 1,951.2 172.9 1,778.2 
Silver 277.2 2,528.6 478.6 2,050.0 137.2 1,677.1 223.3 1,453.8 
Mud 258.9 3,576.6 904.0 2,672.5 169.7 2,407.5 521.8 1,885.6 
Summerland 252.2 3,203.0 967.2 2,235.8 163.0 1,993.6 543.6 1,450.0 
Barnes 243.3 2,315.6 545.3 1,770.3 133.1 1,516.3 296.6 1,219.7 
Wefer 271.9 2,105.1 527.0 1,578.2 152.0 1,384.6 289.9 1,094.7 
Roy East 123.8 1,884.9 499.9 1,385.0 82.6 1,177.9 279.6 898.3 
Pacific 124.5 1,721.1 439.1 1,282.0 77.4 1,056.3 241.6 814.7 
Roy West 95.5 1,474.3 365.3 1,109.0 62.3 919.4 202.1 717.4 
South Barnes 159.2 1,531.0 277.0 1,254.0 69.2 929.4 160.8 768.6 
Finney 178.3 1,300.3 368.3 932.0 101.6 866.2 215.9 650.4 
North 181.6 1,294.8 375.6 919.0 96.7 853.0 217.9 635.1 
         
TOTAL  25,806.2 6,189.0 19,617.1  16,732.5 3,366.0 13,366.5 
 
 
• Scenario No. 2 - Future Land Use – Build Out 
 
The Build-Out scenario of the Lake Samish watershed considers land use and land cover 
changes based only on maximum development potential and resulting percent impervious 
increases as projected per current Whatcom County zoning designations. Also, the model 
simulation considers the additional consumptive water use as projected for the build out number 
of dwelling units, which does not affect sub-basin runoff. Per Whatcom County zoning, the 
maximum number of residentially zoned dwelling units for the Lake Samish watershed is 
approximately 880. Using the average day demand assumptions and calculations described in 
Section 3.2.2.3.4 the build out consumptive use is 306,240 gallons-per-day-per ERU annually 
(constant withdrawal for year = 0.474 cfs compared to 163,908 gallons-per-day-per ERU or 
constant 0.254 cfs for the existing scenario).  Table 5 summarizes the projected build-out 
percent impervious area compared to the estimated existing percent impervious area for each 
sub-basin. 
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Table 5 – Summary of Existing & Build-Out Impervious Areas & Percentage Increases 

 
 
 

Sub-Basin 

 
 
 

Sub-Basin Area 
(ac) 

 
 

Existing 
Impervious Area 

(ac) * 

 
 

Build-Out 
Impervious Area 

(ac) ** 

Potential 
Increase in 

Impervious Area 
from 

Development (ac) 

 
 

Build-Out 
Increase as % of 

Sub-Basin 
      
Ruby 828 14.8 20.5 5.7 0.7% 
Silver 718 3.2 4.3 1.1 0.2% 
Mud 1,046 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.1% 
Summerland 865 24.2 57.4 33.2 3.8% 
Barnes 653 5.6 8.3 2.7 0.4% 
Wefer 596 28.9 34.8 5.9 1.0% 
Roy East 509 3.5 7.5 4.0 0.8% 
Pacific 448 20.9 33.1 12.2 2.7% 
Roy West 395 2.4 5.4 3.0 0.8% 
South Barnes 381 11.8 18.0 6.2 1.6% 
Finney 378 7.7 13.1 5.4 1.4% 
North 372 0.0 0.6 0.6 0.2% 
      
TOTAL 7,189 123.2 203.8 80.6  
Notes: *    Includes development and major roads. 
 **  Major roads assumed not to increase, only increase from development 
      (development roadways included). 
 
For the model simulations, it was assumed that 20% of the impervious area was directly 
connected for immediate routing to the lake. Model simulated runoff from directly connected 
impervious area is routed directly to the lake (or nearby stream or other major conveyance) and 
does not runoff onto surrounding pervious areas, such as lawns and other grassy areas 
(including ditches) that subject the runoff to infiltration and/or detention. 
 
Model simulations for the build-out scenario show relatively minor resulting effects from the 
existing watershed conditions in terms of large peak discharge differences for storm events. 
Increased developed area, and thus increased percent impervious, has similar effects on 
surface runoff for all storms, whether large or small. In particular, the Summerland sub-basin 
(largest potential development increase) model simulated runoff from the “wet” year (2001) and 
“dry” year (2002) rainfall data was analyzed for effects of build-out conditions compared to 
existing conditions.  Model simulations indicate that the increase in discharge for 2001storm 
events that produced surface runoff had a range of discharge increase at the peak of the runoff 
hydrograph of 0.1 to 1.0 cfs and an average peak increase of 0.45 cfs. Simulation results for the 
2002 storm events indicated similar results for the build-out condition. The Figures 16 and 17 
below show two Summerland sub-basin hydrographs comparing existing and build-out 
watershed conditions for relatively small and large storm events during January 2001. Results 
were similar for storm events during the summer months. 
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Figure 16 – Scenario No. 2 – Comparison of Hy drographs for Existing & Build-Out 
 Conditions in Summerland Sub-Basin; Small Storm Event (Jan 2001) 
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Figure 17 – Scenario No. 2 – Compariso n of Hy drographs for Existing & Build-Ou t 
 Conditions in Summerland Sub-Basin; Large Storm Event (Jan 2001) 

Graph depicts the increase in runoff volume 
& peak flows from a random small storm 
event.  Increases in flows and flow peaks is 
due to the increased impervious surfaces 
associated with build-out. 

Graph depicts the increase in runoff volume 
& peak flows from a random large storm 
event.  Increases in flows and flow peaks is 
due to the increased impervious surfaces 
associated with build-out. 
 
The figure illustrates that the percentage 
increases in peak flow and volume are not 
as large as they are for the smaller storm 
event shown in Fig. 16 indicating that the 
most significant adverse stormwater effects 
associated with the buildout scenario are 
realized during the smaller storm events.. 
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As expected, the model simulations indicate the effects of increased impervious surfaces having 
a long-term cumulative effect on the amount the discharge into receiving waters occurring as 
either surface runoff or baseflow. The effects of increased surface runoff are negative in that 
they reduce the groundwater recharge source (baseflow) and increase sediment transport. The 
model simulations indicate that over the course of the “wet” year (2001) the combined sub-basin 
discharge into Lake Samish under build-out conditions will discharge approximately 69 ac-ft 
more through surface runoff and 44 ac-ft less through baseflow when compared to existing 
conditions. Results for the “dry” year (2002) showed similar results as a percentage increase in 
surface runoff and percentage decrease in baseflow when compared to the annual totals under 
existing conditions. See Figure 18 below.  Table 6 summarizes the model simulation results for 
peak discharge and total annual volume for each of the sub-basins for wet and dry seasons 
(2001 and 2002, respectively). 
 
 
 

Lake Samish - Inflows from Sub-Basins
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Figure 18 – Scenario No. 2; Comparison of Changes in Surface Runoff & Baseflow for  
 both Existing and Build-Out Conditions  
 

Figure illustrates the change in surface 
runoff and baseflow that occurs when the 
basin transforms from the existing 
conditions to a buildout scenario.  This 
graph shown a net increase in surface 
runoff and a corresponding decrease in 
baseflow for both the “wet” and “dry” year 
data.  These changes in flow are due to 
the increase in impervious surfaces 
associated with the buildout scenario. 
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Table 6 – Scenario No. 2 - Summary of Peak Discharge & Total Annual Volume  
 (“Wet” & “Dry” Seasons) 
  

2001 “Wet” Year 
 

2002 “Dry” Year 
Sub-basin Peak 

Discharge 
(cfs) 

Total 
Discharge 

(ac-ft) 

Total 
Direct 

Run off 
(ac-ft) 

Total 
Baseflow 

(ac-ft) 

Peak 
Discharge 

(cfs) 

Total 
Discharge 

(ac-ft) 

Total 
Direct 

Run off 
(ac-ft) 

Total 
Baseflow 

(ac-ft) 

         
Ruby 298.1 2,873.0 447.1 2,425.9 139.7 1,952.5 176.7 1,775.8 
Silver 277.2 2,528.9 479.3 2,049.4 137.2 1,677.3 224.0 1,453.8 
Mud 258.9 3,576.8 904.5 2,672.3 169.7 2,407.6 522.2 1,885.4 
Summerland 252.2 3,213.3 994.6 2,218.7 163.1 2,001.1 562.3 1,438.8 
Barnes 243.3 2,316.5 547.7 1,768.9 133.1 1,516.9 298.2 1,218.7 
Wefer 272.0 2,107.1 532.1 1,575.0 152.1 1,385.9 293.4 1,092.5 
Roy East 123.8 1,886.1 503.2 1,382.9 82.7 1,178.7 281.9 896.8 
Pacific 124.5 1,724.6 449.6 1,275.0 77.5 1,058.9 248.7 810.2 
Roy West 95.5 1,475.1 367.8 1,107.3 62.3 920.1 203.8 716.3 
South Barnes 159.2 1,532.6 282.7 1,249.9 69.2 930.6 164.5 766.1 
Finney 178.3 1,302.2 372.9 929.3 101.6 867.5 219.0 648.5 
North 181.6 1,295.0 376.1 918.9 96.7 853.1 218.2 634.9 
         
TOTAL  25,831.2 6,257.6 19,573.5  16,750.2 3,412.9 13,337.3 
 
 
• Scenario No. 3 – Differential Impacts of Timber Harvesting  
 
A hydrologic model scenario was developed to evaluate the potential affects of forestry 
practices observed within the watershed. The model was used to simulate two sub-basins being 
subjected to recent timber harvesting practices that were apparent from available data. A 
combination of aerial photographs, land cover raster data, and Whatcom County zoning and 
parcel GIS data maps were used to estimate percentages of Commercial Forestry zoned 
parcels that could potentially be clear-cut harvested. The data indicated that an average of 60% 
of Commercial Forestry parcels were harvested in the most recent timber harvests.  
 
Mud and Roy East sub-basins were chosen for evaluation because the current land cover 
conditions for both sub-basins are mostly forested.  In addition, the differing topographies of the 
two sub basins, (Mud being “steep” and Roy East being relatively “flat”) allowed for a 
comparison of the effects of slope in compounding runoff impacts associated with clear cutting.  
Finally, each basin has a single point sub-basin discharge into the lake meaning that runoff flow 
will be concentrated potentially intensifying the effects of the modified land cover. Each sub-
basin was evaluated using GIS data to estimate a practical amount of forestry cover reduction 
and the resulting affected hydrologic model parameters (canopy storage and surface depression 
storage) were adjusted accordingly. It is important to note that the parameters were adjusted 
based on the assumption that the sub-basin conditions have established vegetation (grass 
and/or scrub/shrub/small trees) and the affects would likely be more negative immediately 
following the harvest and until vegetation is established.  Table 7 summarizes the differences in 
percentage of sub-basin with forested cover and applicable model parameters between the 
Existing and the Harvested Forest Scenarios for Mud and Roy East sub-basins. 
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Table 7 – Scenario No. 3; Comparison of Existing & Forested Conditions  
 (Mud & Roy East) 
 Existing Conditions Harvested Forest Conditions 

 
 

Sub-Basin 

 
% 

Forested 

Canopy 
Storage 

(in) 

 
Depression 
Storage (in) 

 
%   

Forested 

 
Canopy 

Storage (in) 

 
Depression 
Storage (in) 

 
Mud 

 
93.7 

 
0.043 

 
0.289 

 
46.7 

 
0.026 

 
0.242 

 
Roy East 

 
85.4 

 
0.040 

 
0.280 

 
43.4 

 
0.025 

 
0.238 

 
Model simulated storm event runoff hydrograph peaks were identified for the “wet” (2001) and 
“dry” (2002) years and analyzed for changes in sub-basin discharge (surface runoff during a 
storm event) from existing to harvested forest conditions. Simulations indicate that for the wet 
year that the average increase in peak discharge from runoff causing storm events  is 
approximately 6.9 cfs (average 28% increase) for the Mud sub-basin and 3.1 cfs (average 31% 
increase) for the Roy East sub-basin. Resulting peak discharge increases were similar for the 
dry year simulation (Mud = 7.2 cfs (average 51% increase) and Roy East = 3.0 cfs (average  
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Figure 19 – Scenario No. 3; Peak Discharge Increases from Harvested Forested 
 Conditions (Mud Sub-Basin) 
 

Figure illustrates runoff impacts 
associated with timber 
harvesting in the Mud sub basin 
were most keenly felt during 
major storm events. 

Peak flows for the 
smaller storm events 
were much less 
affected by the 
reduced land cover. 

The sub basin saw an average 
28% increase in runoff peak flow 
during major storm events. 
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43% increase)).  Similarly to additional developed and impervious area, this additional surface 
runoff discharge results in less baseflow discharge to the lake, which is important for detaining 
and slowing groundwater recharge to the lake. Figure 19 shows the peak discharge increases 
from the harvested forest scenario for the Mud sub-basin wet year simulation. 
 
Additionally, because of the reduced initial rainfall storage of the forested canopy and the 
forested litter floor surface depression storage, the storm event surface runoff begins sooner 
than for unharvested conditions. One particular storm event in February of 2002 shows that 
surface runoff may begin 3 hours sooner than in an unharvested state for both Mud and Roy 
East sub-basins, see Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 – Scenario No. 3; Ru noff Hydrograph Comparison Between Existing and 
 Harvested Forested Conditions (Mud & Roy East Sub-Basins) 
 

Summary, Limitations and Recommendations 
 
Summary 
 
The US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center’s (HEC) Hydrologic Modeling 
System (HMS) was utilized to construct a continuous simulation hydrologic model of the Lake 
Samish Basin.  The model’s purpose was to simulate the precipitation-runoff processes of a 
dentritic (branching) watershed system.   
  

Figure illustrates the effects of both timber harvesting and slope on 
stormwater runoff.  The harvested land cover condition and steeper 
topography of Mud sub basin causes a much quicker runoff 
response at the beginning of a storm.  While Roy East experiences 
slightly higher runoff peaks in the harvested condition, its gentler 
topography buffers the adverse impacts. 
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• Scenario No. 1 – Existing Land Use – Existing Conditions – Modeling Scenario No. 1 
represents the existing conditions of the watershed.  The parameters of the model were 
adjusted through trial and error calibration to best match the existing historical records for 
lake level fluctuations and Friday Creek flow.  Modeling runs under this scenario utilized 
historical precipitation data from 2001 through 2009.  The Scenario No. 1 model was used to 
develop the stage storage relationship for Lake Samish and to develop seasonal water 
budgets for precipitation, watershed runoff and baseflow, total basin outflow and soil losses 
and changes in lake storage.  In addition, modeling results for this scenario were used as 
baseline comparisons with the modeling results obtained in Scenario Nos. 2 and 3. 

• Scenario No. 2; Future Land Use - Buildout Conditions – Modeling Scenario No. 2 was 
constructed to assess the impact that development to full buildout levels (as allowed by 
current zoning) would have on stormwater volumes and peak flows in the basin.  Impervious 
surface area percentages were adjusted to simulate full development under current zoning, 
and the model was run for the precipitation data available from 2001 through 2009.  The 
results of this “buildout” modeling scenario were then compared to the results from Scenario 
No. 1 revealing the following information: 
- The increased impervious surface area associated with the buildout condition resulted in 

increased stormwater runoff volumes and in stormwater flow peaks, 
- The percentage increases in peak stormwater flows and stormwater volume were 

significantly larger for smaller storm events as compared to large storm events 
suggesting that the most significant adverse stormwater effects associated with 
increased development are realized during “average” rain events. 

- The increased impervious surface area associated with the buildout condition resulted in 
an increase in runoff and a reduction in baseflow (groundwater flow) as compared to 
existing conditions. 

• Scenario No. 3; Differential Impacts of Timber Harvesting – Modeling Scenario No. 3 was 
constructed to assess the impact of timber harvesting on stormwater volumes and peak 
flows.  Clearcut timber harvesting was simulated in two sub basins of differing topography; 
Mud Sub basin (very steep topography) and Roy East Sub basin (relatively flat topography).  
The model was then run using the precipitation data available from 2001 through 2009.  
Modeling results for this scenario were then compared with the results from Scenario No. 1 
providing the following insights: 
- Increases in stormwater runoff associated with timber harvesting were most keenly felt 

during major storm events.  The Mud Sub basin experienced an average 28% increase 
in runoff peak flows during major storm events.  Peak flows for the smaller storm events 
were much less affected by the reduced land cover. 

- The combination of the harvested land cover condition and the steeper sub basin 
topography in Mud Sub basin caused a much quicker runoff response at the beginning 
of a storm.  While Roy East Sub basin also experienced a quicker runoff response at the 
start of a storm, the sub basin’s gentler topography muted the adverse impacts. 

 
Limitations 
 
• Basin-wide vs Sub-Area Hydrologic Modeling - The Lake Samish Basin hydrologic model 

was constructed as a basin-wide hydrologic model and does not contain data for smaller 
sub-areas within the overall watershed.  The model could, however, be modified to add 
additional sub-areas, such as potential sub-divisions or other types of development.  Once 
the input data has been entered for a particular sub-area, the model could be used to 
determine hydrologic peak discharge and overall volume effects from the sub-area.  Sub-
area modifications to the model would require an external GIS analysis (to determine 
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modeling parameters) similar to the basin-wide effort required to construct the original 
hydrologic model.  These external modeling parameters would then be loaded into the HEC-
HMS model to perform the rainfall-runoff analysis for the targeted sub-area.   

• Friday Creek Flow Information – There is currently no flowmeter installed at the Friday 
Creek outlet from Lake Samish.  The model has been calibrated using Friday Creek flow 
data obtained from the Friday Creek Fish Hatchery a few miles downstream of the lake’s 
outlet.  This flow data has been “adjusted” in an attempt to account for inflow/outflow from 
the creek between the lake outlet and the data collection point.   

• Hydrologic vs Hydraulic Models - A hydrologic model is designed to simulate the 
hydrologic response (or flows) of a basin to a given input of rainfall, while a hydraulic 
model simulates the hydraulic response (water surface profiles) of the basin’s streams to 
given rainfall input.  The Lake Samish Basin hydrologic model discussed in this 
memorandum was developed using the US Army Corps of Engineers HEC-HMS (Hydrologic 
Engineering Center’s Hydrologic Modeling System), and is  designed to simulate the 
precipitation-runoff processes of dendritic watershed systems.  While the hydrologic model 
discussed here does have some basic hydraulic routing and control capabilities, it lacks the 
ability to simulate detailed hydraulic structures and perform hydraulic computations. Thus, 
analyzing the capacity of culverts and/or designing or re-sizing stormwater structures is not 
an option with this model as it is currently constructed.   

 
Recommendations 
 
Based upon results of the hydrologic modeling performed for this comprehensive stormwater 
planning effort, we have the following recommendations: 
 
• Programmatic Recommendations –  

- Development of a targeted, sub-area hydrologic model is recommended for analysis of 
any proposed, future development project of significance such as the planned Sleepy 
Hollow Project (46+ residential development on 20 acres) on the west side of Lake 
Samish. 

- Development of a basin-wide and sub-basin hydraulic models which could utilize data 
output from the current hydrologic model to simulate water surface profile information for 
streams and existing drainage conveyance structures within the basin.  The US Army 
Corp of Engineers HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System) 
would have the ability to import the current HEC-HMS data output to produce a hydraulic 
model containing four one-dimensional river analysis components for: (1) steady flow 
water surface profile computations; (2) unsteady flow simulation; (3) movable boundary 
sediment transport computations; and (4) water quality analysis.  In addition to these 
river analysis components, the new hydraulic model would contain several hydraulic 
design features that can be invoked once the basic water surface profiles are computed. 

 
• Structural Recommendations –  

- Friday Creek Flowmeter - Any model is only as good as the data that is used to develop it 
and verify it.  Improvements in the input data (both in data type and accuracy) can be 
used to fine-tune the model through improved calibration.  Development of accurate flow 
records for the major lake tributaries and/or the lake outlet at Friday Creek (particularly) 
would greatly improve the consistency of the model to predict hydrologic responses.  In 
an effort to better document the current seasonal in-stream flows and provide accurate 
flow data for model calibration and analysis, it is recommended that an in-stream 
flowmeter be designed and implemented for Friday Creek outlet from the lake. 
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Water quality modeling attempts to predict water quality parameters within a basin boundary 
utilizing mathematical simulation techniques.  A water quality model is comprised of a collection 
of mathematical formulations which attempt to simulate real-life physical mechanisms controlling 
the position and momentum of pollutants in a water body.  The purpose for this water quality 
modeling effort was to simulate the potential water quality impacts of current and future nutrient 
loading from the watershed into Lake Samish.  At the onset of this work, it was acknowledged 
that the current body of water quality monitoring data for the Lake Samish Basin may be 
inadequate to support construction and calibration of a reliable water quality model for the area.  
As it turned out, these limitations in background monitoring data proved prohibitive, and a 
reliably predictive water quality model could not be built.  The following memorandum includes a 
brief overview of the model’s construction, calibration, limitations and general results.  The 
memorandum concludes with some general thoughts and conclusions regarding any future 
water quality monitoring efforts for the basin. 
 

Water Quality Modeling Effort for Lake Samish 

Goals 
The original goals of this analysis included (1) development of a simple mathematical model for 
water quality in Lake Samish focusing on phosphorus, algae, and dissolved oxygen and (2) use 
of this model to assess the effects of increased nutrient loadings associated with changing land 
uses and development.  The purpose was to provide an objective tool for relating changes in 
nutrient loadings to potential changes in water quality in Lake Samish.   

Model Construction and Calibration 
 
For development of the Lake Samish water quality model, LAKE2K (Version 1.2) (Chapra, S.C. 
and Martin, J.L. 2004), was chosen for its simplicity in that the required input parameters best 
matched the existing data available for the basin.  LAKE2K simulates a lake as a one-
dimensional system consisting of three, vertical layers.  Similar to most lakes within temperate 
climates, Lake Samish tends to stratify into three separate layers based upon temperature (and 
the differences in water density which occur at differing temperatures).  The epilimnion (surface 
layer) is characterized by warmer temperatures (less dense water).  This layer is the zone of 
light within the lake strata where the bulk of biological growth occurs.  The hypolimnion (bottom 
layer) is comprised of much colder, heavier water, and usually receives insufficient sunlight to 
support photosynthesis.  The metalimnion (middle layer) is a narrow layer which is colder than 
the epilimnion and warmer that the hypolimnion, helping to prevent mixing between the upper 
and lower layers.   
 
Lake Samish consists of two distinct basins (West and East Arms) with lake flows moving from 
the West Arm to the East Arm where they are discharged at the Friday Creek outlet.  Because 
of this hydraulic configuration, it was determined that Lake Samish could best be modeled as 
two separate lakes.  Model outputs from the West Arm were inputted into the East Arm model.  
The LAKE2K model provides a series of worksheets that allow the user to input the information 
required for the model to run.  Most of the model inputs were identical for both basins and in all 
model land use scenarios, including: 

• meteorological data 
• light and heat parameters 
• stoichiometry (e.g., proportions of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus for phytoplankton) 
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• rates (growth, settling, uptake, hydrolysis, etc.) 
 
Some of the model inputs, however, did vary between the two basins or for the different land 
use scenarios, including: 

• lake hypsographic information (i.e., depth/area relationships) 
• depth of epilimnion 
• inflow data  
• initial conditions 

 
Calibration of the constructed model was performed by comparing the model outputs to existing 
water quality data collected by Western Washington University (WWU) during their ongoing 
study of the basin.  For additional information regarding this WWU study and its findings, 
reference Study WQ-D (2005-present) in the technical memorandum Water Quality Monitoring – 
Review of Historical Monitoring and Recommendations for  Future Monitoring Programs (dated 
October 7, 2010) prepared by Wilson Engineering LLC for this project.  This study’s stream 
monitoring program included monitoring on four influent streams (Mia Creek, Mud Creek, Finney 
Creek and Barnes Creek) and on the Friday Creek outlet.  Figure 1 details the locations of the 
WWU lake monitoring stations A, B, C, and D and the stream monitoring stations from this 
study.  
 
Model Limitations 
 
There are a number of caveats and limitations associated with the LAKE2K model that should 
be kept in mind when considering the accuracy of the Lake Samish model results.  The model 
gives only an approximation of water quality; and thus predictions can only be used in light of 
the uncertainty due to errors in either the model structure or the calibrated parameters.  
Limitations which should be considered in evaluating this modeling effort include: 
 

• The model’s predictions assume that future forcing functions (e.g., loading, meteorology, 
tributary flows, settling fluxes) can be reasonably extrapolated from prior data. 

 
• The model simulates water quality as whole-lake, average concentrations.  Any 

horizontal gradients in stratification, mixing, internal loading, and water quality would not 
be accounted for by LAKE2k. 
 

• The phosphorus loading inputs for the model were either inorganic phosphorus or 
organic phosphorus without distinguishing bioavailability.  Organic phosphorus 
represents the phosphorus tied up in the lake’s biomass and is, therefore, not available 
for uptake.  Inorganic phosphorus represents the phosphorus which is available for 
uptake. 

 
• The model simulated the lake as a one-dimensional system consisting of three vertical 

layers (Figure 3). The volumes of the two deeper layers (metalimnion and hypolimnion) 
are held fixed whereas the epilimnion was allowed to change as a function of the 
balance between inflows and outflows. This is an oversimplification that can add to the 
existing error in the model compared to models which allow varying hypolimnion depth.  
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Figure 1 – Lake Samish tributary and lake sampling sites, 2005-2010 (map provided by 

S. Freelan, Institute for Spatial Information and Analysis, Huxley College of 
Environment, Western Washington University). 
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• The LAKE2K model of Lake Samish is only useful in determining the relative effects of 

relative changes in lake phosphorus loading. The precise phosphorus loading and other 
lake parameters are only estimates from limited data or extrapolated from literature data. 
Therefore the model is best used to determine relative effects of changes in lake 
parameters rather than a model that precisely characterizes the lake dynamics. 

 
Model Results 
 
Three modeling water quality scenarios were analyze mirroring the modeling scenarios 
performed for the hydrologic model.  All of the scenarios modeled were for the two-year time 
period 2008-2009. The water quality scenarios modeled and their results are outlined below: 

 
• Scenario #1 – Existing Land Use - Existing Conditions – The “existing conditions” 

scenario modeled the current conditions in the watershed utilizing existing land use and 
development flows and water quality conditions.  Model runs were performed for both the 
West and East Arms of the lake. 

 
For this scenario, the amount of total chlorophyll modeled for the lake was compared to the 
amount of chlorophyll “a” measured during the WWU study as an indicator of overall water 
quality.  In addition, comparisons were made between other parameters measured during 
the WWU study including; dissolved oxygen, phosphorus, and nitrogen.   
 
- Chlorophyll (function of phytoplankton) - The model under-predicts phytoplankton 

(and thus chlorophyll) peak values for the East Arm (Figure 2) and only provides 
intermittent agreement with the existing West Arm data.. 

- Dissolved Oxygen - The modeled dissolved oxygen data only generally follows the 
actual data for the East and West Arms of the lake.  The existing WWU data for the East 
Arm data indicates that there is more mixing in the East Arm than modeled, and the 
LAKE2K model is not equipped to consider diurnal changes in wind which could in turn 
underestimate the mixing energy.  This “insufficient” mixing within the model may 
account for some of the discrepancy between the model and the existing data.   

- Phosphorus - The modeled total phosphorus data provides only general agreement 
with the existing WWU data. The modeled inorganic phosphorus and organic 
phosphorus data, however, are not directly comparable to actual data.  In reality, the 
modeled inorganic phosphorus data are probably overestimated, while the modeled 
organic phosphorus is most likely underestimated.  A few possible reasons for this 
inaccuracy could be; 
o an incomplete understanding of existing conditions in the lake due to data gaps,   
o conditions within the model do not allow for variation of the hypolimnion depth, 
o the influent load ratio of inorganic to organic phosphorus in the lake may be smaller 

than modeled, and 
o inorganic phosphorus uptake by the phytoplankton may be greater than modeled. 

 
For the sake of brevity, only a graph comparing total chlorophyll and chlorophyll “a” in the 
East Arm has been included in this technical memorandum, (reference Figure 2).  As 
demonstrated in this figure, results from Scenario #1 showed insufficient agreement 
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between the existing and modeled conditions to establish the constructed model as a 
reliable predictive tool.  Similar results were found for the other parameters modeled. 
 
 

 
• Scenario #2 – Future Land Use – Build-out Conditions - The “build-out” scenario 

considered land use and land cover changes based only on maximum development 
potential and resulting percent impervious increases as projected per Whatcom County 
2010 zoning designations.  Model runs were performed for both the West and East Arms of 
the lake. 
 

• Scenario #3 – Differential Impacts of Timber Harvesting - The “timber harvesting” 
scenario in the West Arm assumed 43% of forest was harvested in Mud and Roy East/West 
sub-basins. 

 
While both Scenario #2 and #3 were executed using the LAKE2K model, results from these 
scenarios were inconclusive with regard to their water quality predictions. 
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Figure 2 – Scenario No. 1 – Existing Zoning – Existing Conditions; East Arm - Modeled Chlorophyll (line graphs) compared 
to actual measurements for near surface and near bottom. 

East Arm Model - Figure 2 compares the modeled 
chlorophyll quantities (in the form of phytoplankton) to 
chlorophyll “a” levels measured by WWU.  The 
information is organized by lake layer.  As this figure 
demonstrates, very little correlation was seen between 
the actual and modeled values indicating that the water 
quality model was poorly calibrated to the existing basin 
conditions. 
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Summary and Recommendations 
Summary 
 
The original goals of this analysis included (1) development of a simple mathematical model for 
water quality in Lake Samish focusing on phosphorus, algae, and dissolved oxygen and (2) use 
of this model to assess the effects of increased nutrient loadings associated with changing land 
uses and development.  The purpose was to provide an objective tool for relating changes in 
nutrient loadings to potential changes in water quality in Lake Samish.   
 
At the onset of this work, it was acknowledged that the current body of water quality monitoring 
data for the Lake Samish Basin may be inadequate to support construction and calibration of a 
reliable water quality model for the area.  As it turned out, these limitations in background 
monitoring data proved prohibitive, and a reliably predictive water quality model could not be 
built.   
 

Recommendations 
 
Construction and calibration of a working water quality model which is sophisticated enough to 
accurately model a lake basin and provide consistent predictive information is difficult, costly, 
and time consuming.  Before committing the money and resources required to develop such a 
model, a clear benefit must be identified.  Historical water quality monitoring within the Lake 
Samish Basin has already confirmed the effects of external phosphorus loading to the lake as it 
relates to eutrophication and water quality.  However, it is understood that the majority of this 
loading is non-point in nature.  While a calibrated water quality model of the basin might be 
capable of simulating the potential, overall water quality impacts of future nutrient loading from 
the watershed, the results would only be relevant relative to current overall conditions.  The 
model would be unable to positively correlate specific watershed activities to water quality 
changes in the lake except in a general fashion.   
 
For this reason, this planning effort does not recommend expending resources to develop a 
comprehensive water quality model for the Lake Samish Basin at this time.  Instead, we re-
emphasize the recommendation made in a previous memorandum regarding monitoring which 
calls for the development of a comprehensive, ongoing lake and tributary monitoring effort which 
can be used to establish a clearer picture of the basin’s baseline water quality condition.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A-3 Codes and Regulations Review 
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Development, stormwater management and planning within the basin is controlled by a 
collection of county, state and federal codes, plans, programs and standards.  As a part of 
this stormwater planning effort, a review was performed of the current local, state, and 
federal codes, plans, programs and standards which affect development and stormwater 
management in the basin.  In addition, a gap analysis was performed comparing current 
stormwater regulations and management practices in the Lake Samish Basin with the 
regulatory requirements included under the current Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater permit, (Phase II).  Finally, this memorandum includes recommendations for 
revisions to current county codes, plans, programs, and standards to address the gaps 
identified in the Phase II permit review. 
 
Review of Relevant Whatcom County Codes, Plans, Programs and 
Standards  
 
The following is a review of the applicable Whatcom County codes, plans, programs and 
standards affecting development, stormwater management, and planning within the Lake 
Samish Basin. 
 
Whatcom County Codes 
 
• WCC Title 16.16 Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO) –  
 

Whatcom County’s Critical Areas Ordinance (WCC 16.16), originally adopted in 1997 
and recently amended in 2005, defines critical areas as environmentally sensitive natural 
resources that have been designated for protection and management in accordance with 
the requirements of the Growth Management Act.  Whatcom County’s CAO regulates 
and manages development within and around these critical areas in order to preserve 
the ecological functions and values of these specialized natural environments and to 
protect the public health, safety and welfare of the community.  Table 1 outlines a 
summary of the critical areas within in the Lake Samish Basin as identified on the 
Whatcom County CAO maps.  Because less than one percent of the basin is located 
within Skagit County, the survey of documented critical areas for this comprehensive 
plan was restricted to Whatcom County.   

 
In recognition of the adverse environmental and public health impacts associated with 
excess phosphorus loading within the basin, the Whatcom County Council amended 
WCC Title 16.16 in 2007 to severely restrict the use of phosphorus-containing, 
commercial fertilizers within the Lake Samish Basin.  The ordinance banning commercial 
fertilizer use recognized that Lake Samish served as the primary drinking water source 
for many residents around the lake, and that the lake supported many beneficial uses 
including recreation and fisheries.  The ordinance identified the excess phosphorus from 
the commercial fertilizers as a significant factor contributing to algal growth and low 
dissolved oxygen conditions in certain portions of the lake at particular times of year.  
The ordinance specified that these conditions may lead to increased treatment costs for 
drinking water and impairment of other beneficial uses of the lake. 
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Table 1 - Summary of Critical Areas within the Lake Samish Basin  
    
Geologically Hazardous Areas (GHA, WCC 16.16.3)) 
 - GHA 1A – Landslide Hazard Areas (WC PDS 1998) 
 - - 15-35% Slope 
   - Upper basin slopes, especially to the north, east and west of the lake. 
  - >35% Slope 
   - Upper basin slopes especially to the east and west of the lake. 
 GHA 2 - Seismic Hazard Areas – Site Class and Liquefaction (WA DNR 2004) 
  - Low to Moderate Liquefaction Susceptibility with Potential for Increased Amplification of Ground 

Shaking 
   - Northern Peninsula – South of N. Lk Samish Road.   

- Southern & Eastern Area – Between Samish Drive and Manley Rd/Pacific Hwy.  On the eastern side of 
the lake, GHA 2 zone extends as far north as the Barnes Creek Sub-basin. 

 GHA 3 – Alluvial Fan Hazards 
  - Alluvium (Whatcom Co. PDS 1994, 2005) 
   - Northern Peninsula – South of N. Lk Samish Road 
Frequently Flooded Areas (FFA, WWC 16.16.4)) 
 Area Inundated by 100-year Flooding( according to FEMA’s FIRM) 
  -  All low-lying, developed areas immediately adjacent to the lake. 
Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas (CAR, WCC 16.16.5) 
 Ground Water Boundaries – Surficial Aquifers (Susceptibility Unassessed) 
  - Surficial aquifers are shallow aquifers typically less than 50 feet (15m), but thicknesses of about 60 feet 

(18 m) have been mapped.  In surficial aquifers, the groundwater is unconfined and continuously moves 
along the hydraulic gradient from areas of recharge to streams and other places of discharge. Surficial 
aquifers are recharged locally as the water table fluctuates in response to drought or rainfall. Therefore, the 
temperature and flow from water-table springs varies.  Identified in two areas; southwest shore of Lk 
Samish (between shoreline and Manley Rd) and Camp Lutherwood off the West Arm of Lk Samish.   

 Wellhead Protection Areas 
  - Eight wellhead protection zones are identified (Calmor Cove (1), Lutherwood (1), West of Lake Samish 

Park (1), Near mouth of Finney Creek (3), South of N. Lk Samish Interchange on I5 (1), and Ruby Ck north 
of I5 (1)) 

Wetlands (WCC 16.16.6) 
 Wetlands (Forested & Non-forested) 
  - Southern end and eastern shore of Lake Samish, predominantly near the Friday Creek outlet. 

- Intermittent wetlands all along the Mud Cr. Drainage from Mud Lake to the creek outlet. 
- Intermittent upland, forested wetlands in the Finney, North, Ruby, Roy East and Summerland sub-basins, 

and elsewhere throughout the basin. 
Wildlife Habitat Conservation Area (HCA, WCC 16.16.7) 
 HCA 2 – State & Federal listed Species Have a Primary Association 
  - Lowlands around the perimeter of the lake with the exception of the north lake shore in the North Sub-

basin.  East of I5 within the Barnes, S. Barnes, and Pacific Sub-basins. 
 HCA 3 – Habitats and Areas Associated with State Priority Species 
  - Upland areas north and east of the lake. 
 HCA 10 – Habitats and Species of Local Importance 
  - Lowland and upland areas south and southeast of the lake. 
Fish Habitat Conservation Area (HCA, WCC 16.16.7) 
 HCA 1b – Other Fish Bearing Streams 
  - CAO mapping shows detailed distribution primarily for WRIA 1 watershed.  Lk Samish current fish 

distribution includes Mud Ck., Finney Ck., Silver Ck., Ruby Ck., Barnes Ck., and Friday Cr.  Additional 
information regarding salmonid distribution is included in the “Aquatic Habitat” section of this chapter. 
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• WCC Title 20  Zoning (Miscellaneous Zoning Designations 20.32 through 20.64) 

 
The purpose of the WCC Title 20 Zoning designations is to regulate physical 
development within an area such that said development meets the goals and policies 
outlined in the Whatcom County Comprehensive plan.  Compliance is attained by 
coordinating the execution of both public and private projects with respect to all subject 
matters utilized for developing and servicing land.  Zoning designations are by district 
with each district regulating all of the major planning and implementation issues 
associated with development, including uses (permitted, conditional, accessory, and 
prohibited), maximum densities, minimum lot sizes, clustering, design standards, 
setbacks, lot coverage, use of natural resources, and other regulations.   

 
In 2002, the Lake Samish Basin went through a significant downzone where a large 
portion of the upland area originally zoned for RR2 development (Residential 2-units per 
acre) was downzoned to R5A and R10A districts, (Residential 1-unit/5-acres and 
Residential 1-unit/10-acres).  Currently within the basin, Commercial Forestry (CF) and 
Rural Forestry comprise by far the largest zoning districts with over 68% of the basin 
zoned CF or RF, (reference Figure 1).  Most of the forestry and timber harvesting 
activities occur at the higher elevations of the basin east of Interstate 5 and north and 
west of the lake, (reference Fig 2).  Approximately 18.5% of the basin is zoned for Rural 
Residential (Residential 2-units/acre (RR2) through Residential 1-unit/10 acres (R10A)) 
with the vast majority of residential development in the basin centralized along the lake 
shore.  A summary of zoning districts is provided in Table 2, and Figure 3 illustrates land 
use percentages within the basin.     

 
Table 2  - Summary of Lake Samish Zoning Districts – By Classification 

 
WCC Title 20 - Zoning Designation 

 
Whatcom 
County 
(Acres) 

 
Skagit County 

(Acres) 

 
% of Watershed 

Commercial Forestry, CF (Title 20.43) 4,908.3   61.23% 
Rural Forestry, RF (Title 20.42) 461.7   5.76% 
Rural (1DU/10acres), R(10) (Title 20.36) 155.0   1.93% 
Rural (1DU/2acres), R(2) (Title 20.36) 33.7   0.42% 
Rural (1DU/5acres), R(5) (Title 20.36) 967.4   12.07% 
Rural Residential (2DU/1acre), RR(2), (Title 20.32) 326.9   4.08% 
Recreation & Open space, ROS (Title 20.44) 299.5   3.74% 
Tourist Commercial, TC (Title 20.63) 24.1   0.30% 
Neighborhood Commercial, NC (Title 20.60) 3.7   0.05% 
Lake Area 808.9   10.09% 
Skagit IF-NRL   27.0 0.34% 

Total Acreage 7,983.2  27.0  100.0% 
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Figure 3 - Summary of Land Use within the Lake Samish Basin 

 
The current WCC Title 20 Zoning code includes several subsections which outline 
additional special district and management area controls related to stormwater in the 
Lake Samish Basin.  A discussion of these additional subsections is included below. 
 
- WCC Title 20.71 Water Resource Protection Overlay District 

 
In 2001, the Lake Samish Basin was designated as a Water Resource Protection 
Overlay District under Title 20.71 which imposed additional development and land 
use controls aimed at preserving and protecting the unique water resources of the 
basin.  Restrictions and controls outlined for this overlay district exceed the 
requirements outlined for rural residential zoning districts in WCC Title 20 Zoning 
code.  The additional development and land use controls include; 
a. Limiting land uses, 
b. Setting minimum reserve open space percentages, 
c. Limiting impervious surface  
d. Establishing cluster subdivision design standards 
e. Setting enhanced building setbacks and buffer areas, 
f. Modifying parking design standards, 
g. Establishing alternative permeable surfacing methods and standards, 
h. Limiting vehicular access along arterials and collectors 
i. Outlining standards for reduced roadways, curbs, gutters and sidewalks 
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- WCC Title 20.80.635 Stormwater Special District 
 
In 2001, WCC Title 20.80.635 designated the Lake Samish Basin as a Stormwater 
Special District and instituted the requirement for permanent on-site stormwater 
quality and quantity facilities on all lots less than five acres in size for projects that 
meet either of the following criteria: 
a. New construction or remodels that increase impervious surfaces by more than 

500 square feet; or 
b. Renovation projects where the estimated cost of the work exceeds 50 percent of 

the assessed value of the existing structure. Interior remodels, nonpolluting roof 
replacements, house maintenance and energy upgrades shall be exempt from 
this requirement. 

Stormwater quality and quantity facilities required under this code shall comply with 
the provisions of the Whatcom County Development Standards, Chapter 2, Section 
221, 1996 Whatcom County Development Standards, and the 1992 Department of 
Ecology Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (or more 
current versions). 

 
- WCC Title 20.80.735 Water Resource Special Management Area 
 

In 2001, the Lake Samish Basin was designated as a Water Resource Special 
Management Area which established a more stringent standard for clearing activity 
in highly valued water resource areas, environmentally sensitive areas, or areas 
where natural conditions are so unstable that clearing activity in the areas can result 
in hazardous conditions.  The code requires the implementation of best management 
practices, including phased clearing, tree retention and seasonal clearing limitations.  
The intent of the code is to limit the amount of exposed soils on site that are 
susceptible to erosion at any one time, thereby improving site stability during 
development and reducing potential for transport of dissolved pollutants and 
sediments off site.  In addition, preservation of existing trees on site reduces the 
quantity and maintains the quality of stormwater leaving a site during and after 
development activities by encouraging interception, infiltration and 
evapotranspiration of rainfall and surface runoff. 
 
In 2005, WCC Title 20.80.735 was amended by the Whatcom County Council to 
augment the seasonal clearing activity limitations and to impose a seasonal 
restriction limiting clearing activities within the Lake Samish Basin to 500 square feet 
or less of exposed soils during the period between September 1st and April 30th. 

 
• WCC Title 21  Subdivision  
 

WCC Title 21 Subdivision regulates all land division and delineation activities within the 
Lake Samish Basin including surveys, dedications, boundary line adjustments, short and 
long subdivisions, general and specific binding site plans, etc.   The code also includes 
regulatory provisions for variances, amendments, and appeals regarding the conditions 
set forth within the code.  Per the text of the code, the purpose of this title is: 
- To promote the public health, safety, and general welfare, and to protect the natural 

resources and the environment. 
- To provide for proper application of Chapter 58.17 RCW regarding plats, 

subdivisions and dedications. 
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- To facilitate efficient and cost-effective land division and to ensure orderly growth 
and development consistent with the Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan and the 
Whatcom County Code. 

- To establish an orderly transition from existing land uses to urban development 
patterns in designated urban growth areas.  

 
WCC Title 21 includes provisions for vesting of subdivision applications which, in turn, 
determine which land use regulations will be in effect during design and construction of a 
development project.  WCC Title 21.05.033(5) of the current code provides that, if an 
application is granted a determination of completeness, the application vesting date will 
be the date that the application was submitted for review.  One pending subdivision 
within the basin, the Sleepy Hollow Subdivision (Sleepy Hollow), holds an accepted long 
subdivision application which is vested under the 1992 land use regulations, however, 
the project has yet to move into the design phase.  The Sleepy Hollow project proposes 
a 46-lot subdivision on 20-plus acres on the south side of Lake Samish (near 
Summerland Road).  The proposed subdivision has been subdivided in accordance with 
the RR2 zoning district (2 units/acre) which was the zoning district in effect in 1992.  
Current zoning for the property is R5A (1 unit/5-acres).  The Whatcom County Hearing 
Examiner upheld the Sleepy Hollow vesting in a decision in 2010, denying a “motion to 
dismiss” which was brought by a local citizen group in the area.  In the decision, the 
Hearing Examiner indicated that he had no statutory authority to dismiss the pending 
subdivision.  He further indicated that the State Legislature or the Whatcom County 
Council may have the right to limit the vesting rights of Sleepy Hollow.  However, since 
no limiting ordinances have been adopted and since the Courts have not given the 
Hearing Examiner any authority to limit the Vested Rights Doctrine, the Hearing 
Examiner determined that he had no authority to dismiss a vested subdivision 
application (pursuant to RCW 58.17.033), based on how long the application has been 
pending. 
 

• WCC Title 23 Shoreline Management Program 
 

The Shoreline Management Program provides for the protection and management of 
shoreline ecosystems in order to: 
- preserve the ecological functions and values of the shoreline natural environment, 

and 
- protect the public health, safety and welfare of the community.  
 
The Shoreline Management Program was developed in response to the Washington 
State Shoreline Management Act (1971), and works to control unregulated or 
inappropriate development on or near shorelines which could result in negative impacts 
such as pollution, erosion and sedimentation, habitat loss, flooding and loss of property.  
The original Whatcom County Shoreline Management Plan was adopted in 1976 and 
was most recently updated in 2008. 
 

• WCC Title 24 Health Code 
 
The purpose of WCC Title 24 is to provide minimum standards to safeguard public health 
and welfare by regulating and controlling activities.outlined in the code.  As it relates to 
stormwater and protection of the public water supply, WCC Title 24 regulates on-site 
sewage systems, solid waste handling and disposal, and drinking water.  
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Whatcom County Plans, Programs and Standards 
 
• Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan (updated through 2009), 

 
The purpose of the Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan is to guide growth within the 
unincorporated areas of Whatcom County over a 20-year planning cycle, with the most 
recent update to the plan occurring in 2009.  The plan establishes a framework of goals, 
policies, and action items for the more detailed growth planning and also frames 
implementation strategies to be followed in designated urban growth areas and in the 
county’s rural areas.  The plan provides land use designations which work to influence 
and provide guidance regarding suitable stormwater management practices for lands 
controlled by the County.  The Chuckanut Lake Samish Subarea Comprehensive Plan 
(discussed below) is an adopted portion of the current Whatcom County Comprehensive 
Plan.  
 

• Whatcom County Development Standards (2002), 
 

The Whatcom County Development Standards (2002)  
- Chapter 2 - Stormwater Management – The Stormwater Management standards 

outline the engineering and development criteria for planning and implementation of 
applicable stormwater best management practices (BMPs).  Stormwater BMPs are 
required to be designed in accordance with the 1992 Stormwater Management 
Manual for the Puget Sound Basin Washington Department of Ecology.  

- Chapter 2 (Section 221) – Stormwater Special District Standards (Stormwater 
Standards for Single Family Residences and Duplexes on Existing Lots)– These 
Stormwater Special District Standards detail the stormwater development standards 
required within areas designated as stormwater special districts.  These special 
standards require permanent on-site stormwater quality and quantity facilities on lots 
less than five acres in size.  Stormwater quality and quantity facilities designed under 
these standards are required to comply with the Whatcom County Development 
Standards (1996) and the 1992 Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget 
Sound Basin Washington Department of Ecology (or more current version). 

- Chapter 5 – Road Standards – The Road Standards for development within the 
County define rural roads as those typically requiring a shoulder and utilizing open 
ditch(es) for drainage.  These standards include a requirement for preparation of a 
stormwater plan in accordance with Chapter 2 of the Whatcom County Development 
Standards.  The stormwater plan must encompass the grading and drainage of the 
entire area to be developed and include a separate temporary erosion and 
sedimentation control (TESC) plan detailing the control measures intended to 
minimize the effects of erosion due to construction activities.   

 
• Chuckanut Lake Samish Subarea Comprehensive Plan (1986) 
 

The Chuckanut Lake Samish Subarea Comprehensive Plan was developed as a 
component of the Whatcom County Comprehensive Land Use Plan in May 1986.  This 
plan, which was developed by the Whatcom County Planning Department, and adopted 
under Whatcom County Ordinance 86-30, was designed to look at comprehensive 
planning within the County on a subarea basis.  The goal of the planning effort was to 
define planning for the subarea as it related to regional design, growth management, 
land use, cultural and natural resources, citizen planning involvement and 
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intergovernmental coordination.  The final planning document introduced policy 
recommendations regarding land use designations and cultural facilities and resources.  

 
• On-site Sewage System Local Manageme nt Plan of the Whatcom County  Health 

Department 
 

The Whatcom County On-site Sewage System (OSS) Program has regulatory oversight 
for all on-site sewage systems in Whatcom County.  The On-site Sewage System Local 
Management Plan was developed to assist in the management of the on-site sewage 
systems within the County through the following activities: 
- Database tracking of existing on-site systems, 
- Identification of sensitive areas where OSS systems could pose an increased public 

health risk, 
- Performance of operation, monitoring and maintenance in sensitive areas, 
- Development and implementation of a marine recovery area strategy for the Drayton 

Harbor Watershed, 
- Public education. 
 
Under the OSS Local Management Plan, the Lake Samish Basin has been designated 
as a sensitive area requiring special protections and inspection priorities. 

 
 
Review of Relevant Skagit County Planning Efforts 
 
By area, Lake Samish Basin comprises less than 0.60% of Whatcom County, however, 
100% of the watershed’s stormwater drains directly into WA Department of Ecology’s 
Watershed Resource Inventory Area #3, which is located predominantly in Skagit County.  
Skagit County has been responsible for several planning efforts centered on the WRIA #3 
watershed unit and the Lake Samish Basin.  Two of the most comprehensive of those 
planning efforts are: 
 
• Samish Bay Watershed Non-Point Action Plan and  Final Clo sure Response 

Strategy (1995) – Developed by  the Samish Watershed Management Committee, the 
Skagit County Dept. of Planning and Community Development, and the WA Department 
of Ecology in December 1995.  Developed under guidelines of the WAC 400-12, the 
main purposes of the plan were to prevent and abate nonpoint source pollution with the 
Samish River Watershed (of which the Lake Samish basin is a part) and to protect the 
watershed’s beneficial uses such as; drinking water supplies, shellfish growing, fish and 
wildlife habitat and recreational opportunities.  In addition to providing a full background 
characterization of the watershed, the plan outlined a source control strategy for abating 
and preventing nonpoint source pollution and detailed an implementation plan for that 
strategy.  Recommendation strategies were developed for the following nonpoint 
pollution sources:  agricultural activities, residential and commercial development, on-
site septic systems, forest practices, boats and marinas, mining activities, old landfills, 
transportation/utility corridors, spills and emergency response, recreational activities, 
and surface and groundwater withdrawal.  While not all of the nonpoint sources identified 
in the planning effort are applicable to the Lake Samish Basin, the planning effort 
represents a valuable background document highlighting potential stormwater pollution 
source issues for the Lake Samish area. 
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• Water Resource Inventory Area 3 (WRIA 3 ) Samish River Sub-Basin Watershed  
Management Plan (2003, Draft) - Issued by the Skagit Watershed Planning Unit, the 
goal of the planning effort was to ensure that adequate water supplies are available by 
recommending alternatives and strategies to manage instream and out of stream flow 
needs for both fish habitat, and for the needs of agricultural, commercial, population and 
economic growth.  Disputes have arisen regarding the instream flow recommendations 
included in the current version of the plan draft, and the plan has yet to be adopted. 

 
 
Review of Relevant Washington State Standards 
 
The following Washington State standard is being utilized by Whatcom County in the 
regulation of stormwater management and planning in the Lake Samish Basin. 
 
• 1992 Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget  Sound Basin, Washi ngton 

Department of Ecology - Chapter 2 of the Whatcom County Development Standards 
(2002) requires compliance with the 1992 Stormwater Management Manual for the 
Puget Sound Basin  for stormwater development within Stormwater Special Districts.  
Originally available in 1992, the manual has been revised twice (2001 and 2005).  The 
most current version of the manual is entitled the 2005 Stormwater Management Manual 
for Western Washington.  Whatcom County has adopted the 2005 version of the manual 
for use only in areas of the county requiring coverage under the Western Washington 
Phase II Municipal Stormwater Permit.   

• Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) Munici pal Stormwater 
Permit (2009) – This permit regulates stormwater discharges from state highways and 
related facilities contributing to discharges from separate storm sewers owned or 
operated by WSDOT.  The WSDOT Municipal Stormwater Permit satisfies the coverage 
requirements outlined in the Western Washington Phase II Municipal Stormwater Permit. 

• Title 222 WAC Forest Practices Board – Title 222 originated from the Forest Practices 
Act of 1974 and establishes the Forest Practices Board (the Board) as the regulating 
authority for forest practices within Washington State.  The role of the Forest Practices 
Board is to  establish minimum standards for forest practices, provide procedures for the 
voluntary development of resource management plans, set forth necessary 
administrative provisions, establish procedures for the collection and administration of 
forest practices fees, allow for the development of watershed analyses, foster 
cooperative relationships and agreements with affected tribes, and establish the riparian 
open space program.  The Board is an independent state agency chaired by the 
Commissioner of Public Lands.  The Washington State Department of Natural 
Resources provides staff support to the Board and implements and enforces the forest 
practice rules. 

• Forest Practices Board Manual (last updated in 2010) – The Forest Practices Board 
Manual is an advisory technical supplement to the forest practice rules outlined in Title 
222 WAC. 

 
Regulatory Requirements of the Western Washington Phase II 
Municipal Stormwater Permit (Phase II permit) and Gap Analysis 
 
In compliance with EPA’s National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), the 
Washington Department of Ecology requires Whatcom County to seek coverage under the 
Western Washington Phase II Municipal Stormwater Permit (Phase II permit) for all 
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urbanized areas and urban growth areas associated with cities which are under the 
jurisdictional control of the County.  The Lake Samish is neither designated as an urban 
area nor does it lie within any county urban growth area boundaries, and, therefore, does 
not require coverage under the current Phase II permit.  Despite this, Whatcom County’s 
current comprehensive plan does designate the developed area immediately surrounding 
Lake Samish, (currently zoned RR2), as a Suburban Enclave.  Per the Whatcom County 
Comprehensive Plan, suburban enclaves are rural areas characterized by development at 
densities averaging one unit per acre and served or partially served by public roads, sewer 
or water, or other public services or facilities.  The comprehensive planning definition for 
suburban enclave states that they are “comprised of rural residential areas that are not 
urban or likely to develop into urban areas during the planning period”.  Under such a 
definition, it is unlikely that the Lake Samish area will ever attain an urban development 
status which requires coverage under the current Phase II permit.  
 
Despite this fact, the current zoned development density of 2 units per acre, (RR-2), around 
Lake Samish represents an “urban” density level capable of developing “urban quality” 
stormwater runoff.  For this reason, this stormwater planning effort includes an examination 
of the current Phase II permit requirements as they would apply to the Lake Samish basin to 
identify gaps in the current stormwater planning and management for the area.   
 
In order to comply with the Phase II permit requirements, Whatcom County has developed 
the Whatcom County NPDES Phase II Stormwater Management Program (SMP).  Updated 
annually, the SMP identifies the portions of the county defined for regulation and outlines the 
County’s management program for compliance with the Phase II permit requirements.  Many 
of the programmatic strategies included in the County’s current SMP are directly 
transferrable to the Lake Samish Basin.   
 
Requirements under the Phase II permit are organized into five critical components;  
- public education and outreach,  
- public involvement and participation,  
- illicit discharge detection and elimination,  
- controlling runoff from new development, redevelopment and construction sites, and 
- pollution prevention and operation and maintenance for municipal operations. 
 
For the purposes of this planning document, the Phase II permit gap analysis has been 
organized by critical component, (reference Tables 3a through 3e). 
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Table 3a - Public Education and Outreach  

Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit – Requirements & Minimum 

Criteria 

Applicable Whatcom County Codes, Regulations, 
Standards & Programs / Recommended 

Improvements 
Public Education and Outreach –  
 
Requirements call for development of an educational 
program aimed at residents, businesses, industries, elected 
official, policy makers, planning staff and other employees 
with the goal of reducing and/or eliminating behaviors and 
practices that cause or contribute to adverse stormwater 
impacts.    
 
Minimum Performance Measures: 
a. Provide an education and outreach program designed 

to achieve measurable improvements in the target 
audience’s understanding of the problem.  Program 
should target the following: 
i. General public, 
ii. General public, businesses, including home-based 

& mobile businesses, 
iii. Homeowners, landscapers & property managers. 

b. Measure the understanding and adoption of the 
targeted behaviors for at least one targeted audience in 
at least one subject area.  The resulting measurements 
shall be used to direct education and outreach 
resources most effectively and to evaluate changes in 
behavior. 

c. Tracking and maintenance of records of public 
education and outreach activities. 

 
Applicable Codes, Regulations, Standards & Programs 
• Whatcom County NPDES Phase II Stormwater 

Management Program (SMP) provides the framework 
for public education and outreach in other areas of the 
county including education and outreach, measures of 
understanding and outreach, and tracking and records 
maintenance. 

• Lake Friendly Gardening Kit (developed by the WA 
State Univ. Cooperative Extension & Whatcom Co. 
Water Resources as a part of the Lake Whatcom 
Management Program).  Provides information to the 
public regarding low-impact gardening, landscaping, 
pest control, etc. 

• WCC Title 16.16 (2007) – Ordinance restricting the use 
of phosphorus-containing, commercial fertilizers within 
the Lake Samish Basin 

• Whatcom Co. Development Standards (1996) – 
Chapter 2 Stormwater Management and Chapter 2 
(Section 221) Stormwater Special District Standards. 

• Whatcom Co. Water Resources Public Involvement & 
Education (PIE) program implements and facilitates 
programs within various water resources areas outlined 
in the County’s Comp. Water Resources Plan.  
Program focuses on WRIA#1.  

Recommended Improvements 
• Expand the SMP education & outreach program to 

include the Lake Samish Basin.  The Phase II permit 
allows for educational programs to be developed either 
locally or regionally.  Include provisions for measuring 
& tracking results and maintenance of records. 

• Development of Lake Samish Management Program 
website comparable to the website currently available 
for Lake Whatcom.  

• Post the final Lake Samish Comprehensive Stormwater 
Plan, along with all technical memoranda, online. 

• Expand PIE to include WRIA#3 areas within Whatcom 
County.   
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Table 3b - Public Involvement and Participation 

Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit – Requirements & Minimum 

Criteria 

Applicable Whatcom County Codes, Regulations, 
Standards & Programs / Recommended 

Improvements 
Public Involvement and Participation –  
 
Requirements:   Requirements include providing ongoing 
opportunities for public involvement through advisory 
councils, watershed committees, participation in developing 
rate-structures, stewardship programs, environmental 
activities or other similar activities.    
 
Minimum Performance Measures: 
a. Create opportunities for the public to participate in the 

decision-making processes involving the development, 
implementation and update of the entire stormwater 
management plan.  Include development of a process 
for consideration of public comments. 

b. Make stormwater management plan, any annual 
reports and other submittals available to the public 
either by posting on the Permittee’s website or the WA 
Dept. of Ecology website. 

 
Applicable Codes, Regulations, Standards & Programs 
• Whatcom County NPDES Phase II Stormwater 

Management Program (SMP) provides the framework 
for public involvement and participation in accordance 
with Phase II permit guidelines. 

• Lake Samish Watershed Management Advisory 
Committee (LSWMAC) - Committee formed by Samish 
Water District provided forum for residents regarding 
lake management & water quality issues in basin.  
Activities currently suspended. 

 
Recommended Improvements 
• Expand the SMP public involvement and participation 

programs to include the Lake Samish Basin.  Include a 
process for consideration of public comments. 

• Establish citizen advisory committee to fill the role 
previously played by LSWMAC. 

• Designation of a Whatcom County contact person 
responsible for receipt of and follow-up on public 
concerns and questions regarding stormwater issues in 
the basin. 

• Increase opportunities for interaction and cooperation 
between the public and critical stakeholders within the 
basin such as; forestry interests, WSDOT, WDFW, 
Whatcom County Parks and Recreation, and Samish 
Water District such as: 
- Community workshops where individual 

stakeholders could interact with the community to 
provide additional information regarding their 
goals and activities, 

- Designation of a contact person for each key 
stakeholder who will work with the County’s 
designee to respond to public concerns and 
questions regarding stakeholder activities within 
the basin. 

- Regularly throughout the year, solicit stakeholder 
input into public newsletters and community 
meeting agendas, and encourage stakeholder 
attendance at these meetings. 

- Work to identify partnering opportunities between 
stakeholders and the public to jointly address 
stormwater and lake management issues within 
the basin. 

• Post the final Lake Samish Comprehensive Stormwater 
Plan, along with all technical memoranda, online. 

• Prepare and present annual progress reports to both 
the County Council and the public regarding the 
progress in  implementation of the plan.       
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Table 3c - Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination 

Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit – Requirements & Minimum 

Criteria 

Applicable Whatcom County Codes, Regulations, 
Standards & Programs / Recommended 

Improvements 
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination –  
 
Requirements:   Requirements include development and 
implementation of an ongoing program to detect and 
remove illicit connections and discharges as defined by 40 
CFR 122.26(b)(2), including any spills not under the purview 
of another responding authority, into the municipal separate 
storm sewer owned and operated by the Permittee.  
 
Minimum Performance Measures: 
a. Development of a municipal storm sewer map and 

provide for regular updates. 
b. Development and implementation of an ordinance or 

other regulatory mechanism to effectively prohibit non-
stormwater, illicit discharges into the Permittee’s 
municipal separate storm sewer to the maximum extent 
allowable under State and Federal law. 

c. Develop and implement an ongoing program to detect 
and address non-stormwater discharges, including 
spills, and illicit connections into the Permittee’s 
municipal separate storm sewer system. 

d. Inform public employees, businesses, and the general 
public of the hazards associated with illegal discharges 
and improper disposal of waste. 

e. Adopt and implement procedures for program 
evaluation and assessment, including tracking the 
number and type of illicit discharges, including spills, 
identified; inspections made; and any feedback 
received from public education efforts. 

f. Provide appropriate training for municipal field staff on 
the identifications and reporting of illicit discharges. 

 
 

 
Applicable Codes, Regulations, Standards & Programs 
• Whatcom County NPDES Phase II Stormwater 

Management Program (SMP) provides the framework 
for illicit discharge and elimination in accordance with 
Phase II permit guidelines. 

• WCC 24.05 regulates on-site sewage systems to 
protect public health by minimizing: 
- The potential for public exposure to sewage from 

onsite sewage systems; and 
- Adverse effects to public health that dischages 

from on-site systems may have on ground and 
surface waters. 

• WCC 24.06 regulates the handling of solid waste to 
protect public health and safety. 

• WCC 24.11 establishes standards for siting, design, 
and protection of drinking water sources including 
surface waters. 

• Whatcom County Culvert Inventory – The County has 
completed a GPS Inventory of culverts, catch basins, 
and manholes within the Lake Samish Basin. 

• Whatcom County Comprehensive Solid and Hazardous 
Waste Management Plan (2008) 

• Whatcom County Illicit Discharge Reporting – Fact 
sheet regarding illicit discharges which includes an illicit 
discharge reporting form. 

 
Recommended Improvements 
• Develop a municipal storm sewer map for the Lake 

Samish. 
• Expand the SMP illicit discharge and elimination  

program to include the Lake Samish Basin.  Include a 
process for consideration of public feedback, 
evaluation and assessment of the program, and a 
tracking mechanism for illicit discharge reports and 
inspections. 

• Develop educational material regarding illicit 
discharges and solid & hazardous waste handling for 
posting on the project website and distribution to the 
public. 

• Increase opportunities for interaction and cooperation 
on this issue between the public and critical 
stakeholders within the basin such as; forestry 
interests, WSDOT, WDFW, Whatcom County Parks 
and Recreation, and Samish Water District. 
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Table 3d - Controlling Runoff from New Development, Redevelopment and 
Construction Sites 

Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit – Requirements & Minimum 

Criteria 

Applicable Whatcom County Codes, Regulations, 
Standards & Programs / Recommended 

Improvements 
Controlling Runoff from New Development, 
Redevelopment and Construction Sites –  
 
Requirements:   Requirements include development, 
implementation, and enforcement of a program to reduce 
pollutants in stormwater runoff from new development, 
redevelopment, and construction site activities.  Program 
shall apply to all sites that disturb a land area 1 acre or 
greater, including projects less than one acre that are part of 
a larger common plan of the development or sale.  Program 
shall apply to private and public development, including 
roads.  
 
Minimum Performance Measures:  
a. Program shall include an ordinance or other 

enforceable mechanism that addresses runoff from 
new development, redevelopment, and construction 
site projects.  The provisions allow that more stringent 
requirements than those outlined in the Phase II permit 
may be used, and/or certain requirements may be 
tailored to local circumstances through the use of basin 
plans or other similar water quality and quantity 
planning efforts.  The program shall implement a 
planning process and BMP selection and design 
criteria that, when used to implement the minimum 
requirements of the Phase II permit will protect water 
quality, reduce the discharge of pollutants to the 
maximum extent practicable and satisfy the State 
requirements under Chapter 90.48 RCW to apply all 
known, available and reasonable methods of 
prevention, control and treatment (AKART) prior to 
discharge.  Use of the site planning process and best 
management practice (BMP) selection and design 
criteria in the 2005 Stormwater Management Manual 
for Western Washington shall fulfill the AKART 
requirements. 

b. Program shall include a permitting process with plan 
review, inspection and enforcement capability to meet 
the standards listed for both private and public projects, 
using qualified personnel. 

 
c. Program shall include provisions to verify adequate 

long-term operation and maintenance (O&M) of post-
construction stormwater facilities and BMPs. 

 
 
 
d. Program shall include a procedure for keeping records 

of inspections and enforcement actions by staff, 

 
Applicable Codes, Regulations, Standards & Programs 
 
• Whatcom County NPDES Phase II Stormwater 

Management Program (SMP) provides the framework 
for runoff control from new development, 
redevelopment, and construction sites in accordance 
with Phase II permit guidelines. 

• Whatcom Co. Development Standards (1996) – 
Chapter 2 Stormwater Management and Chapter 2 
(Section 221) Stormwater Special District Standards. 

Property owners are required to maintain and inspect 
stormwater facilities annually, however, the County has 
no regular inspection program outside the Phase II 
permit areas.  

• WCC Title 20.71 Water Resource Protection Overlay 
District 

• WCC Title 20.80.635  Stormwater Special District, 
• WCC Title 20.80.735  Water Resources Special 

Management Area. 
• 1992 Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget 

Sound Basin, Washington Department of Ecology 
• TESC Inspections by County and Dept. of Ecology staff 

at the beginning of projects and periodically throughout.  
Inspection violations carry the potential for corrective 
notices and fines.  

 
Recommended Improvements 
• Expand the SMP runoff control provisions to include 

the Lake Samish Basin.  Include provisions for; 
- Verification of long-term operation and 

maintenance of post-construction stormwater 
facilities and BMPs. 

- Record keeping of inspections and enforcement 
actions by staff, 

• Post all “Notices of Intent for Construction Activity” and 
“Notices of Intent for Industrial Activity“ online. 

• Expand current Whatcom County training programs to 
ensure adequate staff for implementation of new runoff 
control programs. 

• Upgrade stormwater planning and design regulations to 
require compliance with the 2005 Stormwater 
Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin, 
Washington Department of Ecology. 

• Implement strategies which encourage the use of LID 
practices for all new development and redevelopment 
projects within the basin. 
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Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit – Requirements & Minimum 

Criteria 

Applicable Whatcom County Codes, Regulations, 
Standards & Programs / Recommended 

Improvements 
including inspection reports, warning letters, notices of 
violations, and other enforcement records. 

e. Program shall make available copies of the “Notice of 
Intent for Construction Activity” and the “Notice of Intent 
for Industrial Activity” to representatives of proposed 
new development and redevelopment. 

f. Permittee shall verify that all staff responsible for 
implementing the program to control stormwater runoff 
from new development, redevelopment, and 
construction sites, including permitting, plan review, 
construction site inspections, and enforcement, are 
trained to conduct these activities.  Follow-up training 
shall be provided as needed.  
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Table 3e - Pollution Prevention and Operation & Maintenance for Municipal 
Operations 

Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit – Requirements & Minimum 

Criteria 

Applicable Whatcom County Codes, Regulations, 
Standards & Programs / Recommended 

Improvements 
Pollution Prevention and Operation and 
Maintenance for Municipal Operations –  
 
Requirements:   Requirements include the development and 
implementation of an operations and maintenance (O&M) 
program that includes a training component and has the 
ultimate goal of preventing or reducing pollutant runoff from 
municipal operations.  
 
Minimum Performance Measures:  
a. Establish maintenance standards that are as 

protective, or more protective, of facility function than 
those specified in Chapter 4 of Volume V of the 2005 
Stormwater Management Manual for Western 
Washington. 

b. Provide for annual inspection of all municipally owned 
or operated permanent stormwater treatment and flow 
control facilities, other than catch basins, and take 
appropriate maintenance actions in accordance with 
the adopted maintenance standards. 

c. Spot check potentially damaged permanent treatment 
and flow control facilities (other than catch basins) after 
major (greater than 24-hour-10-year recurrence interval 
rainfall) storm events. 

d. Inspect all catch basins and inlets owned or operated 
by the Permittee at least once before the end of the 
permit term.  Clean catch basins if the inspection 
indicates cleaning is needed to comply with 
maintenance standards established in the 2005 
Stormwater Management Manual for Western 
Washington. 

e. Develop and implement an inspection program 
designed to inspect all sites outlined in b, c, and d, 
above. 

f. Establish and implement practices to reduce 
stormwater impacts associated with runoff from streets, 
parking lots, roads or highways owned or maintained 
by the Permittee, and road maintenance activities 
conducted by the Permittee. 

g. Establish and implement policies and procedures to 
reduce pollutants in discharges from all lands owned or 
maintained by the Permittee, including but not limited 
to:  parks, open space, road right-of-way, maintenance 
yards, and stormwater treatment and flow control 
facilities. 

h. Develop and implement an on-going training program 
for employees of the Permittee whose construction, 
operations or maintenance job functions may impact 
stormwater quality. 

 
Applicable Codes, Regulations, Standards & Programs 
• Whatcom County NPDES Phase II Stormwater 

Management Program (SMP) provides the framework 
for pollution prevention and operation and maintenance 
in accordance with Phase II permit guidelines. 

• M&O is performed by Whatcom County Public Works’ 
Maintenance and Operations Division.  Duties of the 
M&O Division include: 
- Maintain stormwater drainage systems, 
- Manage stormwater runoff on ROW to provide 

proper drainage and prevent flooding and road 
damage, 

- Guarantee implementation of proper 
environmental controls, 

- Ditching to establish or re-establish flow lines, 
- Installation culverts and catch basins, 
- Installation of temporary soil erosion and sediment 

control devices, 
- GPS inventory of culverts, catch basins & 

manholes, 
- Culvert replacements to remove fish barriers. 

• While the M&O Division performs periodic checks on 
stormwater facilities to ensure that they are in good 
working order, not all facilities are inspected annually, 
and spot checks for potentially damaged permanent 
treatment and flow control facilities (other than catch 
basins ) are not performed. 

 
 
Recommended Improvements 
• Expand the SMP runoff control provisions to include 

the Lake Samish Basin.  Include provisions for; 
- Development and implementation of an inspection 

program designed to inspect all inlets, catch 
basins, manholes, and permanent stormwater 
treatment & flow control facilities, 

- Development and implementation of ongoing 
training for staff whose construction, operations or 
maintenance job functions may impact stormwater 
quality. 

- Maintain records of inspections and maintenance 
or repair activities. 

• Establish maintenance standards for the Lake Samish 
Basin which are in compliance with the 2005 
Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound 
Basin, Washington Department of Ecology. 
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Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit – Requirements & Minimum 

Criteria 

Applicable Whatcom County Codes, Regulations, 
Standards & Programs / Recommended 

Improvements 
i. Develop and implement a stormwater pollution 

prevention plan for all heavy equipment maintenance 
or storage yards, and material storage facilities owned 
or operated by the Permittee in the permitted area. 

j. Maintain records of inspections and maintenance or 
repair activities conducted by the Permittee in 
accordance with the Phase II permit requirements.  

 
 
 

Summary, Limitations and Recommendations 

Summary 
 
Land development, stormwater management and stormwater planning within the Lake 
Samish Basin is controlled by a collection of local, state and federal regulations.  An 
important component to this stormwater planning effort was review of the current local, state, 
and federal codes, plans, programs and standards which affect development and 
stormwater management in the basin.  In addition, a gap analysis was performed comparing 
current stormwater regulation and management practices in the Lake Samish Basin with the 
regulatory requirements included under the current Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater permit, (Phase II).  The limitations of this review and recommendations for 
revisions to current County codes, plans, programs, and standards to address the identified 
stormwater management gaps are included below. 

Limitations 
 
The scope of this review has been limited to local, state and federal documents available 
from Whatcom County staff or online.  The review performed was as complete as possible 
given the established scope of this planning project, however, additional codes, plans, 
programs and standards applicable to stormwater management and planning may be 
available. 

Recommendations 
 
In an effort to support stormwater and lake management efforts within the Lake Samish 
Basin, we have the following recommendations for code modifications and planning 
updates: 
 
Recommendations Based Upon the Review of Whatcom County Codes, Plans, 
Programs and Standards 
 
• Revision to the Whatc om County Code Req uiring Sleepy Hollow Subdivision to 

Subdivide & Develop Under Current Land Use Regulations - In 2009, the Whatcom 
County Council modified WCC Title 21 to include specific review guidelines and 
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timetables regarding preliminary long subdivision approvals.  WCC 21.05.039 dictates 
that approval of a preliminary subdivision shall expire unless a final plat is submitted in 
proper form for final plat approval within five years of the date of preliminary subdivision 
approval.  The code goes on to establish the criteria for extension requests and sets 
limits on the number and duration of extensions granted.  In effect, the new code will not 
allow for subdivision applications to vest under current land use regulations and then 
postpone final plat approval indefinitely while still maintaining vesting. 

 
The new code does not, however, definitively address projects such as the Sleepy 
Hollow Subdivision which were vested before the new 2009 modifications went into 
effect.  Since the Sleepy Hollow Subdivision is currently vested under the 1992 land use 
regulations, the potential, development density for the subdivision is ten-times that which 
would be allowed under the current 2010 zoning.  The potential stormwater and other 
environmental impacts on the lake associated with this higher density will be significant.  
For this reason, we recommend that the Whatcom County Code be modified to require 
all subdivisions to develop in accordance with “then current” land use regulations. 

 
• Development of an Updated Chuckanut Lake Samish Subarea Comprehensive 

Plan – The current version of the Chuckanut Lake Samish Subarea Comprehensive 
Plan was developed in 1986, nearly twenty-five years ago.  Since that time, significant 
changes have occurred in the land use and environmental regulations governing the 
subarea including:  
- Adoption of Title 16.16 Critical Areas Ordinance (1997), 
- Significant downzone modifications to zoning within the Lake Samish Basin (2002),  
- Designation of the Lake Samish Basin as; 

a. Water Resource Protection Overlay District (2001),  
b. Stormwater Special District (2001), and  
c. Water Resources Special Management Area (2008), 

- Adoption of updated Title 23 Whatcom County Shoreline Management Program 
(2008). 

 
We recommend that an updated subarea planning document be developed which 
incorporates the current land use and environmental regulations and which draws upon 
recent research, modeling and planning performed for the area.  
 

Recommendations Based Up on the West ern Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater Permit Gap Analysis 
 
• Public Education and Participation 

- Establish citizen advisory committee to fill the role previously played by LSWMAC. 
- Increase opportunities for interaction and cooperation between the public and critical 

stakeholders within the basin such as; forestry interests, WSDOT, WDFW, Whatcom 
County Parks and Recreation, and Samish Water District such as: 
o Community workshops where individual stakeholders could interact with the 

community to provide additional information regarding their goals and activities, 
o Designation of a contact person for each key stakeholder who will work with the 

County’s designee to respond to public concerns and questions regarding 
stakeholder activities within the basin. 
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o Regularly throughout the year, solicit stakeholder input into public newsletters 
and community meeting agendas, and encourage stakeholder attendance at 
these meetings. 

o Work to identify partnering opportunities between stakeholders and the public to 
jointly address stormwater and lake management issues within the basin. 

- Development of Lake Samish Management Program website comparable to the 
website currently available for Lake Whatcom. 

- Post the final Lake Samish Comprehensive Stormwater Plan, along with all technical 
memoranda, online. Develop educational material regarding illicit discharges and 
solid & hazardous waste handling for posting on the project website and distribution 
to the public. 

- Post all “Notices of Intent for Construction Activity” and “Notices of Intent for 
Industrial Activity“ online. 

- Prepare and present annual progress reports to both the County Council and the 
public regarding the progress in  implementation of the plan. 

 
• Programmatic Recommendations 

- Expand the Whatcom County NPDES Phase II Stormwater Management Program 
(SMP) to include the Lake Samish Basin. 

- Expand the Whatcom Co. Water Resources Public Involvement & Education (PIE) 
program to include WRIA#3 areas within Whatcom County. 

- Develop a municipal storm sewer map for the Lake Samish. 
- Expand current Whatcom County training programs to ensure adequate trained staff 

to perform compliance inspections/tracking of permitted stormwater facilities. 
- Implement strategies which encourage the use of LID practices for all new 

development and redevelopment projects within the basin. 
- Upgrade stormwater planning, design and operation & maintenance regulations to 

require compliance with the 2005 Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget 
Sound Basin, Washington Department of Ecology. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A-4 Maintenance and Operations 
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Existing M&O Jur isdictions and Responsi bilities for Lake Samis h 
Basin Stormwater Infrastructure 
 
The M&O of existing stormwater, lake-level management, and onsite sewer system 
infrastructure within the Lake Samish is divided between four separate entities; local 
agencies (Whatcom Co. Public Works, Whatcom Co. Department of Health, and Samish 
Water District), the WA Department of Transportation, the WA Department of Natural 
Resources and the private property owners around the lake.  The specific jurisdiction and 
M&O responsibilities for each of these groups are detailed below. 

 Local Governments - Whatcom County and Samish Water District 
Stormwater M&O - Whatcom County Public Works is responsible for M&O of the 
stormwater drainage systems and managing the stormwater runoff within the Whatcom 
County road right-of-way to provide proper drainage, prevent flooding and road damage, 
and guarantee proper environmental measures are implemented.  Reference Figure 1 
for the County’s jurisdictional boundaries. 
 
Lake-level Management M&O – Whatcom County Public Works, (working through the 
Lake Management District No. 1 (LMD No. 1)), is currently responsible for administration 
and performance of the lake management responsibilities associated with M&O of the 
retention dam structure located at the mouth of Friday Creek.   
 
Wastewater M&O – Whatcom County Department of Health is responsible for ensuring  
inspection and regulatory compliance of the existing onsite septic systems (OSSs) within 
the basin, while Samish Water District is responsible for the M&O associated with their 
existing public sewer system around the lake. 

 Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT) 
WSDOT administers the stormwater M&O in the existing I-5 Corridor within the basin.  In 
addition, WSDOT is responsible for the maintenance, cleaning and operation of an 
existing stormwater vault installed under East Lake Samish Drive, south of the freeway.  
Reference Figure 2 for additional information regarding the jurisdictional boundaries of 
the I-5 Corridor. 

 Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) 
WDNR is responsible for administration, inspection and enforcement of the stormwater 
regulations included in the Forest Practices Act (RCW 76.09) and Title 222 WAC Forest 
Practices Board on all of the basin lands zoned either commercial forestry (CF) or rural 
forestry (RF).  Reference Figure 3 for a map detailing the location and extents of forest 
land zoning within the basin.  

 Private Property Owners 
Private property owners within the basin are responsible for the M&O of all privately 
owned drainage infrastructure including, but not limited to; driveway culverts, private 
onsite drainage ditches, foundation and french drains, perforated pipe drains, catch 
basins, bioswales, rain gardens and detention ponds/structures.  In addition, private 
property owners are responsible for regular M&O of their existing onsite sewer systems. 
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Local Governments; Whatcom County and Samish Water District - 
M&O Program 

 Whatcom County - Stormwater System Inventory for the Lake Samish 
Basin 

As stated previously, Whatcom County is responsible for M&O of the stormwater, lake-level 
management, and onsite sewer system infrastructure within the Whatcom County.  The 
County’s M&O responsibilities for stormwater infrastructure is limited to the County road 
rights-of-way with the stated goal of providing drainage, preventing flooding and road 
damage, and guaranteeing proper environmental measures.  The County’s M&O 
responsibility with regard to lake-level management is limited to regular M&O of the existing 
retention dam located at the mouth of Friday Creek.  The County’s M&O responsibilities with 
regard to existing onsite sewer systems (~70 systems per County GIS, 2008) within the 
basin are restricted to an inspection and regulatory compliance role.  Reference Figure 1 for 
the County’s jurisdictional boundaries. 
 
Table 1 provides an itemized inventory of the existing Whatcom County stormwater 
infrastructure operated and maintained within the basin.  The data included in Table 1 was 
obtained from Whatcom County’s existing GIS (geographic information system) and the 
County’s recent, county-wide culvert and catch basin inventory. 
 
Table 1 – Stormwater Infrastructure in Lake Samish Watershed 

Type of Structure/Facility Quantity/Description 
Whatcom County Facilities   

- Drainage Ditches (length) ~60,143 LF 

- Culverts (length) ~5,749 LF 

- Catch Basins (each) ~50 each 

- Drainage Pipe (length) ~3,723 LF 

- Biofiltration Swales (length) None noted  

- Facilities (ponds, tanks, vaults)  None noted 

- Roads (length) ~47,730 LF, (approx. 9 miles) 

  

 Current Local Government M&O Requirements and Activities 
 

Current Local Government M&O Requirements for the Lake Samish Basin 
 
 Stormwater M&O - Stormwater M&O within the County right-of-ways (ROW) is 

provided by the Maintenance and Operations Division of Whatcom County Public 
Works, (County M&O Division).  The County M&O Division is not responsible for 
M&O activities either outside the ROW or on private property.  The County M&O 
Division operates several different M&O programs, three of which are crucial to 
stormwater M&O within the ROW in the Lake Samish Basin; 
- Roadway Maintenance Program – Per the County website, the Roadway 

Maintenance Program is responsible for maintaining “the county road system by 
preventing, reducing, or restoring deterioration of the roadway infrastructure 
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through road surface and roadway structure management”.  The program crews 
perform surface & depth patching, chip sealing, asphalt pre-leveling, crack 
sealing, snow & ice removal, shoulder work and other various road maintenance 
tasks. 

- Surface Drainage Ma nagement Program – The mission of the Surface 
Drainage Management Program is to ensure that all County-owned drainage 
structures are maintained and in good working conditions including drainage 
ditches, culverts, catch basins, and manholes.  According to the County’s 
website, typical county-wide M&O activities include; ditching to establish or re-
establish flow lines, maintaining and replacing culverts and catch basins, 
installation of temporary soil erosion and sediment control devices, and 
inventorying culverts and catch basins using the Global Positioning System 
(GPS).  When culvert replacement is required on a fish bearing stream for M&O 
reasons, the work is performed in accordance with the WDFW fish passage 
standards. 

- Roadside Vegetation Managem ent Program – The County’s Roadside 
Vegetation Management Program is comprised of three separate teams; a 
manual brush crew, a mowing crew, and an herbicide spray crew.  The three 
teams work in tandem to control brush and vegetation growth within the ROW.  
Brush cutting operations are predominately performed during the fall, winter, and 
early spring while the late spring and summer are devoted to shoulder mowing.  
The herbicide crew supports several portions of the vegetation management 
program with activities year-round. 

 
 Lake-level Management M&O – Whatcom County Public Works, (working through 

the Lake Samish Sub-flood Zone and the Lake Management District No. 1), is 
currently responsible for administration and performance of the lake-level 
management responsibilities associated with M&O of the retention dam structure 
located at the mouth of Friday Creek.  The work includes annual installation and 
removal of the weir and fish ladder, daily monitoring of the structure, and mitigation 
of beaver activities in the vicinity of the dam. 
 

 Wastewater M&O – Proper M&O of sewer facilities within a watershed is pivotal to 
the preventing the contamination of adjacent ground and surface waters.  Within the 
Lake Samish Basin, there are two, public entities which play a crucial role in ensuring 
that the sewer facilities within the basin receive the proper maintenance and 
oversight. 
- Onsite Sewer Systems (OSSs) – The Whatcom County Health Department 

(WCHD) is responsible for the oversight of the approximately seventy, existing 
OSS within the basin to ensure regulatory compliance.  WCC 24.05.050 requires 
WCHD, within its Local Management Plan, to identify any “sensitive areas: where 
an OSS that is not properly sited, designed, installed, operated, or maintained 
can pose an increased risk to public health.  Although it is not “officially” 
designated as a “sensitive area”, under the current Whatcom County OSS Local 
Management Plan, Lake Samish meets three of the DOH criteria for a “sensitive 
area”; (1) as a shoreline management area (SMA, lake with surface area greater 
than 20-acres), (2) as a well-head protection area for Group A water systems, 
(along the northern shore and in the vicinity of Calmor Cove) and for recreational 
surface water usage (within 200-ft of the shoreline).  According to the County’s 
current OSS Management Plan, the OSS M&O within these sensitive areas 
should include public education, regular Report of System Status (ROSS) 
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submissions, regular auditing of M&O specialists and home M&O programs 
evaluations, and standards enforcement.  Table 2 outlines the manual’s specific 
M&O program recommended for sensitive areas  

 
Table 2 – Operation, Monitoring and Maintenance in Sensitive Areas 

(from Whatcom OSS Management Plan) 
Activity Timeline Cost Cost Type Funding 

Source 
Distribution of O&M information at time of 
permit issuance 

Ongoing OSS support staff time Ongoing Local dollars 

Follow-up on ROSS* submissions Ongoing O&M staff time Ongoing Local dollars 
Auditing of O&M specialists and home 
O&M program evaluation 

Annually O&M coordinator staff 
time 

Ongoing Local dollars 

Enforcement Ongoing O&M staff time As needed Local dollars 
 * ROSS – Report of System Status 
 

- Public Sewer – Organized under RCW Title 57 as a water and sewer district, 
Samish Water District operates and maintains a public sewer system which 
encircles the lake and provides sewer service to approximately 400 properties 
around the lake.  The District is administered by a three-person board of 
commissioners and employs a three-person staff which performs regular M&O on 
their system.  The M&O program for the sewer system is detailed in the District’s 
current Comprehensive Sewer Plan and records pertaining to regular M&O 
performed on the system are kept on file at the District’s office for public review.  
The District’s current M&O program was developed in accordance with the WA 
Department of Ecology’s Criteria for Sewage Works Design, (Orange Book). 

 
Current Local Government M&O Activities for the Lake Samish Basin 

 
 Stormwater M&O - Per discussions with personnel at the County M&O Division, the 

current division staffing levels are below historic averages because of the current 
hiring freeze and due to losses from normal staff attrition.  The following M&O 
activities are performed regularly within the Lake Samish Basin: 
- Brush and vegetation control annually, 
- Ditching and other drainage maintenance activities on an as needed basis, 
 
Most regular M&O activities, including inspections and maintenance of existing 
infrastructure are performed when the County is notified or becomes aware of these 
issues through other maintenance activities. 
 
Public comments and concerns are received by the M&O Division front office 
prompting preparation of a Citizen Inquiry Report (CIR).  A division crew leader 
follows up on each report with a site visit to make personal contact with the property 
owner and to determine if the infrastructure in question is county-owned or private.  If 
the conditions warrant and the infrastructure is county-owned, a crew is dispatched 
to address the problem.  Outside of business hours, (nights, weekends, and 
holidays) the public can contact 911 dispatch to report stormwater and drainage 
issues. 
 

 Lake-level Management M&O -  Through the Lake Management District No. 1 
(funded by the Lake Samish Sub-flood Zone), the County oversees the annual 
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installation (in April) and removal (in September) of the Friday Creek retention dam’s 
weir and fish ladder, provides for daily visual monitoring of the structure, and 
addresses any beaver activity in the area which could affect normal operation of the 
dam.  Installation and removal of the weir and fish ladder is performed with Whatcom 
County Public Works staff and equipment.  Daily monitoring of the dam and 
maintenance activities associated with beaver control are performed by contract with 
local residents near the dam site. 
 

 Wastewater M&O –  
 
- Onsite Sewer Systems (OSSs) – The County has developed a county-wide GIS 

database which includes the locations and ownership information for all of the 
existing OSSs within the Lake Samish Basin, and distributed educational 
information regarding M&O of OSSs to the owners of all new and existing onsite 
systems.  However, despite meeting the WCDH’s criteria, Lake Samish has not 
“officially” been designated as a “sensitive area”.  The M&O plan for “sensitive 
areas” outlined in the County’s OSS Local Management Plan is currently only 
being implemented for sensitive areas associated with marine recovery zones.  
The WCDH has not had the budget or the staff available to implement the 
recommended ROSS follow-ups and auditing activities for these systems in other 
sensitive areas.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo #1 – Sewer Pump Station Adjacent to the Lake  

- Public Sewer – Samish Water District’s current M&O program includes the 
following components: 
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1. Real-time monitoring of pump station levels and operations with SCADA 
communication of monitoring data to a central operations computer, (located 
at the District office). 

2. 24-hr emergency callout capability to respond both to SCADA alarms and to 
address calls directly from the public. 

3. Annual smoke testing and closed circuit television (CCTV) inspection 
program to identify infrastructure problems, and  

4. Daily inspections of pump station facilities. 
5. Maintenance and repair of damaged sewer facilities as necessary. 

 M&O Issues Raised During the Planning Effort and by the Public 
 

Stormwater M&O –  

 Regular Maintenance of County Road Ditches within the Lake Samish Basin - 
This issue was raised and discussed at the first public participation meeting and 
relates to public concerns that lack of regular non-regular maintenance and re-
excavation of road ditches is contributing to flooding issues both on the roadways 
and on private property.  In recent years, regular M&O activities, including 
inspections and maintenance of existing infrastructure has been performed when 
the County is notified or becomes aware of issues through other maintenance 
activities.  Citizens are concerned that the lack of regular maintenance of the 
existing road drainages is causing more frequent and intense flooding in some 
areas. 

 More Frequent Maintenance and Repair of Roadways and Shoulders Damaged 
by Storms - This issue was raised and discussed at the first public participation 
meeting and relates to degradation and erosion of existing roadway shoulders 
during storm events which goes unrepaired and which potentially affects public 
safety.  The County currently responds swiftly to repair dramatic, storm-related 
damage, (as was seen on North Lake Samish Drive during the 2009 flooding at 
Finney Creek), however, seasonal damage to the roadways and shoulders is 
sometimes not addressed as quickly. 

 Rutting in the Asphalt Road Surface Causing Poor Drainage and Ponding of 
Stormwater - This issue was identified during field visits to the basin during heavy 
storm events.  Existing road rutting fills with stormwater causing poor cross-
drainage on the roads and creating hazardous driving conditions.  This condition 
occurs to a certain extent along most of the flat, low-lying roadways which circle 
the lake, but is especially prevalent along a segment of West Lake Samish Drive 
within approximately 0.75 miles of the Samish Bridge, (the bridge spanning the 
channel between the West and East Arms of the lake). 

 Regular Maintenance and Inspection of Existing Catch Basins Within the Basin - 
This issue was identified during field visits to the basin during heavy storm 
events.  Excessive stormwater backup and ponding was witnessed at several 
existing catch basins located on the non-shoreside side of West Lake Samish 
Drive and Roy Road.  The catch basin grates were observed to be either partially 
buried and/or clogged with vegetative debris.  During discussions, County M&O 
Division staff indicated that it was unclear as to whether all of the catch basins 
were owned by the County, or if a portion of them were privately owned.  It is 
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currently the County’s policy that maintenance of all privately owned stormwater 
infrastructure is the responsibility of the property owners. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo #2 –  Road Rutting Filled With 
Stormwater Along North 
Lake Samish Drive 

Photo #3 – 2009 Storm Damage at 
Finney Creek 

Lake-level Management M&O – 
 Dam Maintenance 

- Sedimentation Issues Around the Retention Dam - This issue was raised 
during the planning research and at the first public participation meeting in 
2010.  The majority of the dam structure has been in place since its original 
construction in the late 1990’s.  In the winter configuration, the fish ladder is 
removed and the wood planks on either side of the fish ladder bay are 
removed down to an elevation which allows free drainage of the creek flow 
throughout the winter season (reference Photo #6).  Over time, a significant 
amount of siltation and sedimentation has occurred both on the upstream and 
downstream sides which could compromise the normal operation of the 
structure. 

 Dam Operation 

- Modification of Current Seasonal M&O to Include Complete Removal of the 
Retention Dam Structure Annually – This issue was raised during the 
planning research and at the first public participation meeting in 2010.  The 
existing retention dam structure is an approximately 50-ft long steel pile and 
lagging dam structure with a weir opening and fish ladder section at its 
center.  Annual M&O on the structure consists of adjustments to the height of 
the weir (to maintain minimum flows) and installation/removal of the fish 
ladder (reference Photo #5).  To reduce the amount of siltation and 
sedimentation occurring adjacent to the dam, an operating change has been 
proposed calling for the full removal of the dam structure each winter. 

- Assess and Address the Need for a Flow Metering Structure at the Friday 
Creek outlet – This issue was raised during review of the results received 
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from the hydrologic modeling performed for this project and during 
discussions in the public meetings.  Currently, the only method for estimating 
flow in the creek is related to the height of the water flow over the weir, 
however, this method has inherent inaccuracies and is hard to verify.  For 
that reason, a proposal has been made to install a calibrated flow meter 
structure with the creek channel to measure flows.  With the irregular nature 
of the existing creek channel, the amount of in-stream debris in the creek, 
and the historic beaver activity in the area; metering of the creek may be 
impractical.  

- Lake Level Management In Order to Maintain Friday Creek In-stream Flow 
Requirement Set by Ecology – This issue was raised during both of the public 
participation meetings held in 2010 with the public questioning whether the 
Lake Management District No. 1 would continue to perform the annual dam 
M&O to maintain the required Friday Creek In-stream flows. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #4 –  Friday Creek Retention Dam; 

Summer Configuration 
Photo #5 –Friday Creek Retention Dam; 

Winter Configuration 

Wastewater M&O –  

 Onsite Sewer Systems (OSSs) –  

- Public Concerns that Failing OSSs Around the Lake Could Impact Water 
Quality – Tributary monitoring results from Western Washington’s ongoing 
basin water monitoring program indicate elevated fecal coliform levels in 
tributary streams which raises the question of potential ground and surface 
water contamination from failing OSSs. 

 Public Sewer – There were no specific issues or concerns raised regarding the 
current M&O activities for Samish Water District’s public sewer facilities. 

 Management Recommendations Regarding Local Agency M&O Activities 
Within the Lake Samish Basin 

Stormwater M&O – Stormwater M&O recommendations are as follows: 

 Stormwater M&O Issu es to be Addressed Within th e County’s Current 
Scope (Baseline Level of Serv ice) – During this planning effort, some 
stormwater M&O issues were identified whose recommended solutions fell under 
the County’s umbrella of existing responsibilities and services.  Issues related to 
the M&O of roadways, shoulders, and existing drainage infrastructure, as well as 
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inspection, oversight and enforcement responsibilities related to both stormwater 
and OSSs within the basin.  Many of these activities fall under the normal service 
scope for various departments within the County and represent a baseline level 
of service. 
 
In light of the recent staffing challenges facing the County, it is difficult to justify 
expending scarce manpower resources to address these seemingly non-critical 
issues.  However, it is important to emphasize that Lake Samish represents the 
potable water source for 95% of the residents residing around the lake.  There is 
no public water utility and no municipal treatment of the water before its use by 
the public.  With the basin’s elevated development density (especially 
immediately around the lake), the large percentage of active commercial forestry 
land within the watershed, and the I-5 corridor bisecting the basin and 
discharging stormwater to the lake, the water quality within the lake and its 
tributaries is extremely vulnerable.  Regular inspection and maintenance of the 
basin’s stormwater infrastructure within the ROW is critical to maintaining the 
public health and safety of this water resource. 
 
With that in mind, the following “baseline” stormwater M&O program elements 
are recommended for implementation under the umbrella of the County’s current 
scope of services: 

- Annual Culvert and Catch Basin Inspection (Implementation by Whatcom Co. 
M&O Division) - Develop and implement an annual culvert and catch basin 
inspection program for county-owned facilities within the basin. 

- Annual Roadway, Shoulder and Drainage Ditch  Assessment & Repair 
(Implementation by Whatcom Co. M&O Division) – Develop and implement 
an annual program for field assessment and repair of damaged or impaired 
roadway surfaces, shoulders, and/or drainage ditches. 

 Stormwater M&O Recommendations Which Represent an Expanded Level 
of Service – The following “expanded” stormwater M&O program elements are 
recommended for implementation.  These program elements represent an 
expanded level of service for County stormwater M&O within the basin. 

- Refine Existing GIS Culvert/Catch Basin Inventory of the Basin to Determine 
Ownership of Catch Basins (Implementation by Whatcom Co. Stormwater 
Division) – By determining the extent of county-owned versus privately-
owned catch basin facilities, the County will be able to concentrate M&O 
budget on maintenance of County facilities. 

- Utilizing Permitting Records, Develop a GIS Database of All Privately Owned 
Stormwater Infrastructure in the Basin (Implementation by Whatcom Co. 
Planning and Development) – Development of this GIS database will aid in 
inspection and enforcement of M&O on private stormwater facilities. 

- Institute a Notification, Education, and Inspection/Enforcement Program 
Aimed at Encouraging Private Property Owners to Inspect and Maintain 
Private Stormwater Facilities – Program should address the following issues: 

a) Notification to property owners based upon a seasonal calendar which 
addresses which M&O activities should be performed at certain times 
of the year. 
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b) Public education which targets M&O activities available from multiple 
outlets such as; website, flyers, newsletters, notifications at community 
meetings, etc. 

c) Inform public that follow-up inspections may occur to confirm 
compliance of private stormwater facilities.  In the event that a facility 
requires maintenance and/or repair, the property owner will be notified 
in writing of the deficiencies and maintenance/repairs required. 

d) In the event the property owner fails to adequately maintain and/or 
repair violating stormwater facilities, the County shall have the right of 
enforcement to perform the repairs and bill the property owner for 
reimbursement of those costs.  

- Utilizing the GIS Databases of Public and Private Stormwater Facilities; 
Develop and Maintain a Stormwater Utility Map for the Lake Samish Basin. – 
There is currently no comprehensive database which details all of the existing 
stormwater facilities within the basin.  Development of a comprehensive GIS-
based stormwater database will be crucial to coordinating and documenting 
the required M&O activities of the different County departments and the 
different agency interests, and will be indispensable for coordinating 
responses to emergency scenarios. 

Lake-level Management M&O – The recommendations with regard to the Lake-
level Management M&O for the retention dam are as follows: 

 Dam Maintenance 
- Conduct a Dredging Feasibility Study for the Friday Creek Retention Dam – 

The dredging feasibility study should provide recommendations with regard to 
the following; 

a) Required limits of dredging, 
b) Dredging schedule (periodic), 
c) Permitting strategy 
d) Dredging means and methods, 
e) Cost comparison between periodic dredging and annual removal of the 

entire dam structure 
f) Funding options. 

- Perform Dredging of Friday Creek In Accordance with the Recommendations 
of the Dredging Feasibility Study 

 Dam Operation 
 Maintain Responsibility for M&O of Friday Creek Retention Dam with the 

Lake Management District No. 1 (LMD No. 1). – The LMD No. 1 was 
originally formed in response to a petition from a group of Lake Samish 
residents in 1991.  At that time, several State resource agencies, the 
Whatcom County Planning and Health Departments and several Lake 
Samish riparian land owners were concerned about the potential population 
growth in the basin and the long-term effects of continued water appropriation 
for domestic use of Lake Samish and Friday Creek surface water.  The 
concerns were related to the effect low flows in the creek were having on fish 
habitat.  The Department of Ecology had informed property owners around 
the lake that surface water withdrawals not tied to perfected water rights 
would not be allowed to continue unless these water users developed and 
implemented a plan to augment the water flow in Friday Creek.  M&O of the 
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existing retention dam structure is technically separate from any existing or 
proposed stormwater management activities, and only benefits the portion of 
the lake basin properties which either possess lake shoreline and/or are 
reliant upon non-perfected, surface water withdrawal rights.  Whatcom 
County currently administers the LMD and performs M&O for the retention 
dam as a service to the lake residents, however, the Department of Ecology 
has regulatory jurisdiction over the retention function the dam performs and 
over all surface water withdrawal rights on Lake Samish. 

- Modify the Current Dam Operating Procedures to Assess the Effects of 
Alternate Dam Configurations During the Winter Season on Sedimentation 
Rates Behind the Dam - Per discussions with Whatcom County Public Works, 
(John Thompson, Natural Resource Division), costs associated with the 
annual removal and replacement of the dam structure would increase M&O 
costs by a factor of ten, if the work scope was modified to include the removal 
and replacement of all of the dam’s planking.  In addition, annual 
removal/replacement of all of the planks along the dam’s entire length would 
necessitate yearly dredging to remove the winter build-up of sediments 
between the pilings.  As an alternative, the County should experiment with 
differing plank configurations during the winter season where additional 
boards are removed, (not the entire structure); to study the effect these 
alternate configurations have on the deposition rate of sediment behind the 
dam. 

- Coordinate directly with WA State Dept. of Fish and Wildlife to insure that the 
maintenance and operation procedures for the retention dam structure 
comply with the best management practices for preservation of the habitat 
and aquatic life of Friday Creek. 

- Coordinate and assist the WA Dept. of Ecology’s efforts in public education 
with regard to water conservation within the Lake Samish Basin. 

- Perform Feasibility Study for Placing a Flowmeter in Friday Creek – The 
feasibility study should address and/or provide recommendations regarding 
the following; 

a) Applicable metering methods, 
b) Channel considerations, 
c) Expected environmental effects and permitting strategy, 
d) Options for addressing beaver activity, 
e) Project costs and funding options 

Wastewater M&O – The Wastewater M&O recommendations are as follows: 

 Onsite Sewer Systems (OSSs) –  

- Update County’s OSS Local Management to Include Lake Samish as a 
“Sensitive Area”. 

- Implement the County’s OSS Local Management Plan With Regard to 
Education, Auditing & Enforcement. – Utilize the model being developed for 
implementation of the OSS Local Management Plan in “Marine Recovery 
Areas” 

 Onsite Sewer Systems (OSSs) –  
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- Samish Water District Should Continue to Aggressively Pursue Their Existing 
Inspection and Sewer Rehabilitation Program. 
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WA State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) - Stormwater 
M&O Program 

 WSDOT - Stormwater System Inventory for the Lake Samish Basin 
 

WSDOT administers the stormwater M&O in the existing I-5 Corridor within the basin.  In 
addition, WSDOT is responsible for the maintenance, cleaning and operation of an existing 
water quality vault installed under East Lake Samish Drive, south of the freeway.  Reference 
Figure 2 for additional information regarding the jurisdictional boundaries of the I-5 Corridor. 
 
Table 3 provides an itemized inventory of the existing WSDOT stormwater infrastructure 
operated and maintained within the basin.  WSDOT’s most recent upgrade to their 
stormwater infrastructure within the basin occurred in 2002 when the agency completed a 
stormwater retrofit project which implemented various stormwater treatment facilities to treat 
stormwater originating from the I-5 corridor between Nulle Road (Exit 242, SR5 MP 243.03) 
and North Lake Samish Drive (Exit 246, SR5 MP 245.95).  The data included in Table 3 was 
tabulated from a review of the WSDOT engineered drawing set for this 2002 stormwater 
retrofit project. 
 
Table 3 – WSDOT Stormwater Infrastructure within the Lake Samish Watershed 

Type of Structure/Facility Quantity/Description 
 WSDOT Facilities   

- Drainage Ditches & Biofiltration Swales ~40,800 LF  

- Culverts (length) ~7,000 LF 

- Catch Basins (each) 10-15 each  

- Drainage Pipe (length) ~1300-1400 LF  

- Facilities (ponds, tanks, vaults)   (each)  1 each (Water Quality Vault, ~75,000 gallons) 

- Roads (Interstate 5)                            Total: ~40,400 LF 

 Northbound (with Ramps): ~19,300 LF 

Southbound (with Ramps): ~21,100 LF 

  

 Current WSDOT M&O Requirements and Activities 
 

Current WSDOT M&O Requirements for the Lake Samish Basin 
 

WSDOT was originally required to seek coverage under the WA Department of Ecology 
(Ecology) Western Washington Phase II Municipal Stormwater permit issued in 2007.  In 
February of 2009, Ecology issued a separate permit to cover discharges from municipal 
separate storm sewers owned or operated by WSDOT.  This permit replaced and 
expanded WSDOT’s coverage under the 1995 Phase I municipal general permits to 
include coverage in areas governed by Phase I and Phase II of the municipal stormwater 
permit program.  WSDOT’s Phase II Permit implementation agreement (between 
WSDOT and Ecology) commits the agency to managing its stormwater discharges to 
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protect water quality, beneficial uses of the state’s waters and the aquatic environment in 
general.  WSDOT is obligated to apply the June 2008 version of the WSDOT Highway 
Runoff Manual (HRM) throughout Washington State to direct the planning, design, 
construction and maintenance of stormwater management facilities for new or 
redevelopment projects.  Ecology has approved the June 2008 HRM as equivalent to 
Ecology’s 2005 Stormwater Management manual for Western Washington. 
 
 M&O of Permanent Stormw ater Facilities - Chapter 5 (Section 5) of the 2008 

WSDOT HRM outlines the operation and maintenance standards required for 
permanent stormwater BMPs within WSDOT’s jurisdiction.  This HRM details facility-
specific maintenance standards which are intended to determine when maintenance 
actions are required.  Maintenance standards tables are provided for the following, 
(see Attachment No. 1) : 

 
- detention ponds; 
- bioinfiltration ponds, infiltration 

trenches/basins; 
- closed treatment systems 

()tanks/vaults); 
- control structures/flow restrictor; 
- catch basins; 
- debris barriers (such as trash 

racks); 

- energy dissipaters; 
- biofiltration swales;  
- vegetative filter strips; 
- media filter drains; 
- permeable pavement; 
- dispersion areas (natural or 

engineered); and 
- wet ponds. 

 
Each maintenance table outlines the maintenance component, identifies the defect or 
problem, details the condition(s) under which maintenance is needed, and 
recommends the type of maintenance required to correct the problem.  With respect 
to the closed treatment vault installation under East Lake Samish Drive, potential 
defects (or problems) are detailed for the vault, the control manhole, and the 
associated catch basins which would be identified through regular, routine inspections 
of the installation.  The maintenance standard table does not identify a specific 
schedule for these inspections; however, the general maintenance text indicates that 
the inspections should occur with enough frequency such that the maintenance staff 
can determine the normal loading and operation of the system and when cleaning of 
the structure would be required.  

 
 Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control (TESC) - Chapter 6 of the 2008 

WSDOT HRM details the guidelines and process for implementation of temporary 
erosion and sedimentation control (TESC) measures to be implemented to prevent 
erosion and the transport of sediment from a site during construction.  Each TESC 
plan must address twelve TESC elements including: 

 
- Marking clearing limits, 
- Establishing construction access, 
- Control of flow rates, 
- Installation of sediment controls, 
- Stabilizing soils, 
- Protection of slopes, 
- Protection of drain inlets, 

- Stabilization of channels and 
outlets, 

- Control of pollutants, 
- Control of dewatering, 
- Maintenance of BMPs, and 
- Management of the project. 
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As a part of every TESC plan, a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) 
plan is required in order to prevent and minimize spills that may contaminate soil or 
nearby waters.  For all project sites greater than one acre, water quality sampling and 
reporting is required during construction. 

 
Current WSDOT M&O Activities for the Lake Samish Ba sin - Discussions with local 
personnel from WSDOT’s Bellingham office (Local WSDOT Maintenance 
Superintendent), indicate that, while the local office is aware of the elevated level of 
M&O required under the Phase II permit and the WSDOT 2008 HRM, they have had 
insufficient budget and staff to perform that additional work.  Their budget provides for 
performance of traditional M&O activities associated with maintaining a highway corridor 
such as: mowing and vegetation control; roadway/shoulder and median repair; 
emergency drainage repair, and snow removal.  However, there have been no additional 
budget monies allocated from the State to fund the additional M&O activities associated 
with maintaining the new, enhanced stormwater installations required by Ecology’s 
Phase II permit program.  Recently, WSDOT’s Bellingham office has faced increased 
pressure from Olympia to find a way to perform this new M&O work under the current 
funding levels. 
 
Since its installation, WSDOT has not inspected or performed any maintenance on the 
existing water quality vault system located in East Lake Samish Drive. 

 WSDOT M&O Issues Raised During the Planning Effort 
 

Concerns Regarding Inspection and Maintenance of the Existing WSDOT Water Quality 
Vault – This issue was raised during the planning research and in the first two public 
participation meetings held in 2010.  Subsequent conversations with local WSDOT staff 
have indicated that, although WSDOT’s 2008 HRM calls for periodic inspections and 
maintenance of the closed treatment vault system, the local WSDOT M&O office has not 
had the budget to perform the work. 
 
Means and Methods for Vault Inspection and Cleaning – During discussions with 
WSDOT regarding M&O of the water quality vault, local personnel identified several 
logistic and operation questions associated with inspection and cleaning of the vault 
system, including; 
 
 Traffic control coordination along East Lake Samish Drive, 
 Confined space entry requirements for vault inspection, 
 Best method to dewater the vault for inspection and where that water may be 

discharged, 
 Best method for removal of vault sediments and debris, 
 Best method and location for disposal of removed sediment. 

 Management Recommendations Regarding WSDOT M&O Activities Within 
the Lake Samish Basin 

 Provide Whatcom County staff time to help coordinate with WSDOT for annual 
inspections of the water quality vault system.  Coordination work would involve: 
-  public education regarding the function and condition of existing water quality 

vault, 
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- Provide public notification of upcoming inspection work, 
- Facilitate opportunities for direct communication between WSDOT and the public 

through newsletters, workshops, and/or presentations at public/community 
meetings. 

 Assist WSDOT in annual inspections and ongoing maintenance efforts through road 
closures, flagging assistance (if necessary), and equipment sharing. 

 Coordinate with Samish Water District to determine if vault water removed for 
inspections may be discharged in the District’s primary treatment lagoons. 

 Based upon the County’s experience with vault maintenance, provide technical 
assistance to local WSDOT staff (as necessary) regarding common maintenance 
procedures used in this type of vault inspection and maintenance work. 
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WA State Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) - Stormwater 
M&O Program for Forest Lands 

 Forest Lands - Stormwater System Inventory for the Lake Samish Basin 
 

WDNR is responsible for administration, inspection and enforcement of the stormwater 
regulations included in the Forest Practices Act (RCW 76.09) and Title 222 WAC Forest 
Practices Board on all of the basin lands zoned either commercial forestry (CF) or rural 
forestry (RF).  Reference Figure 3 for a map detailing the location and extents of forest land 
zoning within the basin.  
 
Approximately 66% of the Lake Samish Basin, (5,370.0 acres), is zoned as either 
Commercial Forestry (CF, 4,908.3 acres) or Rural Forestry (RF, 461.7 acres) with most of 
the forestry and timber harvesting activities occurring at the higher elevations of the basin 
east of Interstate 5 and north and west of the lake.  Table 4 outlines quantity estimates of 
the existing major logging roadways within the basin along with accompanying roadway 
drainage ditches and cross culverts.  These quantity estimates are drawn from the existing 
County GIS data as well as aerial photos for the area.  The probable locations of major 
cross-culverts were identified based upon where existing logging roads cross major 
drainages, (reference Figure 3). 
 
Table 4 – Forest Lands Stormwater Infrastructure within the Lake Samish Watershed 

Type of Structure/Facility Quantity/Description 
 Forestry Land Facilities   

- Roads 236,917 LF 

- Drainage Ditches Unknown 

- Culverts (length) – based on probable locations 475 LF 

    

 

 Current WDNR M&O Requirements and Current WDNR Inspection and 
Enforcement for Forest Practices 

 
Current WDNR M&O Requirements for Forest Practices within the Lake Samish 
Basin 

 
 Enforceable Regulations – Stormwater management and M&O for forestry land are 

governed by RCW 76.09 Forest Practices and WAC Title 222 Forest Practices 
Board, (specifically Chapter 222-24 Road Construction and Maintenance and 
Chapter 222-30 Timber Harvesting).  RCW 76.09 and WAC Title 222 represent the 
only enforceable regulations controlling stormwater management and M&O from 
forestry and timber harvesting activities.  Rules within Chapters 222-24 and 222-30 
(WAC Title 222) which are marked with an asterisk (*) pertain to water quality 
protection and have been adopted or amended by the Forest Practices Board with 
agreement from the Department of Ecology per WAC 222-12-010 (see Attachment 
#2-1 & #2-2). 
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 Non-Enforceable Standards – The Forest Practices Manual, developed by the 
Forest Practices Board, outlines the stormwater standards and practices 
recommended for compliance with RCW 76.09 and WAC Title 222, however, the 
standards are not enforceable.  There is nothing in the current WAC or RCW which 
requires the timber interests or the WDNR staff to coordinate or notify the County 
regarding ongoing timber activities, however, local WDNR enforcement staff, (Steve 
Rantin, WDNR Forest Practices Forester, Eastern Portion of Lake Samish Basin), 
indicated that voluntary coordination between WDNR enforcement and the Counties 
can be very useful.  

 
Current WDNR Inspection and Enforcement of M&O Standards as it Relates to 
Forest Practices within the Lake Samish Basin 

 
 Enforcement Areas Within the Lake Sa mish Basin – For WDNR inspection 

purposes, the Lake Samish Basin is divided into two separate enforcement areas.  
The I-5 corridor is the approximate north/south boundary between these two areas. 

 
 Enforcement Activities – Timber interests under the Commercial Forestry and 

Rural Forestry zoning designations are not required to file long term harvest plans 
with WDNR.  Property owners are required to file an application (WDNR Western 
Washington Forest Practice Application/Notification) which is then reviewed by 
WDNR, usually within 30-days of receipt of the application.  Upon receipt of 
approval, the property owner then has 2-years to harvest under the application.  
Through this application process, the property owner must address such issues as: 
- Requirements for a watershed analysis, 
- Impact to historic sites and/or Native American cultural resources, 
- Development of a Road Maintenance and Abandonment Plan (RMAP), 
- Harvest areas within 200-ft of Type “S” waters, (streams and waterbodies that 

are designated “shorelines or the state” as defined in chapter 90.58.030 RCW), 
- Harvest areas within 200-ft of wetlands (as defined by WAC 222-16-035), 
- Harvest methods, 
- Reforestation Plan or Natural Regeneration Plan, 
- WA DFW HPA requirements. 

 
WDNR has five (5) forest practice districts in the Northwest Region with six (6) forest 
practice foresters in the field to administer the region.  The Northwest Region 
includes the five most northwest counties in the state.  Per discussions with WDNR 
enforcement staff (Steve Rantin, WDNR Forest Practices Forester), enforcement 
strategies for a particular harvest are developed in consideration of the water 
resources involved at the site, the amount of logging road required for harvest, the 
steepness of the slopes at the site, and the proximity of the work to critical areas.  
For this reason, WDNR enforcement efforts vary depending upon the circumstances 
of each individual harvest.  The forest practices forester relies upon the property 
owner to notify WDNR when work commences, and the forester then performs 
periodic inspections at critical junctures in the work. 
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 WDNR and Forest Practice M&O and En forcement Issues Raised During 
Planning Effort 

 
Public Request for the County  to Develop an Overview of Future Expected Forest 
Practices Within the Basin – This issue was raised by the public during the first public 
participation meeting held in 2010.  Residents felt that there was no convenient tracking 
system available to determine current and projected future timber harvesting activities 
within the basin.  They requested that the County work with WDNR to develop a 
database which detailed the location and scope of current and future projected timber 
harvesting.  The database was to be updated on an ongoing basis through coordination 
with WDNR. 

 Management Recommendations Regarding WDNR M&O Inspection and 
Enforcement Activities Within the Lake Samish Basin 

 Identification of a County liaison to coordinate with WDNR office and field staff, and 
act as a go-between to aid communication between the public and WDNR.  
Management activities for this liaison staff position are outline in the following 
recommendations. 

 Development and maintenance of a searchable database (preferably GIS-based and 
available to the Public) which identifies ongoing and future projected forest practices 
within the Lake Samish Basin.  Information regarding ongoing logging operations 
within the State are available through the WDNR website.   

 Establish a system to receive, record and address public concerns and/or comments 
regarding forestry activity within the basin. 

 Act as spokesman for the public with regard to these public concerns/comments by 
establishing and maintaining contact with the local WDNR office.  As the public’s 
agent, the County liaison should coordinate with WDNR to address the public 
concerns/comments received. 

 Coordinate with the local WDNR office to provide updates regarding forestry activity 
and issues within the watershed.  In addition, coordinate with WDNR 
inspection/enforcement personnel to develop an educational/informational program 
to provide basin residents with a better understanding of “standard forestry practices” 
within the basin.  Updates and educational information can be presented in the form 
of website information, newsletters, presentations at community/public meetings, 
and/or any other suitable forum. 

 Work with local WDNR personnel to identify opportunities for public involvement in 
the protection of forest lands within the basin. 
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Private Infrastructure - Stormwater and Sewer M&O 

 Private Stormwater and Sewer Infrastructure - Stormwater and Sewer 
System Inventory for the Lake Samish Basin 

 
Private property owners within the basin are responsible for the M&O of all privately 
owned drainage and sewer infrastructure including, but not limited to; driveway culverts 
and catch basins, private onsite drainage ditches, foundation and french drains, 
perforated pipe drains, bioswales, rain gardens, detention ponds/structures, and onsite 
sewer systems (OSS). 
 
The County’s recent, county-wide culvert and catch basin inventory tabulated the 
number of existing, privately owned, driveway culverts within the Lake Samish Basin.  
The inventory effort also determined the number of stormwater catch basins within the 
watershed, but did not identify how many of those catch basins were privately owned.   
 
The designation of the Lake Samish Basin as a Stormwater Special District (WCC 
20.80.635, 2001) has resulted in residential development regulations which require the 
installation of permanent onsite stormwater quality and quantity facilities on all lots less 
than five acres in size for projects that meet either of the following criteria: 
- New construction or remodels that increase impervious surfaces by more than 500 

square feet; or 
- Renovation projects where the estimated cost of the work exceeds 50 percent of the 

assessed value of the existing structure. 
 
Stormwater facilities of this type require specific, regular maintenance to ensure normal 
operation.  Despite this fact, the County currently has no centralized, comprehensive 
records (GIS-based or otherwise) available outlining where these facilities have been 
installed.  This lack of a centralized, easily accessible database hinders the ability of the 
County to monitor and inspect these facilities as required.  Table 5 summarizes the 
known, privately owned stormwater and sewer infrastructure within the basin. 
 

Table 5 –  Private Stormwater and Sewer Infrastructure within the Lake Samish 
Watershed 

Type of Structure/Facility Quantity/Description 
A.  Residential/Private Stormwater Facilities   

- Driveway Culverts Approx. 162 each; (21 of these culverts are tied into catch basins) 

- Catch Basins Unknown 

- Privately Owned Stormwater Facilities Centralized Database Not Currently Maintained by the County.  

B.  Residential/Privately Owned OSS Facilities   
- Onsite Sewer Systems Approx. 70 systems (County GIS, 2008) 
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 M&O Responsibilities of Private Property Owner  
 

Private Stormwater Infrastructure – Section 220 of the Whatcom County Development 
Standards (August 1996) outlines the minimum standards for maintenance of 
stormwater facilities as follows: 
 Facilities shall be inspected according to a schedule described in the Maintenance 

Plan submitted with each application. 
 Grassy swales and other bio-filters shall be inspected according to a schedule 

described in the approved Maintenance Plan. 
 Where lack of maintenance is causing or contributing to a water quality problem, 

immediate action shall be taken to correct the problem. 
 Disposal of waste from maintenance activities shall be done in accordance with a 

process described in the approved Maintenance Plan. 
 

Section 220 emphasizes that property owners are financially responsible for the 
inspection. maintenance, operation, or repair of private stormwater infrastructure.  
Financial responsibility includes reimbursing the County for its costs to perform routine 
inspections to verify compliance.  The County is authorized to inspect private stormwater 
facilities and review maintenance records in order to determine compliance.  If the 
facilities are deemed to be out of compliance, the County will notify the owner to make 
repairs.  If the owner fails to make the required changes or if there is reason to believe 
the condition of the stormwater system is creating an imminent hazard to persons or 
property, the County may execute the corrective measures and bill the owner for 
reimbursement. 

 
 

 
Photo#4 – Private Stormwater Bioswale 
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Private Onsite Sewer Sy stems – As outlined in the Whatcom County Health 
Department’s Onsite Sewer System Plan, applicants for OSS permits receive the 
following M&O packet at permit issuance: 
 A Whatcom County Health Department (WCHD) publication entitled “7 Ways to Save 

Thousands of Dollars in Septic System Repairs”, 
 List of WCHD licensed O&M specialists, pumpers, designers, and installers. 
 A WCHD publication entitled “Take Care of Your Septic System and Well Water”.  
 An information flier with specific maintenance information related to their system 

type, (i.e.: conventional gravity, pressure mound, etc). 
 

The above referenced information is meant to make the OSS owner aware of their 
obligation to properly operate and maintain their OSS.  Maintenance providers for 
proprietary treatment devices listed on the Washington State Department of Health list of 
registered onsite treatment and distribution products are required to submit maintenance 
reports to WCHD. 
 
WCC 24.05 requires, at least once every three years, a complete evaluation of the OSS 
by a licensed O&M specialist or certified homeowner to determine functionality and 
maintenance needs.  In conjunction with the evaluation, a Report of System Status 
(ROSS) form must be completed and submitted.  A ROSS must be filed: 
 At least once every three years for all systems consisting solely of a septic tank and 

gravity drainfield. 
 Annually for all other systems unless more frequent inspections are specified by 

WCHD. 
 At the time of property transfer, unless a current ROSS performed by a licensed 

O&M specialist is already on file with WCHD. 

 Current County Oversight and Enforcement of Private M&O 
 

Private Stormwater Infrastructure – Current County budget and manpower constraints 
only allow for inspection and oversight of private infrastructure in emergency situations.  
There is currently no ongoing program in place to provide for regular inspection to 
ensure compliance.   
 
If the funding and manpower were allocated for a regular inspection program, it would be 
difficult to determine where all of the current private stormwater infrastructure is located.  
The Whatcom County Development Standards (August 1996) and the Whatcom County 
Stormwater Special Standards, (Section 221, Chapter 2 Development Standards, May 
2002) require submission by the property owner of the following prior to permit issuance: 
 Small Site Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) Plan, 
 Stormwater Facility Location Site Plan, and 
 Maintenance Plan. 
 
This information currently resides within the permit files at Whatcom County Planning 
and Development Services and could be accessed on a parcel by parcel basis.  
However, there is currently no comprehensive, centralized database identifying all of the 
existing, private stormwater infrastructure within the basin. 

 
Private Onsite Sewer Systems – An overview of the current County oversight and 
enforcement activities performed for OSSs within the Lake Samish Basin is included 
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above under the “Current Local Government M&O Activities for the Lake Samish Basin” 
discussion. 

 Management Recommendations Regard ing M&O for Private Storm water 
and OSSs Within the Basin  

The M&O recommendations related to private stormwater infrastructure in the Lake 
Samish Basin are as follows.  Be advised that recommendations relating to private OSS 
M&O are included above under the discussion regarding local government M&O. 

 
Privately-Owned Stormwater Infrastructure 

 
 Establish Centralized Database for Privately-Owned Stormwater Facilities including; 

- Existing catch basins, onsite culverts and miscellaneous drainage, and  
- Existing stormwater quality and quantity facilities. 

 
 Develop and Implement Education/Enforcement Program to Ensure M&O of 

Privately-Owned Facilities 
- Educational and Public Outreach 

a) Perform seasonal mailings mailed to property owners within the basin 
reminding them to perform regular M&O activities. 

b) Develop website content educating property owners to the benefits of regular 
stormwater infrastructure maintenance and the costs  

c) Coordinate with local community groups (Lake Samish Association, Camp 
Lutherwood, etc.) to provide M&O workshops and to  encourage coordinated 
neighborhood M&O efforts, (work parties, equipment sharing, etc.). 

- Inspections – Perform annual spot inspections of private stormwater 
infrastructure and notify property owner of results. 

- Enforcement – In the event that a property owner fails to maintain their onsite 
stormwater infrastructure, the County can contract the work out and backcharge 
the property owner for the costs. 
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Summary, Limitations and Recommendations 

 Summary 
 
The M&O of existing stormwater, lake-level management, and onsite sewer system 
infrastructure within the Lake Samish is divided between four separate entities; local 
agencies (Whatcom Co. Public Works, Whatcom Co. Dept. of Health, and Samish Water 
District), the WA Department of Transportation, the WA Department of Natural Resources 
and the private property owners around the lake.  The specific jurisdiction and M&O 
responsibilities for each of these groups is detailed below. 

 Local Governments - Whatcom County and Samish Water District 
Stormwater M&O - Whatcom County Public Works is responsible for M&O of the 
stormwater drainage systems and managing the stormwater runoff within the 
Whatcom County road right-of-way to provide proper drainage, prevent flooding and 
road damage, and guarantee proper environmental measures.  Reference Figure 1 
for the County’s jurisdictional boundaries. 

Lake-level Management M&O – Whatcom County Public Works, (working through 
the Lake Management District No. 1 (LMD No. 1)), is currently responsible for 
administration and performance of the lake management responsibilities associated 
with M&O of the retention dam structure located at the mouth of Friday Creek.   

Wastewater M&O – Whatcom County Department of Health is responsible for the 
inspection and ensuring regulatory compliance of the existing onsite septic systems 
(OSSs) within the basin, while Samish Water District is responsible for the M&O 
associated with their existing public sewer system around the lake. 

 Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT) 
WSDOT administers the stormwater M&O in the existing I-5 Corridor within the 
basin.  In addition, WSDOT is responsible for the maintenance, cleaning and 
operation of an existing stormwater vault installed under East Lake Samish Drive, 
south of the freeway.  Reference Figure 2 for addition information regarding the 
jurisdictional boundaries of the I-5 Corridor. 

 Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) 
WDNR is responsible for administration, inspection and enforcement of the 
stormwater regulations included in the Forest Practices Act (RCW 76.09) and Title 
222 WAC Forest Practices Board on all of the basin lands zoned either commercial 
forestry (CF) or rural forestry (RF).  Reference Figure 3 for a map detailing the 
location and extents of forest land zoning within the basin.  

 Private Property Owners 
Private property owners within the basin are responsible for the M&O of all privately 
owned drainage infrastructure including, but not limited to; driveway culverts, private 
onsite drainage ditches, foundation and french drains, perforated pipe drains, 
bioswales, rain gardens and detention ponds/structures.  In addition, private property 
owners are responsible for regular M&O of their existing onsite sewer systems. 
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This technical memorandum examined the current maintenance and operation (M&O) 
programs in place to manage the existing stormwater  and lake-level management 
infrastructure within the Lake Samish Basin, as well as the M&O programs responsible for 
inspection and oversight of sewer facilities within the basin.  As a part of this review, the 
following issues with regard to the stormwater M&O programs and activities occurring in the 
basin were investigated: 
- Existing M&O jurisdictions and responsibilities with regard to stormwater, lake-level 

management, and sewer infrastructure, 
- Current M&O requirements and activities, 
- M&O issues raised during the planning effort and by the public during public meetings, 

and  
- Recommendations for potential future M&O requirements and programs to be developed 

and implemented within the Lake Samish Basin to address these issues. 

 Limitations 
 

The scope of this review has been limited to local, state and federal documents available 
from Whatcom County staff or online.  The review performed was as complete as 
possible given the established scope of this planning project, however, additional codes, 
plans, programs and standards applicable to stormwater management and planning may 
be available. 

 Summary of Recommendations 
The following is a general summary of the stormwater M&O management 
recommendations for this planning effort. 

 Management Recommendations Regarding Local Agency M&O 
Activities Within the Lake Samish Basin 

 
Stormwater M&O – The Stormwater M&O recommendations related to local agency 
M&O are as follows: 
 
 Stormwater M&O Issu es to be Addressed Within th e County’s Current 

Scope – During this planning effort, some stormwater M&O issues were 
identified whose recommended solutions fell under the County’s umbrella of 
existing responsibilities and services.  Issues related to the M&O of roadways, 
shoulders, and existing drainage infrastructure, as well as inspection, oversight 
and enforcement responsibilities related to both stormwater and OSSs within the 
basin.  Some of these activities fall under the normal service scope for various 
departments within the County and represent a baseline level of service.  
Stormwater M&O recommendations which should be addressed under the 
County’s current scope of services (baseline level of service) are as follows: 
 
- Annual Culvert and Catch Basin Inspection (Implementation by Whatcom Co. 

M&O Division). 

- Annual Roadway, Shoulder and Drainage Ditch  Assessment & Repair 
(Implementation by Whatcom Co. M&O Division). 
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 Stormwater M&O Recommendations Which Represent an Expanded Level 
of Service – The following “expanded” stormwater M&O program elements are 
recommended for implementation.  These program elements represent an 
expanded level of service for County stormwater M&O within the basin. 

- Refine Existing GIS Culvert/Catch Basin Inventory of the Basin to Determine 
Ownership of Catch Basins (Implementation by Whatcom Co. Stormwater 
Division). 

- Utilizing Permitting Records, Develop a GIS Database of All Privately Owned 
Stormwater Infrastructure in the Basin (Implementation by Whatcom Co. 
Planning and Development). 

- Institute a Notification, Education, and Inspection/Enforcement Program 
Aimed at Encouraging Private Property Owners to Inspect and Maintain 
Private Stormwater Facilities. 

- Utilizing the GIS Databases of Public and Private Stormwater Facilities, 
Develop a Stormwater Utility Map for the Lake Samish Basin. 

 
Lake-level Management M&O –  Lake-level Management M&O recommendations 
for the retention dam are as follows: 
 
 Dam Maintenance 

- Conduct a Dredging Feasibility Study for the Friday Creek Retention Dam –  

- Perform Dredging of Friday Creek In Accordance with the Recommendations 
of the Dredging Feasibility Study 

 
 Dam Operation 

- Maintain Responsibility for M&O of Friday Creek Retention Dam with the 
Lake Management District No. 1 (LMD No. 1). 

- Modify the Current Dam Operating Procedures to Assess the Effects of 
Alternate Dam Configurations During the Winter Season on Sedimentation 
Rates Behind the Dam  

- Coordinate directly with WA State Dept. of Fish and Wildlife to insure that the 
maintenance and operation procedures for the retention dam structure 
comply with the best management practices for preservation of the habitat 
and aquatic life of Friday Creek. 

- Coordinate and assist the WA Dept. of Ecology’s efforts in public education 
with regard to water conservation within the Lake Samish Basin. 

- Perform Feasibility Study for Placing a Flowmeter in Friday Creek. 

 
Wastewater M&O – Wastewater M&O recommendations for the basin are as 
follows: 

 
 Onsite Sewer Systems (OSSs) –  

- Update County’s OSS Local Management to Include Lake Samish as a 
“Sensitive Area”. 
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- Implement the County’s OSS Local Management Plan With Regard to 
Education, Auditing & Enforcement. 

 
 Onsite Sewer Systems (OSSs) –  

- Samish Water District Should Continue to Aggressively Pursue Their Existing 
Inspection and Sewer Rehabilitation Program. 

 Management Recommendations Regarding WSDOT M&O Activities 
Within the Lake Samish Basin 

 Provide Whatcom County staff time to help coordinate with WSDOT for annual 
inspections of the water quality vault system.   

 Assist WSDOT in annual inspections and ongoing maintenance efforts through 
road closures, flagging assistance (if necessary), and equipment sharing. 

 Coordinate with Samish Water District to determine if vault water removed for 
inspections may be discharged in the District’s primary treatment lagoons 

 Based upon the County’s experience with vault maintenance, provide technical 
assistance to local WSDOT staff (as necessary) regarding common maintenance 
procedures used in this type of vault inspection and maintenance work. 

 Management Recommendations Regarding WA Dept. of Natural 
Resources (WDNR) Inspection & Enforcement Activities Within the Lake 
Samish Basin 

 Identification of a County liaison to coordinate with WDNR office and field staff, and 
act as a go-between to aid communication between the public and WDNR.  
Management activities for this liaison staff position are outline in the following 
recommendations. 

 Development and maintenance of a searchable database (preferably GIS-based and 
available to the Public) which identifies ongoing and future projected forest practices 
within the Lake Samish Basin.  Information regarding ongoing logging operations 
within the State are available through the WDNR website.   

 Establish a system to receive, record and address public concerns and/or comments 
regarding forestry activity within the basin. 

 Act as spokesman for the public with regard to these public concerns/comments by 
establishing and maintaining contact with the local WDNR office.  As the public’s 
agent, the County liaison should coordinate with WDNR to address the public 
concerns/comments received. 

 Coordinate with the local WDNR office to provide updates regarding forestry activity 
and issues within the watershed.  In addition, coordinate with WDNR 
inspection/enforcement personnel to develop an educational/informational program 
to provide basin residents with a better understanding of “standard forestry practices” 
within the basin.  Updates and educational information can be presented in the form 
of website information, newsletters, presentations at community/public meetings, 
and/or any other suitable forum. 
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 Work with local WDNR personnel to identify opportunities for public involvement in 
the protection of forest lands within the basin. 

 Management Recommendations Regarding M&O for Private Stormw ater 
and OSSs Within the Basin  

Based upon the planning review of current M&O activities for private stormwater 
infrastructure in the Lake Samish Basin, we have the following recommendations.  
Be advised that recommendations relating to private OSS M&O are included above 
under the discussion regarding local government M&O. 

 
Privately-Owned Stormwater Infrastructure 

 
 Establish Centralized Database for Privately-Owned Stormwater Facilities 

including; 

 Develop and Implement Education/Enforcement Program to Ensure M&O of 
Privately-Owned Facilities 

 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A-5 Programmatic Solutions 
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• Weather and Water Quality Monitoring Review 

This goal of this review effort was to offer an historical overview of the weather and water 
quality monitoring completed in the Lake Samish Basin to date, and to provide 
recommendations for future monitoring of both Lake Samish and its tributaries.   
 
The scope of the review included: 
 
• Providing an historical overview of the weather, water quality, and toxics monitoring 

completed for the Lake Samish Basin, and summarizing the study parameters for these 
monitoring projects, 

• Summarizing the results and trending information obtained by these monitoring studies, 
and 

• Development of future monitoring recommendations for both Lake Samish and its 
tributaries, and to explain how this additional monitoring data can be used to track water 
quality trends in the basin and aid in future hydrologic and water quality modeling efforts. 

 
The results of this monitoring review were summarized in a technical memorandum. 

• Hydrologic Modeling 

A continuous simulation hydrologic model of the Lake Samish watershed was developed 
using the US Army Corps of Engineers ® Hydrologic Engineering Center’s (HEC) Hydrologic 
Modeling System (HMS) which is designed to simulate the precipitation-runoff processes of 
a dendritic (branching) watershed system.  This type of model is well suited for 
characterizing watershed areas ranging from small natural watersheds to large river basins.  
The primary goals for the hydrologic modeling effort were as follows: 

- determine the drainage sub-basins for the Lake Samish Basin, (reference Figure 1), 
- calculate existing and future projected stormwater flows, by sub-basin, 
- develop a basin water budget detailing inflow and outflow from Lake Samish, and  
- define the stage-storage relationship between lake depth and the storage volume of the 

lake.  Once defined, the stage-storage curve will allow calculation of the storage volume 
of the lake as a function of the depth.   

 
Modeling results were summarized in a technical memorandum which included a brief 
overview of the model’s capabilities and input parameters, a summary of the results for 
generated, a discussion of the model limitations, and recommendations for future modeling 
efforts in the basin. 

• Codes and Regulations 

Development, stormwater management and planning within the basin is controlled by a 
collection of county, state and federal codes, plans, programs and standards.  As a part of 
this stormwater planning effort, a review was performed of the current local, state, and 
federal codes, plans, programs and standards which affect development and stormwater 
management in the basin.  In addition, a gap analysis was performed comparing current 
stormwater regulations and management practices in the Lake Samish Basin with the 
regulatory requirements included under the current Western Washington Phase II Municipal 
Stormwater permit, (Phase II).  Finally, recommendations for revisions to current county 
codes, plans, programs, and standards to address the gaps identified in the Phase II permit 
review were outlined. The results of this codes and regulations review were summarized in 
an earlier technical memorandum.
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• Maintenance and Operations 

Another element of planning effort was an examination of the current maintenance and 
operation (M&O) programs in place to manage the existing stormwater and lake-level 
management infrastructure within the Lake Samish Basin, as well as the M&O programs 
responsible for inspection and oversight of sewer facilities within the basin.  Regular 
inspection and maintenance of stormwater, lake-level and sewer facilities ensures that the 
infrastructure is functioning in accordance with the design and regulatory permitting 
requirements.  Maintaining properly functioning management facilities results in improved 
water quality, reduced stormwater runoff, and reduced nonpoint source pollution to surface 
waters (rivers, streams, ponds, lakes, etc.) within a community.  Improperly maintained 
facilities not only decrease efficiency and pollutant removal rates, but they can also create 
environmental hazards such as flooding and contamination to surface waters.  Further, the 
deterioration of these facilities can result in the distress of other site infrastructure features 
(e.g., sinkhole formation beneath pavement, erosion of underground utilities, sewer leaks, 
and failed septic systems). 
 
As a part of this review, the following issues were examined with regard to the stormwater 
M&O programs and activities occurring in the basin: 
- Existing M&O jurisdictions and responsibilities with regard to stormwater, lake-level 

management, and sewer infrastructure, 
- Current M&O requirements and activities, 
- M&O issues raised during the planning effort and by the public during public meetings, 

and  
- Recommendations for potential future M&O requirements and programs to be developed 

and implemented within the Lake Samish Basin to address these issues. 
 
The results of this maintenance and operations review were summarized in a technical 
memorandum. 

Public Outreach Effort During the Planning Process 

In order to facilitate public knowledge and involvement in the stormwater planning process 
for the Lake Samish Basin, a comprehensive public outreach program was developed.  The 
purpose of the public participation effort was to actively engage the public and project 
stakeholders in molding the stormwater planning effort dialog.  Strong emphasis was placed 
on ascertaining public concerns, expectations and priorities early in the process to aid in 
focusing the planning effort. 

• Public Participation Plan 

In order to better organize and focus the public outreach effort, a public participation plan 
was developed early in the planning process.  The public participation plan identified several 
activities and outreach strategies to be used during the outreach process and developed a 
tentative schedule for implementation.  Activities and outreach strategies included: 
 Public meetings, 
 Informal Stakeholder Meetings 
 Additional local presentations community groups and local agencies such as: 

- Lake Samish Association 
- Samish Water District 
- Whatcom County – Stormwater Committee 
- Whatcom County – Council 
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 Newsletters 
 Development of a Project Website. 

• Public Meetings 

To date, three public meetings have been held regarding the Lake Samish Basin stormwater 
planning effort.  A summary of each is included below: 
 Public Meeting No. 1 – Twelve (12) local residents attended the first public meeting 

held on 04/20/2010 at Camp Lutherwood. Discussion topics included potential 
impacts of WSDOT I5 Corridor and timber cutting on lake quality, adequacy of 
current County O&M efforts for stormwater infrastructure, impacts of various 
recreational activities on lake quality, and potential governance and funding options 
for stormwater management around the lake. 

 Public Meeting No. 2 – Thirty-one (31) local residents attended LSA's spring 
meeting (04/22/2010) at Camp Lutherwood which included a presentation outlining 
the unique stormwater challenges facing the basin, the objective and goals of the 
planning process and the work performed to date. In addition to the topics 
discussed at the first public meeting, residents also discussed the potential 
stormwater impacts from the proposed County Park and WDFW boat launch 
developments, the potential for increased development related to vested properties 
(Sleepy Hollow) and/or the proposed LAMIRD designations, and use of historical 
water quality monitoring data for the lake in the planning process. 

 Public Meeting No. 3 – Seventeen (17) local residents attended the third public 
meeting held on 11/04/2011 at Camp Lutherwood which included a PowerPoint 
presentation outlining the comprehensive planning work which had been performed 
up to that point.  Prior to the meeting, four technical memoranda had been uploaded 
to the project’s website for public review.  Each memorandum was focused on a 
specific planning topic and provided a summary of the planning work and research 
performed as well as planning recommendations.  At the third public meeting, the 
public was encouraged to comment on and ask questions about these planning 
topics and recommendations. 

 
There are a minimum of two, (and possibly three), additional public meetings planned for 
the project to solicit public input on the following: 
 Maintenance and operations activities within the basin as they relate to stormwater 

management, 
 Programmatic stormwater planning recommendations and capital improvement 

recommendations to be included in the final management plan, 
 Governance and funding strategies for stormwater and lake-level management in the 

basin,  
 Final draft stormwater plan. 

• Summary of Public Comments and Concerns Received To Date 

A number of public issues, concerns and questions relating to both stormwater and lake 
management were identified as a part of the public outreach program.  Many of the issues 
and concerns raised can be addressed through a combination of programmatic 
management and structural (capital improvement) strategies and improvements, while many 
of the questions from the public regarding stormwater and lake management impacts in the 
basin required additional research to answer.  In the following sections of this memorandum, 
we will outline the public input received to date, seek to answer some of the stormwater and 
lake management questions posed by the public, and outline programmatic strategies for 
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addressing public issues and concerns raised during this planning effort.  Identification of 
applicable capital improvement strategies to address current stormwater and lake-level 
infrastructure issues within the basin will be covered in a separate memorandum. 
 
The public input received to date can be organized into eight (8) separate categories, each 
focusing on different management dimensions within the basin.  While the categories do 
overlap with regard to causes and effects, each represents a general area of concern for 
residents within the watershed.   
 
The general categories of concern to the public are as follows: 

Water Quality (WQ) – Issues and concerns included in this category are primarily related to 
existing and future water quality in Lake Samish and its tributaries.  Most of the issues and 
problems included in this category will require additional monitoring and/or investigation to 
determine if causes are point or non-point pollution related or a combination thereof. 

County Infrastructure and Roadway (IR) – This category includes issues and concerns 
related specifically to the stormwater infrastructure and roadways within the basin which are 
owned and maintained by Whatcom County. 

WSDOT I-5 Corridor (I5) – Issues and concerns included in this category are specifically 
related to stormwater runoff associated with the I-5 corridor and the operation and 
maintenance of the existing stormwater detention vault installed along East Lake Samish 
Drive for emergency spill protection.  

Planning and Development (PD) – This category includes issues and concerns related to 
current and future zoning in the basin, potential stormwater impacts of future planned 
development, and possible impacts related to the proposed LAMIRD (limited areas of more 
intense rural development) designation.  

Recreational Use (RU) – Issues and problems included in this category are related to the 
recreation activities occurring in and around the lake including boating, swimming, park 
usage, and planned upgrades to the WDFW boat launch.  

Wildlife and Aquatic Habitat (WAH) – This category includes issues and problems related 
to the wildlife and aquatic habitat Friday Creek, Lake Samish, and the Lake Samish 
tributaries. 

Forestry Practices (FP) – Issues and problems included in this category are related to the 
current and potential future stormwater impacts from forestry practices within the watershed. 

Education, Public Involvement, and Public Services (EPIP) – This category includes 
issues and problems related public education, involvement and services within the basin. 

Governance, Implementation, and Funding (GIF) – Issues included in this category are 
related to proposed governance, implementation and funding strategies to be considered by 
this plan.  Public input received for this category is outlined here; however, the subject of 
governance, implementation and funding will be covered in a separate memorandum. 
 
The following sections include general descriptions (by category) of the issues, concerns 
and questions identified during the public outreach effort.  An itemized list of the public 
comments received is included in Exhibit 1.  While this memorandum outlines all of the 
public input received to date, we have noted the issues already addressed in earlier 
technical planning memoranda prepared for this project.  Recommendations from these 
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previous technical memoranda are incorporated into the programmatic recommendations 
outlined later in this document. 
 
 Water Quality Issues (WQ) 

Many residents referenced the historical water quality monitoring studies performed 
in the basin by Whatcom County, the WA Department of Ecology, and Western 
Washington University.  In light of these historical monitoring results, the residents 
asked about the current quality of the basin’s surface water and how this monitoring 
information would impact the stormwater planning process.  A comprehensive review 
of the existing monitoring data was performed and documented in an earlier 
technical memorandum, (“Water Quality Monitoring – Review of Historical Monitoring 
and Recommendations for Future Monitoring Programs).  A current basin water 
quality assessment, as well as recommendations for future monitoring in the area, is 
included in this earlier document. 
 
Residents from both ends of the lake expressed concerns that sediment erosion from 
both Finney Creek and Mud Sub Basins have significantly increased the size of each 
creek's alluvial fan and caused intermittent turbidity issues in the lake.  The most 
recent event occurred in January 2009 when the Finney Creek culvert under North 
Lake Samish Drive became partially blocked.  The creek jumped its bank, eroded 
and damaged approximately 500-feet of roadway, and flooded several houses before 
discharging into the lake approximately 300-feet west of Green Point Road.  The 
storm event discharged significant quantities of sediment into the lake at Green Point 
Cove, (reference Figures 2 through 5).  Previous memoranda have identified several 
programmatic activities to help locate, monitor and control large sediment releases 
from these areas.  Additional recommendations addressing this issue are included 
later in this document. 
 
One resident questioned the potential for lead or heavy metal contamination from 
Plantation Rifle Range reaching the lake via Ruby Creek.  The rifle range, owned 
and operated by the Whatcom County Parks and Recreation Department, straddles 
the northwest border of the watershed in the Ruby Sub-basin.  The facility includes 
indoor and outdoor small rifle ranges, a trap range and a high power rifle range (up 
to 300 yds.).  The range facilities are utilized by both local law enforcement and the 
public.  The high power rifle range runs along the streambank for Ruby Creek and 
three associated wetlands.  The creek is routed through an existing culvert which 
runs partially under the impact zoned for the range.  The concern was expressed that 
stormwater from the impact zones could be leaching lead or other heavy metals into 
the adjacent creek.  This issue was addressed in more depth in the previous M&O 
memorandum, (“Maintenance and Operations; Issues and Recommendations”). 
 
Finally, one resident asked for an assessment of the impact to stormwater quality 
from wildlife and domestic animal waste within the basin.  Deer, beavers, muskrats, 
rodents, gulls, and geese are all examples of wildlife commonly associated with 
microbial contamination of drinking water supplies.  In addition, water quality studies 
from urban area have indicated that nearly 20 percent of the bacteria found in water 
samples could be matched to dogs as host animals (EPA 916-F-01-027).  The 
greatest health concern associated with animal wastes is pathogens (i.e. 
Cryptosporidium, Giardia lamblia, E. coli, and Salmonella), many of which can infect 
humans if ingested.  Decaying pet waste consumes oxygen and sometimes releases 
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ammonia.  Low oxygen levels and ammonia can damage the health of fish and other 
aquatic life.  Pet waste also contains nutrients that promote weed and algae growth 
(eutrophication). An important component of stormwater quality management should 
include targeted public education about the importance of proper pet waste disposal. 
 

 

  
Figure 2 - Aerial of Finney Ck Alluvial Fan Figure 3 - Finney Ck (Jan. 2009) 

 
 

  
Figure 4 - Mud Ck Alluvial Fan Figure 5 - Mud Ck Alluvial Deposits 

 
 County Infrastructure and Roadway Issues (IR) 

 
Resident expressed concerns that more regular maintenance was required for the 
County roads, shoulders, drainage ditches and stormwater infrastructure within the 
basin.  There were several locations identified within the basin where stormwater 
sheet-flows across the roadways during heavy wet-weather events.  Additionally, 
issues were raised over wheel-track rutting in the roadways which allowed 
stormwater to pool in the traveled way.   
 
One resident expressed a concern regarding a drainage ditch on the north side of 
East Lake Samish Rd which had been filled in during installation of the WSDOT 
water quality vault.  Research into the matter confirmed that were no adverse 
stormwater impacts associated with this condition.  WSDOT plans for the project 
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indicated that when the water quality vault was installed, the north side drainage 
ditch was replace with a buried storm pipe, (routed to the new vault), as a part of the 
upgrades. 
 
There was a call by several residents for the County to increase stormwater 
inspection and enforcement for new residential construction projects to confirm 
compliance with all currently required construction stormwater BMPs.  Residents felt 
that inspections should target, not only activities during construction, but also 
compliance of any permanent BMPs put in place at the end of construction -  
 
Finally, one resident questioned whether a method could be developed which 
assisted in identifying flashflood-prone intermittent streams and water courses within 
the basin.  This issue was addressed in a previous technical memorandum 
(“Hydrologic Modeling – Summary of Results and Recommendations”) where the 
predictive limitations of the basin hydrologic model were discussed.  Many of the 
other issues raised during the public meetings with regard to County infrastructure 
and roadways have been addressed in more depth in a previous technical 
memorandum entitled “Maintenance and Operations – Issues and 
Recommendations”. 
 

 WSDOT I-5 Corridor Issues (I5) 
 
Residents expressed two basic concerns with regard to the stormwater infrastructure 
within the WSDOT I-5 corridor; (1) the adequacy of the sizing and maintenance of 
the existing detention vault located along E. Lake Samish Drive, and (2) – whether 
addition detention facilities are needed for the interstate stormwater system.  These 
issues were addressed in depth in the previous M&O technical memorandum, 
(“Maintenance and Operations – Issues and Recommendations”). 
 

 Planning and Development Issues (PD) 
 
There were a significant number of public concerns were raised regarding the 
following development issues: 
- how current zoning designations in the basin will impact future stormwater quality 

and quantity -  
- potential impacts of planned Sleepy Hollow Development vesting under 1992 

Whatcom County Development Standards -  
- potential stormwater quality and quantity impacts of future large developments in 

the basin 
These development issues are addressed in detail in an earlier technical 
memorandum, (Existing Codes and Modifications; Review and Recommended 
Modifications). 
 
Public concerns were also raised over the possible impacts of the proposed LAMIRD 
(limited areas of more intense rural development) designations - Washington State’s 
Growth Management Act (GMA) allows counties to designate LAMIRDs where more 
intensive uses can be contained to prevent the spread of sprawl development in the 
rural areas.  Proposed modifications to the Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan 
will designate a portion of the Lake Samish area, (predominantly the area adjacent to 
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the lake shore), as a “rural community”.  As defined in the proposed Comprehensive 
Plan amendments, a “rural community” means an area that has been designated as 
a mixed-use LAMIRD based on historic development patterns, as defined in WA 
State law (RCW 36.70A.070(5)(d)(i) and (iv).  The current comprehensive plan 
amendments propose no zoning changes for this area.  In the North Lake Samish 
area (area surrounding the I-5 246 Interchange), the proposed comprehensive plan 
amendments would change the zoning designation for the existing, 24-acre area 
zoned TC (tourist commercial) to R5A (residential – 1 unit/5 acres).  The Whatcom 
County Council is still reviewing these proposed comprehensive plan amendments.  
If adopted, the changes would have a minimal affect on stormwater issues within the 
basin. 
 
Finally, lake resident expressed a strong interest in participating in the planning 
process for development of the Whatcom County Dittrich Park area.  The 30-acres of 
undeveloped park land are located adjacent to the lake at the South end of East 
Lake Samish Drive.  As recently as March 2001, Whatcom County Parks and 
Recreation (Michael McFarland, Director) indicated that there are no near-term plans 
for development of the park, (development 4 to 5 years out).  Ongoing contact with 
the County Parks office will be required to stay abreast of the park’s development 
schedule and coordinate public participation in the planning process. 

 
 Recreational Use Issues (RU) 

 
Public Issues and concerns regarding recreation use around the lake focused on the 
following three areas; operation and permitting for the existing boat launch along 
East Lake Samish Drive, water quality and lake bank impacts from recreational 
boating on the lake, and general impacts related to the influx of recreational users 
during the summer months.  A summary of these resident concerns is included 
below, organized by topic: 
 
Operation and Permitting of the Existing Boat Launch - 
- Lack of adequate enforcement by State and local agencies regarding boating 

activities and possession of current fishing licenses, 
- Development of a permit system for boat launch usage to better control boat 

usage on the lake, 
- WDFW plan to upgrade and expand the existing boat launch will existing water 

quality issues associated with recreational use around the lake. 

Water Quality and Shoreline Impacts from Recreational Boating -  
- Impacts related to boat water ballast being discharged to lake water - The 

Aquatic Invasive Species Prevention Program, established under RCW 
77.12.879, is responsible for development, education, inspection and 
enforcement of measures designed to prevent the spread of aquatic invasive 
species (ANS).  As a part of this program, the WDFW sponsors the Aquatic 
Nuisance Species website which provides information to the public as to how to 
help prevent the spread of ANS via recreational and commercial watercraft.  The 
website stresses the importance of removing all visible plant or animal material 
from boats, motors, trailers, and other equipment, and to drain all of the water 
from bilges and live wells away from waterbodies to avoid the inadvertent 
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transport of any aquatic nuisance species.  RCW 77.12.590 provides for the 
establishment of inspection checkpoints for the purpose of inspecting commercial 
and recreational vehicles for ANS. 

- Shoreline erosion effects associated with increased wake produced by large 
displacement boating vehicles – The consequences of shoreline erosion due to 
boat wakes include; habitat destruction, increases in sedimentation and in 
turbidity of the water, and the release of nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen) that 
promote algal blooms.  Additionally, shoreline erosion can result in the loss of 
land and affect shoreline property values.  Current Whatcom County Code (WCC 
11.36) restricts boat speeds to idling and/or “no wake” under the County Bridge 
No. 107 (adjacent to Lake Samish Park).  No other watercraft speeds are in 
affect on the lake. 

- Water quality impacts from use of 2-cycle watercraft on the lake - Older, 
conventional two stroke engines relied on the carburetor to feed an air and gas 
mixture into the combustion chamber, where it provides essential lubrication and 
is burned in the combustion process.  In these conventional two stroke engines, 
as much as 30 percent of fuel passes through the combustion chamber 
unburned, or partially burned, thereby directly releasing some fuel into the water 
and air. This produces hydrocarbon emissions that contribute to the formation of 
ground-level ozone or smog. Gasoline discharged to the water elevates 
concentrations of benzene, MTBE and other toxics into the lake.  Two stroke 
direct fuel injected engine has been modified to prevent these harmful emissions 
from being released into the environment by injecting fuel directly into the 
combustion chamber and burning that fuel while the exhaust port is blocked by 
the piston at the top of its stroke. This prevents unburned fuel from escaping 
through the exhaust port, resulting in significant emissions reduction. 

Under current County Code, WCC Title 11 (Boating and Swimming), operation of 
all carbureted two stroke engine powered watercraft on Lake Whatcom is 
prohibited, except: Watercraft powered by a two stroke engine that is certified 
and labeled as meeting the 2006 or later model year US EPA emissions 
standards, auxiliary sailboat engines, 10 horsepower or less engines, and all 
electronic fuel injected two stroke engines originally purchased before August 
2004.  On January 1, 2013, WCC 11.36 will be updated to prohibit the use of all 
carbureted two stroke auxiliary sailboat engines, all carbureted two stroke 
engines of 10 horsepower or less, and all electronic fuel injected two-stroke 
engines originally purchased before August 2004 (WCC 11.36).  Currently, WCC 
11.36 includes no engine restrictions for Lake Samish. 

General Impacts Related to the Influx of Recreational Users During the Summer 
Months 
- Inadequate garbage and restroom facilities to handle the number of recreational 

users of the lake, especially in the summer months -  
- Lack of adequate parking enforcement around the lake, especially during 

summer months – Residents report that recreational visitors are parking along 
side the roadway, in drainage ditches, and in other available open spaces 
causing traffic congestion, concerns regarding public safety, and impacting 
vegetation -  

- Additional enforcement required to address public disposal of garbage in public 
area -  
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 Wildlife and Aquatic Habitat (WAH) 

 
Residents expressed the following concerns with regard to wildlife and aquatic 
habitat: 
- Concern regarding the degradation of tributary aquatic habitat due to high stream 

volumes during peak wet weather events and sedimentation due to increased 
erosion upstream. 

- Desire to see additional field inventories to identify fish-bearing streams which 
have not already been identified by the WA Dept. of Fish and Wildlife. 

- Request for additional information regarding when fish barriers identified by 
County and WA Dept. of Fish and Wildlife inventories will be removed.  The 
County M&O Division indicated that if is not county policy to replace culverts 
simply because they have been identified as fish barriers, however, when culvert 
replacement is required on a fish bearing stream for M&O reasons, the work is 
performed in accordance with the WDFW fish passage standards. 

Finally, lake resident raised two issues related to M&O of the existing retention dam 
structure on Friday Creek: 
- Investigation into the sedimentation rate around the retention structure, and 

assess the impacts of that sedimentation on basin's ability to provide the 
minimum required flow of 2cfs to the creek. 

- Assess and address need for a flow metering structure at the Friday Creek outlet  

These two issues were addressed in more depth in the previous M&O memorandum, 
(“Maintenance and Operations; Issues and Recommendations”). 
 

 Forestry Practices (FP) 
 

One of the primary resident concerns regarding forestry practices within the basin 
was the impacts to stormwater quality and quantity due to forest clear cutting and 
logging roads within the basin.  A more detailed assessment of those impacts has 
been included in the earlier technical memoranda covering the water quality 
monitoring review, the hydrologic modeling effort, and the M&O review. 
Residents felt that one of the goals of the stormwater planning effort should be to 
open a dialog with WA Dept. of Natural Resources and large forest property owners 
in the basin regarding impacts to stormwater related to forestry practices.  At this 
point in time, there are no reliable channels for communication between the public 
and either WDNR or the forest property owners.  Residents indicated that they had 
no idea of what logging activities were planned for which areas within the basin.  One 
of their expectations for the stormwater planning effort was that a system would be 
developed whereby residents could have access to current information about logging 
activities occurring within the watershed.  Having an accurate idea of where logging 
activities were occurring in the basin would make tracking possible downstream 
effects easier. 
Finally, a few residents expressed concerns relating to the use of herbicides in 
upland, forested areas with wetland areas and for vegetation control in forested 
areas and on gravel access roads -  Herbicide use in areas zoned for rural and 
commercial forestry is governed by the Forest Practices Rules (Title 222 WAC) and 
the Forest Board Manual (Section 12) which establish best management practices 
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governing application buffers, methods, equipment, dosages and recordkeeping 
(WAC 16-228-190).  Water quality monitoring performed by Samish Water District 
(then Whatcom County Water District No. 12) in 1999 included testing for synthetic 
organics, herbicides, and pesticides and found none.  Western Washington 
University’s current water quality monitoring program is not performing regular 
testing for herbicidal contamination. 
 

 Education, Public Involvement and Public Service (EPIP) 

A primary concern voiced at both public meetings was the lack of awareness by the 
general public that Lake Samish serves as the primary drinking water source for the 
majority of residents around the lake.  Residents felt that any stormwater 
management plan implemented for the areas should have a strong public education 
component which addresses this issue.  In addition, residents felt that the fact that 
the lake serves as a public drinking water source should influence the County’s 
funding priorities with regard to stormwater management and water quality protection 
in the area. 
 
Several residents encouraged the County to develop Low Impact Development (LID) 
options for reference and use by land developers and homeowners within the basin.  
A more detailed discussion of LID opportunities for the Lake Samish area is included 
later in this memorandum. 
 
Residents asked for additional information with regard to the following topics: 
- Identification of which stakeholder groups will be involved during the 

comprehensive planning process, and how the Public will be involved in this 
communication. 

- Clarification of the limits of Whatcom County's responsibility for stormwater 
infrastructure maintenance versus those for the property owner, (addressed in 
earlier M&O memorandum). 

- Basin-friendly practices for minimizing stormwater quality and quantity impacts 
from upkeep and maintenance activities for the home and private property -  

 
Finally, one resident requested a low-cost option for private water sampling & testing 
of residential water systems.  The resident indicated that, at one point, the Whatcom 
County Health Department sponsored a program which provided low-cost testing of 
resident-collected water samples from residential water systems in the basin.  This 
program encouraged residents to sample and test their water to determine the 
effectiveness of their individual water treatment systems. 
 

 Governance Implementation and Funding (GIF) 

Residents posed questions regarding the future role that the Lake Management 
District No. 1 would play in the basin as well as the governance and cost implications 
of expanded stormwater and lake management plans for the area.  These questions 
are addressed in detail in a later technical memorandum, (“Governance and 
Funding; Options and Recommendations”). 
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Low Impact Development (LID) Resources and Implementation 

As defined in the Low Impact Development Technical Guidance Manual For Puget Sound 
(Puget Sound LID Manual, January 2005), LID is “a stormwater management strategy that 
emphasizes conservation and use of existing natural site features integrated with 
distributed, small-scale stormwater controls to more closely mimic natural hydrologic 
patterns in residential, commercial, and industrial settings”.  Current conventional 
stormwater management tools focus on mitigating the impact of increased stormwater flows 
from development and focus strongly on control of flood flows.  LID strategies represent a 
concept shift away from these conventional tools by utilizing a primarily source reduction 
approach. 

A tremendous amount of information is available regarding the planning, design, 
implementation and maintenance of LID techniques.  The EPA has developed a guidance 
document, “Low-Impact Development:  An Integrated Environmental Design Approach”, 
which outlines a comprehensive approach to LID which emphasizes effective site 
assessment and planning, selection of integratedmanagement techniques (IMPs) to control 
stormwater impacts, erosion and sedimentation control, regular IMP maintenance, and 
public education and outreach.  The Puget Sound LID Manual (referenced above) was 
developed by the Puget Sound Action Team at the Washington State University Pierce 
County Extension and represents a pilot manual for the implementation of LID techniques in 
Washington State.  The Puget Sound LID Manual provides guidance regarding how to 
model LID IMPs under current WA Department of Ecology stormwater requirements and is 
an invaluable reference regarding soil amendment and plant selection. 
 
These two guidance manuals outline many LID strategies and techniques, however, not all 
of the measures described are applicable to rural residential construction.  Some of the LID 
strategies and IMPs which would be applicable to future residential development within the 
basin include: 

 Vegetation protection, reforestation, and maintenance  
 Minimizing of site disturbance  
 Bioretention, filter/buffer strips, drywells 
 Amending construction site soils  
 Permeable paving techniques –  (only applicable where soils have been determined 

to have suitable infiltration characteristics) 
 Minimizing excavation foundations  
 Downspout dispersion blocks 
 Rain barrels  
 

A critical component of the success of all LID approaches in private residential construction 
is the proper maintenance of the installed LID measures.  It is not enough to effectively 
communicate the benefits of LID, the property owner must be informed as to the 
maintenance responsibilities as well.  Development and implementation of any LID program 
within the basin should include a comprehensive public outreach and education component. 

Programmatic Implementation Priorities and Recommendations 
 
This section begins with a discussion of two of the key components for implementation of a 
successful programmatic management plan within the basin; recognition of the role Lake 
Samish plays as the most significant potable water source for the community, and 
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recognition of the importance of strong public education and participation to the ultimate 
success of any management program for the basin.  The section then goes on to outline the 
programmatic stormwater and lake-level recommendations developed through this planning 
effort. 

• Lake Samish As A Local Public Water Supply 

The primary driving force behind this stormwater planning effort for the Lake Samish Basin 
is the desire, by basin residents and Whatcom County, to protect the basin’s most significant 
potable water source. The Lake Samish Basin is home to approximately 1,300 residents, 
95% of whom rely upon the lake as their primary source of drinking water.  There is no 
public water utility and no municipal treatment of the water before its use by the public.  With 
the basin’s elevated development density (especially immediately around the lake), the large 
percentage of active commercial forestry land within the watershed, and the I-5 corridor 
bisecting the basin and discharging stormwater to the lake, the water quality within the lake 
and its tributaries is extremely vulnerable.  Appropriate codes and regulations, timely and 
relevant planning, and regular inspection and maintenance of the basin’s stormwater 
infrastructure are all crucial to maintaining the public health and safety of this water 
resource. 

The Environmental Action Plan outlined in Chapter 11 of the current Whatcom County 
Comprehensive Plan recognizes Lake Whatcom, the Nooksack River and Lake Samish  as 
pivotal surface water sources which provide a significant percentage of the county’s potable 
drinking water, (reference Exhibit 2).  The County’s current Comprehensive Plan designates 
Lake Whatcom, Drayton Harbor and Lake Samish as “high priority” water resources 
establishing the following policy goals with regard to “surface water and groundwater” 
protection and elimination of non-point stormwater pollution: 
 Identify high priority watersheds which may require special protection, (Chapter 11, 

Policy 11F-2), 
 Pursue the adoption and implementation of ground and/or surface water 

management plans and the integration of the management plans into local 
comprehensive plans (Chapter 11, Policy 11F-5), 

 Development of specific stormwater management programs for drainage basins 
which may be impacted by urban levels of development (Chapter 11, Policy 11G-6), 

When viewed from a stormwater/lake management perspective, the Lake Whatcom and 
Lake Samish watersheds share several key similarities.  Both lakes play host to high density 
zoning and development along their shorelines and significant commercial forestry zoning 
within their basins; both lakes are pivotal potable water sources for their resident 
populations, and both lakes are prime examples of mesotrophic lake ecosystems which are 
undergoing surface water degradation related to point and non-point stormwater pollution.  
Additionally, both lakes are regulated by the same enhanced land regulations including: 
 Water Resource Protection Overlay District (WRPOD) (WCC Title 20.71) which 

imposes additional development and land use controls aimed at preserving and 
protecting the unique water resources of the basin, 

 Stormwater Special District (WCC Title 20.80.635) which institutes the requirement 
for permanent on-site stormwater quality and quantity facilities on all lots less than 
five acres in size for projects that meet either of the following criteria: 
- New construction or remodels that increase impervious surfaces by more than 

500 square feet; or 
- Renovation projects where the estimated cost of the work exceeds 50 percent of 

the assessed value of the existing structure.  
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 Water Resource Special Management Area (WCC Title 20.80.735) which establishes 
a more stringent standard for clearing activity in highly valued water resource areas, 
environmentally sensitive areas, or areas where natural conditions are so unstable 
that clearing activity in the areas can result in hazardous conditions. 

While Lake Whatcom supports a significantly greater population base and serves as the 
potable water supply for most of the basin residents and the City of Bellingham, its potable 
water customers enjoy the security of municipally treated water prior to distribution by either 
Lake Whatcom Water & Sewer District or the City of Bellingham.  Lake Samish serves as 
the potable water source for a much smaller population (~1,300), however, there is currently 
no comprehensive public water utility for the Lake Samish area and the lake’s water is 
utilized by the residents with little or no treatment.   

The current development densities and UGA boundaries within the Lake Whatcom 
watershed insure that at least a portion of the basin’s stormwater is managed under the 
current Western Washington Phase II Permit, (the majority of remaining area is currently 
managed using the WW Phase II Permit as guidelines).  The Lake Samish area (currently 
designated as a “suburban enclave”), is unlikely to ever attain urban development status 
even though current zoning and development (RR-2, two units per acres) represents an 
“urban” level density capable of developing “urban quality” stormwater runoff, and the area 
is unlikely to ever require coverage under the WW Phase II Permit.  The resulting situation is 
that point and non-point stormwater pollution issues within the Lake Whatcom Watershed 
are currently being aggressively addressed while the Lake Samish Watershed receives only 
baseline stormwater management effort despite the fact that current Whatcom County Code 
defines both watersheds as “unique water resources”. 

For any programmatic and capital improvement stormwater program to be successful in the 
basin, protection of the lake should be viewed as a priority. 

• Role of Public Education and Participation in Stormwater Management Within the Basin 
 
Inclusion of a strong public education component in the Lake Samish stormwater 
management program will provide basin residents with information about ongoing/proposed 
stormwater management activities, local water quality conditions and issues, and individual 
actions they can take to protect or improve the quality of area waters. This information helps 
citizens become more informed regarding the water quality issues of the basin and more 
likely to become involved in local stormwater management initiatives. 
 
Public participation is a vital component of any successful stormwater management plan.  
Interested citizens and groups can help to spread the message of stormwater pollution 
prevention, to undertake group activities that highlight storm drain pollution, and to 
contribute volunteer community actions to restore and protect local water resources. 
 
The following programmatic recommendations include plans for extensive public education 
and outreach and a call for significant public participation in the management of the lake 
basin. 

• Management Implementation Recommendations 

The programmatic recommendations included in this memorandum are separated into two 
general categories;  
 Phase A – Management Recommendations which can be implemented utilizing 

the existing governance forms for the basins – The recommendations included in 
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this category are meant to be implemented under the existing subflood zone and 
lake management district governance and funding tools.  The Phase A 
recommendations are meant for implementation in the near-term and are divided into 
two distinct levels of service, (Levels 1 and 2).  Level 1 activities represent “priority” 
activities which are designed to address those issues and concerns which were most 
important to the public.  The Level 1 recommendations represent a “basic” level of 
stormwater management for the basin and will require the least amount of additional 
public funding to implement.  Level 2 recommendations outline those activities which 
represent significant increases to the current level of stormwater and lake-level 
management within the basin.  Implementation of the Level 2 recommendations will 
require a much greater amount of public funding and represents an enhanced level 
of service  Governance and implementation funding will be discussed in more detail 
in a later memorandum.   

 Phase B – Management Recommendations which are tailored for 
implementation under the governance of a county-wide stormwater utility -  

The planning research conducted for the Lake Samish Basin shows that many of the 
stormwater management tools being developed by the County to comply with the 
WW Phase II Permit requirements are the same tools which would be applicable to 
areas such as the Lake Samish, Lake Padden, and the Nooksack River.  While 
predominantly rural in character, these water resources all maintain isolated areas of 
more intense development where “urban-quality” runoff is causing point and non-
point stormwater pollution and degrading valuable water resources and public water 
supplies.  Since the population base within these areas is limited, joint-management 
of the areas utilizing the tools already developed for the WW Phase II Permit areas 
would save both the County and the community’s time and money.  Creation of a 
county-wide stormwater utility which adopts and adapts existing Phase II 
management programs and resources would allow the County to provide an elevated 
level of service to these water resource areas in a cost effective and coordinated 
manner.  The Phase B recommendations outlined are designed for implementation 
under a county-wide stormwater utility governance model. 

• Programmatic Recommendations -  

A summary of the programmatic recommendations formulated from this planning effort are 
outlined in Tables 1 through 5. 
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Table No. 1 - Basin Research & Modeling Recommendations (BR&M) 

Item ID Recommendation Description Implementing 
Agent(s) 

Basic vs. 
Expanded 

Service 

A.  Weather & Water Quality Monitoring (Lake & Tributary) 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   

BR&M-1 Coordinate with Samish Water District to continue daily weather monitoring at the District’s offices on Nulle 
Road.  

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Basic 

BR&M-2 Lake and Tributary Monitoring (Existing Level) - Continue existing level of lake and tributary monitoring which 
includes quarterly lake monitoring at four sites on the lake and biannual tributary monitoring of four basin streams.  
Monitoring measurements include: 
Temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles at 1-meter increments from the surface to the lake bottom (lake only), 
Surface and bottom samples tested for pH, conductivity, phosphorus (total and soluble reactive), nitrogen (total, 
nitrate-nitrite, & ammonia), turbidity, and alkalinity (lake only), 
Surface samples for coliform (lake only), 
Chlorophyll profiles at 5-meter increments to a 20-meter depth when deep enough (lake only),  
Secchi depth at each lake site (lake only), 
Temperature and dissolved oxygen in tributaries, 
Sample collection at each tributary for analysis for pH, conductivity, phosphorus (total and soluble reactive), 
nitrogen (total, nitrate-nitrite, & ammonia), turbidity, and alkalinity. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

BR&M-3 Plantation Rifle Range – Water Quality Monitoring - Resident concerns were expressed that stormwater from the 
impact zones could be leaching lead or other heavy metals into the adjacent creek.  Ecology’s current Lead 
Chemical Action Plan indicates that lead ammunition can contaminate shooting areas to the point that these sites 
become hazardous to humans and animals.  Lead from the shooting range impact zones can migrate through the 
soil to groundwater or be carried offsite by stormwater.  Up to this point, no monitoring for lead has been performed 
for any tributaries to the lake.  As a part of the basin stormwater management plan, monitoring of Ruby Creek and 
the adjacent wetlands is required to assess the potential impacts of the rifle range on the downstream environment. 

Whatcom Co. Parks 
& Rec. 

Basic 
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 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   

BR&M-4 Develop and Implement an Expanded Comprehensive Lake and Tributary Water Quality Monitoring Plan - 
Plan should include an ongoing lake and tributary monitoring component that allows for collection of lake and 
tributary water quality data which can be analyzed and correlated statistically to develop a clear baseline picture of 
water quality in the basin and used to determine trending over time.  The development of any comprehensive 
monitoring program should attempt to address the following identified issues: 
Standardization of monitoring locations, sampling frequency and season, and monitoring parameters.  
Tributary monitoring for total phosphorus, soluble phosphorus and total nitrogen in all of the major sub-basins to 
determine the external nutrient loading into the lake by sub-basin.  This monitoring information will be crucial for the 
development of any future sub-basin based water quality models. 
Fecal coliform monitoring in both the lake and tributaries coupled with field investigations into the sources of the 
high coliform counts, (i.e. onsite septic systems, public sewer, wildlife, etc.). 
Tributary monitoring during storm events to determine sub-basins with the highest sediment transport followed by 
inspections in the field to determine the sediment sources. 
 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
BR&M-5 Develop and Implement Comprehensive Lake and Tributary Water Quality Monitoring Plan Which is 

Compliant with the Western Washington Phase II Municipal Stormwater Permit -  
Whatcom Co. 
Stormwater Utility 

Expanded 

B.  Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
 None.   
 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
BR&M-6 Sub-Area Hydrologic Modeling for New Development - Development of a targeted, sub-area hydrologic model is 

recommended for analysis of any proposed, future development project of significance such as the planned Sleepy 
Hollow Project (46+ residential development on 20 acres) on the west side of Lake Samish. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
BR&M-7 Development of Basin-Wide and Sub-Basin hydraulic models - Development of a basin-wide and sub-basin 

hydraulic models which could utilize data output from the current hydrologic model to simulate water surface profile 
information for streams and existing drainage conveyance structures within the basin.  The US Army Corp of 
Engineers HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System) would have the ability to import the 
current HEC-HMS data output to produce a hydraulic model containing four one-dimensional river analysis 
components for: (1) steady flow water surface profile computations; (2) unsteady flow simulation; (3) movable 
boundary sediment transport computations; and (4) water quality analysis.  In addition to these river analysis 
components, the new hydraulic model would contain several hydraulic design features that can be invoked once the 
basic water surface profiles are computed. 

Whatcom Co. 
Stormwater Utility 

Expanded 
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Table No. 2 – Code and Planning Recommendations (C&P) 

Item ID Recommendation Description Implementing 
Agent(s) 

Basic vs. 
Expanded 

Service 

A.  Code and Planning Recommendations 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
C&P-1 Modifications to WCC Title 21 – Modification of WCC Title 21 addressing all proposed subdivisions which were 

approved prior to adoption of WCC 21.05.039 but which did not develop within 5-years of preliminary subdivision 
approval.  Code should be modified to retract the vesting for these subdivisions, and require that the development 
be in accordance with “then current” land use regulations.  (Whatcom Co. Planning & Development Services) 

 

Whatcom Co. 
Planning & Devel. 
Services. 

Basic 

 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
C&P-2 Upgrade stormwater planning, design and operation & maintenance regulations to require compliance with 

the 2005 Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin, Washington Department of Ecology 
Whatcom Co. 
Planning & Devel. 
Services. 

Basic 

 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
C&P-3 Update to Chuckanut Lake Samish Subarea Comprehensive Plan. - The current version of the Chuckanut Lake 

Samish Subarea Comprehensive Plan was developed in 1986, nearly twenty-five years ago.  Since that time, 
significant changes have occurred in the land use and environmental regulations governing the subarea including:  
a) Adoption of Title 16.16 Critical Areas Ordinance (1997), 
b) Significant downzone modifications to zoning within the Lake Samish Basin (2002),  
c) Designation of the Lake Samish Basin as; 

1. Water Resource Protection Overlay District (2001),  
2. Stormwater Special District (2001), and  
3. Water Resources Special Management Area (2008), 

d) Adoption of updated Title 23 Whatcom County Shoreline Management Program (2008). 
 

Whatcom Co. 
Planning & Devel. 
Services. 

Basic 
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Table No. 3 – Maintenance & Operations Recommendations (M&O) – Stormwater & Lake-level Management 

Item ID Recommendation Description Implementing 
Agent(s) 

Basic vs. 
Expanded 

Service 

A.  Stormwater Management M&O Recommendations 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
M&O-1 
(What. Co. 
Infrastructure) 

Annual Culvert and Catch Basin Inspection (Implementation by Whatcom Co. M&O Division) - Develop and 
implement an annual culvert and catch basin inspection program for county-owned facilities within the basin. 

 

Whatcom Co. M&O 
Division 

Basic 

M&O-2 
(What. Co. 
Infrastructure) 

Annual Roadway, Shoulder and Drainage Ditch  Assessment & Repair (Implementation by Whatcom Co. 
M&O Division) – Develop and implement an annual program for field assessment and repair of damaged or 
impaired roadway surfaces, shoulders, and/or drainage ditches. 

Whatcom Co. M&O 
Division 

Basic 

M&O-3 
(WSDOT 
Coordination) 

Provide Whatcom County staff time to help coordinate with WSDOT for annual inspections of the water 
quality vault system.  Coordination work would involve: 
-  public education regarding the function and condition of existing water quality vault, 
- Provide public notification of upcoming inspection work, 

Facilitate opportunities for direct communication between WSDOT and the public through newsletters, workshops, 
and/or presentations at public/community meetings. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-4 
(WSDOT Coord.) 

Assist WSDOT in annual inspections and ongoing maintenance efforts through road closures, flagging 
assistance (if necessary), and equipment sharing. 

Whatcom Co. M&O 
Division 

Expanded 

M&O-5 
(WSDOT Coord.) 

Coordinate with Samish Water District to determine if vault water removed for inspections may be 
discharged in the District’s primary treatment lagoons. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-6 
(WSDOT Coord.) 

Based upon the County’s experience with vault maintenance, provide technical assistance to local WSDOT 
staff (as necessary) regarding common maintenance procedures used in this type of vault inspection and 
maintenance work. 

Whatcom Co. M&O 
Division 

Expanded 

M&O-7 
(WDNR Coord. 

Identification of a County liaison to coordinate with WDNR office and field staff, and act as a go-between to 
aid communication between the public and WDNR.  Management activities for this liaison staff position are 
outline in the following recommendations. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-8 
(WDNR Coord.) 

Development and maintenance of a searchable database (preferably GIS-based and available to the Public) 
which identifies ongoing and future projected forest practices within the Lake Samish Basin.  Information 
regarding ongoing logging operations within the State are available through the WDNR website.   

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-9 
(WDNR Coord.) 

Establish a system to receive, record and address public concerns and/or comments regarding forestry 
activity within the basin. 
 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 
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M&O-10 
(WDNR Coord.) 

Act as spokesman for the public with regard to these public concerns/comments by establishing and 
maintaining contact with the local WDNR office.  As the public’s agent, the County liaison should coordinate 
with WDNR to address the public concerns/comments received. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-11 
(WDNR Coord.) 

Coordinate with the local WDNR office to provide updates regarding forestry activity and issues within the 
watershed.  In addition, coordinate with WDNR inspection/enforcement personnel to develop an 
educational/informational program to provide basin residents with a better understanding of “standard forestry 
practices” within the basin.  Updates and educational information can be presented in the form of website 
information, newsletters, presentations at community/public meetings, and/or any other suitable forum. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-12 
(WDNR Coord.) 

Work with local WDNR personnel to identify opportunities for public involvement in the protection of forest 
lands within the basin. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
M&O-13 Refine Existing GIS Culvert/Catch Basin Inventory of the Basin to Determine Ownership of Catch Basins – 

By determining the extent of county-owned versus privately-owned catch basin facilities, the County will be able to 
concentrate M&O budget on maintenance of County facilities. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-14 Utilizing Permitting Records, Develop a GIS Database of All Privately Owned Stormwater Infrastructure in 
the Basin – Development of this GIS database will aid in inspection and enforcement of M&O on private 
stormwater facilities. 

Whatcom Co. 
Planning & Devel. 

Services. 

Expanded 

M&O-15 Utilizing the GIS Databases of Public and Private Stormwater Facilities; Develop and Maintain a 
Stormwater Utility Map for the Lake Samish Basin. – There is currently no comprehensive database which 
details all of the existing stormwater facilities within the basin.  Development of a comprehensive GIS-based 
stormwater database will be crucial to coordinating and documenting the required M&O activities of the different 
County departments and the different agency interests, and will be indispensable for coordinating responses to 
emergency scenarios. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

M&O-16 Institute a Notification, Education, and Inspection/Enforcement Program Aimed at Encouraging Private 
Property Owners to Inspect and Maintain Private Stormwater Facilities – Program should address the 
following issues: 
a) Notification to property owners based upon a seasonal calendar which addresses which M&O activities 

should be performed at certain times of the year. 
b) Public education which targets M&O activities available from multiple outlets such as; website, flyers, 

newsletters, notifications at community meetings, etc. 
c) Inform public that follow-up inspections may occur to confirm compliance of private stormwater facilities.  In 

the event that a facility requires maintenance and/or repair, the property owner will be notified in writing of 
the deficiencies and maintenance/repairs required. 

In the event the property owner fails to adequately maintain and/or repair violating stormwater facilities, the 
County shall have the right of enforcement to perform the repairs and bill the property owner for reimbursement of 
those costs. 
 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

and 
Whatcom Co. 

Planning & Devel. 
Services 

Expanded 
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 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
M&O-17 Implement M&O program which is equivalent that which is required by the DOE WW Phase II Municipal 

Permit. 
Whatcom Co. 
Stormwater Utility 

Expanded 

    

B.  Lake-level Management M&O Recommendations 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
M&O-18 Maintain Responsibility for M&O of Friday Creek Retention Dam with the Lake Management District No. 1 – 

The LMD No. 1 was originally formed in response to a petition from a group of Lake Samish residents in 1991.  At 
that time, several State resource agencies, the Whatcom County Planning and Health Departments and several 
Lake Samish riparian land owners were concerned about the potential population growth in the basin and the long-
term effects of continued water appropriation for domestic use of Lake Samish and Friday Creek surface water.  
The concerns were related to the effect low flows in the creek were having on fish habitat.  The Department of 
Ecology had informed property owners around the lake that surface water withdrawals not tied to perfected water 
rights would not be allowed to continue unless these water users developed and implemented a plan to augment 
the water flow in Friday Creek.  M&O of the existing retention dam structure is technically separate from any 
existing or proposed stormwater management activities, and only benefits the portion of the lake basin properties 
which either possess lake shoreline and/or are reliant upon non-perfected, surface water withdrawal rights.  
Whatcom County currently administers the LMD and performs M&O for the retention dam as a service to the lake 
residents, however, the Department of Ecology has regulatory jurisdiction over the retention function the dam 
performs and over all surface water withdrawal rights on Lake Samish. 

LMD No. 1 Basic 

M&O-19 Modify the Current Dam Operating Procedures to Assess the Effects of Alternate Dam Configurations 
During the Winter Season on Sedimentation Rates Behind the Dam - Per discussions with Whatcom County 
Public Works, (John Thompson, Natural Resource Division), costs associated with the annual removal and 
replacement of the dam structure would increase M&O costs by a factor of ten, if the work scope was modified to 
include the removal and replacement of all of the dam’s planking.  In addition, annual removal/replacement of all of 
the planks along the dam’s entire length would necessitate yearly dredging to remove the winter build-up of 
sediments between the pilings.  As an alternative, the County should experiment with differing plank configurations 
during the winter season where additional boards are removed, (not the entire structure); to study the effect these 
alternate configurations have on the deposition rate of sediment behind the dam. 

LMD No. 1 Basic 

M&O-20 Coordinate directly with WA State Dept. of Fish and Wildlife to insure that the maintenance and operation 
procedures for the retention dam structure comply with the best management practices for preservation of 
the habitat and aquatic life of Friday Creek. 

LMD No. 1 Basic 

M&O-21 Coordinate and assist the WA Dept. of Ecology’s efforts in public education with regard to water 
conservation within the Lake Samish Basin. 
 
 

LMD No. 1 Basic 
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 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
M&O-22 Perform Dredging Feasibility Study for Dredging Around the Dam Structure at Friday Creek – The dredging 

feasibility study should provide recommendations with regard to the following; 
a) Required limits of dredging, 
b) Dredging schedule (periodic), 
c) Permitting strategy 
d) Dredging means and methods, 
e) Cost comparison between periodic dredging and annual removal of the entire dam structure 

Funding options. 

LMD No. 1 Expanded 

M&O-23 Perform Feasibility Study for Placing a Flowmeter in Friday Creek – The feasibility study should address 
and/or provide recommendations regarding the following; 
a) Applicable metering methods, 
b) Channel considerations, 
c) Expected environmental effects and permitting strategy, 
d) Options for addressing beaver activity, 
Project costs and funding options 

LMD No. 1 Expanded 

    
 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
 None. NA NA 
    
C.  Wastewater Management M&O Recommendations 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
M&O-24 Update County’s OSS Local Management to Include Lake Samish as a “Sensitive Area”. W.C. Health Basic 
M&O-25 Samish Water District Should Continue to Aggressively Pursue Their Existing Inspection and Sewer 

Rehabilitation Program. 
SWD Basic 

    
 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
M&O-26 Implement the County’s OSS Local Management Plan With Regard to Education, Auditing & Enforcement. 

– Utilize the model being developed for implementation of the OSS Local Management Plan in “Marine Recovery 
Areas” 
 

W.C. Health Expanded 

    
 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
 None. NA NA 
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Table No. 4 – General Programmatic Recommendations (GPR) –  

Item ID Recommendation Description Implementing 
Agent(s) 

Basic vs. 
Expanded 

Service 

A.  Whatcom County Management  and Staffing Designation 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
GPR-1 Designate a Whatcom County staff person (1/4 FTE) to act as the watershed coordinator in charge of the 

implementation of the Level 1 programmatic and capital improvement activities. 
Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 

 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
GPR-2 Designate a Whatcom County staff person (1/2 FTE) to act as the watershed coordinator in charge of the 

implementation of the Level 2 programmatic and capital improvement activities. 
Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 

 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
GPR-3 Establish a county-wide stormwater utility to manage the stormwater of the County’s rural areas in a 

comprehensive fashion. 
Whatcom Co. 

Stormwater Utility 
Expanded 

GPR-4 Designate Whatcom County staffing as required to implement the Phase B management recommendations 
under the new County stormwater utility.  

Whatcom Co. 
Stormwater Utility 

Expanded 

B.  Management, Planning, and Research 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
GPR-5 Administer/Update Lake Samish CIP annually. Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 

GPR-6 Investigate the need for modifications to current WCC 11.36 with regard to the following lake-based 
recreational activities: 
a) Restrictions to two stroke powered personal watercraft, 
b) Watercraft speed and wake restrictions, 
c) Restrictions to the proximity distances for watercraft to shorelines. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
GPR-7 Identify and pursue grant opportunities for implementation of the recommended management activities 

from this planning effort. 
Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 

 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
GPR-9 Develop the Whatcom Co. Phase II Management Plan for use by the newly formed County stormwater 

utility.  This new plan should be written to insure compliance of the new stormwater utility with the WW Phase II 
Permit standards.  However, administration and regulation of this new plan and stormwater utility shall be by 
Whatcom County. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 
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C. Education and Public Outreach 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
GPR-10 Develop and maintain an informational website dedicated to the Lake Samish Stormwater Management 

Program. 
Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 

GPR-11 Expand current watershed public education programs to cover the Lake Samish Basin; 
a) Gardening and Landscaping 
b) Automobile Usage & Car Washing 
c) Construction 
d) OSS  
e) Water Conservation 
f) Boats and Recreation 
g) Pet Waste & Hobby Farm Impacts 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
 None. NA NA 
 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
GPR-12 Implement an education and public outreach effort which is compliant with the newly developed Whatcom 

Co. Phase II Management Plan. 
Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 

GPR-13 Expand Water Resources Public Involvement & Education (PIE) program to include WRIA #3 areas within 
Whatcom County. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

GPR-14 Develop educational material regarding illicit discharges and solid & hazardous waste handling for posting 
on the project website and distribution to the public. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

D.  Stakeholder Communication, Coordination, and Outreach 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
GPR—15 Coordinate/Communicate with major basin stakeholders with regard to: 

a) Public comments & concerns, 
b) Scheduling stakeholder presentations at public meetings. 
c) Current stakeholder activities to pass onto the public. 

Whatcom Co. PW – 
Stormwater Div. 

Expanded 

 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
 None. NA NA 
 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
GPR—16 Implement activities outlined in the newly developed Whatcom Co. Phase II Management Plan. Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 
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E.  Reporting 
 Phase A – Level 1 Activities   
GPR—17 Prepare annual progress reports and provide annual updates to both the public and the County Council 

outlining the progress implementing the stormwater management plan. 
Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 

 Phase A – Level 2 Activities   
 None. NA NA 
 Phase B – County-wide Stormwater Utility – Enhanced County-wide Activities   
GPR—18 Implement reporting activities outlined in the newly developed Whatcom Co. Phase II Management Plan. Whatcom Co. PW – 

Stormwater Div. 
Expanded 
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Table No. 5 – Recommendations to Lake Samish Basin Residents – Public Participation Opportunities(PPO) 

Item ID Recommendation Description Partnering 
Agent(s) 

A.  Sponsor Community Educations 
1 Through the Lake Samish Association or other community-based organizations, sponsor informational 

presentations from Whatcom County, State agency stakeholders (WDNR, WSDOT, WDOE, WDFW, etc.), 
timber and development interests to facilitate public education and communication. 

Basin 
Stakeholders 

2 Sponsor workshops with Whatcom County to educate the public regarding basin-friendly stormwater 
practices and regular maintenance and operation of private onsite stormwater and sewer facilities. 

Whatcom Co. 

   
B.  Lake Stewardship – Facilities Maintenance  

1 Participation in WA Dept. of Fish and Wildlife’s “Adopt a Boat Launch” program. WDFW 
2 Lake Samish Adopt-A-Road Litter Pickup Program – Referencing the Lake Samish Association website, cleanup 

are usually scheduled for the spring and fall. 
Whatcom Co. 

3 Annual Maintenance of Private Stormwater and OSS Facilities – Approach Whatcom Co. M&O Division about 
coordinating an annual catch basin & driveway “clean-out” day where residents perform annual maintenance and 
the County provides for disposal of the debris and material removed. 

Whatcom Co. 

   
   

B.  Lake Stewardship – Natural Resource Conservation and Habitat Restoration 
1 Volunteer opportunities with the Skagit Fisheries Enhancement Group(SFEG).  The SFEG is a private, non-

profit organization working to protect and enhance salmon resources in the Skagit and Samish River watersheds.  
The SFEG’s mission is to build partnerships that educate and engage the community in habitat restoration and 
watershed stewardship.  The group has already completed several habitat enhancement projects within the Lake 
Samish Basin. 

SFEG 

2 Volunteer opportunities with WWU for ongoing water sampling in the watershed. WWU 
3 Whatcom Count Parks “Adopt-a-Trail   
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Limitations and Summary 
 
• Limitations 
 
The programmatic issues and subsequent recommendations detailed in this technical 
memorandum were identified from the following sources: 
• discussions at three separate public meetings,  
• discussions with Whatcom County staff and stakeholders,  
• research of publicly available documents and information available from the County, 

from stakeholders and on the internet, and  
• field visits to the Lake Samish Basin.  
 
• Summary 

The ongoing stormwater planning effort for the Lake Samish Basin has included research 
and planning analysis of several specific stormwater planning topics, as well as a significant 
public outreach effort to solicit public input.  Through this work, many stormwater issues and 
concerns have been identified which warrant management solutions of both a programmatic 
and capital improvement nature.  This technical memorandum is to summarizes the 
identified, programmatic stormwater issues within the basin and discusses stormwater 
management strategies with which to address these problems.  Discussions included are: 
- Stormwater research, analysis, and planning work performed to date, 
- Public outreach effort to date and the public input received so far in the planning 

process, 
- Low Impact Development (LID) resources available for use in development of the basin, 

as well as discussion of a process for evaluating and implementing LID considerations 
into future stormwater designs, and  

- Presentation of the programmatic management strategies recommended for the basin.  
Included in this section is a description of the importance of protecting Lake Samish as 
local public water supply and the role that public educations and public participation 
must play in that protection.  The programmatic recommendations formulated from this 
planning effort are outlined in Tables 1 through 5 above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Whatcom County Public Works - Stormwater Division
Lake Samish Comprehensive Stormwater Plan
TM #05 - Programmatic Issues and Recommendations

Exhibit 1 - Tabulation of Stormwater Issues and Problems

ID Issue/Problem Description Identified By (1)
Sub-Basin of 

Origin (1)
Scale of Impact 

(1)

Water Quality Issues (WQ)

WQ-1 WWU Lake & Tributary Monitoring (2005-present) has identified the 
following issues

a Increased levels of available phosphorus in the lake fueling the 
growth of algae and cyanobacteria. Monitoring LS LS

b

Because of algal densities seen in the lake, there is a potential for 
development of harmful disinfection  by-products from treatment of 
lake water with residential treatment systems, (especially those that 
disinfect by chlorination).

Monitoring LS LS

c Assess and address potential for groundwater, stream, and lake 
contamination from onsite septic systems. Monitoring BW BW

d
Tributary fecal coliform counts were variable; 36% of the 
samples exceeded 100 cfu/100ml, suggesting that the sites 
might not pass surface water criteria.

Monitoring BW BW

WQ-2 Assess and address the impact to stormwater quality from wildlife 
and domestic animal waste within the basin. PM-2 BW BW

WQ-3
Perform comprehensive review of historical water quality sampling 
data dating back to 1970s for incorporation into the comprehensive 
stormwater planning effort.

PM-2 BW BW

WQ-4 Lake Samish listed on WA Department of Ecology’s 303d, Category 
2 Water of Concern for elevated concentrations of Mercury in fish. Monitoring - LS

WQ-5
West Arm of Lake Samish listed on WA Department of Ecology’s 
303d, Category 5 Impaired Waterbody for elevated concentrations 
of PCBs in fish.

Monitoring - LS

WQ-6 Concerns regarding the potential for lead or heavy metal 
contamination from Plantation Rifle Range. PM-1 R R, S, F

WQ-7 Sediment erosion from the Finney Creek basin significantly 
increasing the size of the creek's alluvial fan. PM-1 R, S, F R, S, F, LS

WQ -8 Sediment erosion from the Mud Creek basin causes turbidity issues 
in the lake and excessive alluvial deposits at the stream mouth. PM-1, Research M M, LS

Infrastructure & Roadway Issues (IR)

IR-1
County road ditches require more regular maintenance within the 
basin. PM-2 BW BW

IR-2
Concerns over infrastructure and road maintenance; storm damage 
to roads, damage to road shoulders, drainage system requiring 
more regular maintenance and repair.

PM-1 BW BW

IR-3
Identify flashflood-prone intermittent streams and water courses 
within the basin PM-1 BW BW
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Exhibit 1 - Tabulation of Stormwater Issues and Problems

ID Issue/Problem Description Identified By (1)
Sub-Basin of 

Origin (1)
Scale of Impact 

(1)

IR-4
Utilizing existing ditch and culvert inventories - Identify stormwater 
flow directions and possible opportunities to re-route flow away 
from problem area.

PM-1 BW BW

IR-5

Increase inspection of all residential construction projects to confirm 
compliance with all currently required construction stormwater 
BMPs.  Inspections should target, not only activities during 
constructio, but also compliance of any permanent BMPs put in 
place at the end of construction

PM-1 BW BW

IR-6
Drainage ditch on the north side of E. Lk Samish Rd has been filled 
in.  Confirm that there are no adverse stormwater impacts 
associated with this condition

PM-2 W W

IR-7 Stormwater sheet-flowing across Roy Road during significant wet 
weather events. PM-2 RE, RW RE, RW

IR-8 Stormwater sheet-flowing across W. Lk Samish Drive at several 
location between Firelane and the bridge. PM-2 S S

IR-9 Culvert overflows upstream of Calmor Cove have caused flooding 
in the trailer park in the past, most recently in 2009. PM-2 S S

IR-10 County culvert discharging stormwater directly into yard on private 
property north of 156 Shallow Shore Drive PM-2 S S

IR-11 County road ditch on the ___ side of Shallow Shore remains full. PM-2 S S

WSDOT I-5 Corridor Issues (I5)

I5-1 WSDOT I5 Corridor - Adequacy of the sizing and maintenance of 
the existing detention vault located along E. Lake Samish Drive PM-1, PM-2 W, B, LS W, B, LS

I5-2 WSDOT I-5 Corridor - Concerns regarding whether addition 
detention facilities are needed for the interstate stormwater system. PM-1, PM-2 F, R, S, W, B, 

SB, P, LS
F, R, S, W, B, 

SB, P, LS

Planning and Development Issues (PD)

PD-1 Identify how current zoning designations in the basin will impact 
future stormwater quality and quantity. PM-2 BW BW

PD-2 Identify how future large developments in the basin will impact 
future stormwater quality and quantity. PM-2 BW BW

PD-3 Possible impacts of proposed LAMIRD designation. PM-1, PM-2 BW BW

PD-3

Whatcom County Dittrich Park Development - Provide for public 
notification regarding planning schedule and public input regarding 
development planning.  Shallow lake water issues should be 
addressed as a part of the planning effort.

PM-2 B, SB B, SB

PD-4 Impact of planned Sleepy Hollow Development vesting under 1992 
Whatcom County Development Standards.

PM-1, PM-2, 
Research S S
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ID Issue/Problem Description Identified By (1)
Sub-Basin of 

Origin (1)
Scale of Impact 

(1)

Recreational Use (RU)

RU-1 Assess and address potential impacts related to boat water ballast 
being discharged to lake water. PM-1 LS LS

RU-2 Assess and address erosion effects associated with increased 
wake produced by large displacement boating vehicles. PM-1 LS LS

RU-3 Assess and address impacts from 2-cycle watercraft on the lake. PM-2 LS LS

RU-4
Lack of adequate enforcement by State and local agencies 
regarding boating activities and possession of current fishing 
licences.

PM-1 LS LS

RU-5 Development of a permit system for boat launch usage to better 
control boat usage on the lake. PM-1 LS LS

Recreational Use (RU) (continued)

RU-6
WDFW plan to upgrade and expand the existing boat launch will 
existing water quality issues associated with recreational use 
around the lake.

PM-1, PM-2 LS LS

RU-7 Inadequate garbage and restroom facilities to handle the number of 
recreational users of the lake, especially in the summer months. PM-1 BW BW

RU-8 Lack of adequate parking enforcement around the lake, especially 
during summer months. PM-1, PM-2 BW BW

RU-9 Additional enforcement required to address public disposal of 
garbage in public area. PP-2 BW BW

Wildlife & Aquatic Habitat (WAH)

WAH-1

Determine the extent to which the lake outlet at Friday Creek is 
filling in with sediment and assess the impacts of that sedimentation
on basin's ability to provide the minimum required flow of 2cfs to the
creek.

PM-2 LS LS

WAH-2 Assess and address need for a flow metering structure at the 
Friday Creek outlet. Modeling LS LS

WAH-3 Inventory fish-bearing streams not already identified by the WDFW. PM-1 BW BW

WAH-4 Fish barriers identified by Whatcom County and WDFW. Research BW BW

WAH-5
Degradation of tributary aquatic habitat due to high stream volumes 
during peak wet weather events and sedimentation due to 
increased erosion upstream. 

Research BW BW

Forestry Practices (FP)

FP-1 Provide overview of future forest practice to expect within the basin. PM-1 BW BW

FP-2

Stormwater contamination concerns relating to the use of 
herbicides in upland, forested areas with wetland areas, water 
inundation and/or saturated soils, and for vegetation control in 
forested areas and on gravel access roads.

PM-1, PM-2 BW BW
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ID Issue/Problem Description Identified By (1)
Sub-Basin of 

Origin (1)
Scale of Impact 

(1)

FP-3 Assess and address impact to stormwater quality and quantity of 
forest clear cutting in the basin. PM-2 BW BW

FP-4 Assess and address impact to stormwater quality and quantity of 
access logging roads in the basin. PM-2 BW BW

FP-5
Open dialog with WA Dept. of Natural Resources and large forest 
owners in the basin regarding impacts to stormwater related to 
forestry practices.

PM-2 BW BW

Education, Public Involvement and Public Services (EPIP)

EPIP-1 Lack of adequate public awareness that Lake Samish serves as the 
primary drinking water source for residents around the lake. PM-1, PM-2 BW BW

EPIP-2
Identify stakeholder groups with which Whatcom County will 
cooperate during the comprehensive planning process, and how 
the Public will be involved in this communication.

PM-2 BW BW

EPIP-3
Provide source material regarding Low Impact Development 
Options for reference and use by land developers and 
homeowners.

PM-2 BW BW

EPIP-4 Clarify limits of Whatcom County's responsibility for stormwater 
infrastructure maintenance versus those for the property owner. PM-2 BW BW

EPIP-5 Provide low-cost option for private water sampling & testing of 
residential water systems. PM-2 BW BW

EPIP-6

Provide educational information to the pubic regarding basin-
friendly practices for minimizing stormwater quality and quantity 
impacts from upkeep and maintenance activities for the home and 
private property.

PM-1 BW BW

Governance, Implementation & Funding Issues (GIF)

GIF-1 Lake Management District No. 1 - Future funding and 
administration role in stormwater management within the basin. PM-1 BW BW

GIF-2

Provide additional information regarding the possible governance 
options for stormwater management within the basin and how 
recommendations regarding governance will be made.

PM-2 BW BW

GIF-3
Identify costs that Lake Samish residents will be asked to bear to 
address the issues outlined in the comprehensive stormwater 
planning effort.

PM-2 BW BW

Notes:
(1) Table Abbreviations:

R Ruby Sub-Basin RW Roy West
S Silver RE Roy East

W Wefer S Summerland
B Barnes BW Basin-wide

SB South Barnes LS Lake Samish
P Pacific PM-1 Public Meeting #1
N North PM-2 Public Meeting #2
M Mud
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WATER RESOURCES 
 
Introduction 
 
Water resources refer to the numerous lakes, streams, wetlands, aquifers, estuaries and marine 
water bodies within Whatcom County (Map 24).  These water bodies are often integrally linked 
through the complex network referred to as the water cycle. The water cycle describes the series 
of transformations that occur in the circulation of water from the atmosphere onto the surface and 
into the subsurface regions of the earth, then back from the surface to the atmosphere.  Water 
resources of Whatcom County provide natural beauty, recreation, habitat for fish and wildlife, 
water for drinking, agriculture and industry, and other benefits essential to the quality of life and 
economic health of the community. The quality of life and economic health of our county's 
communities depend on the maintenance of a safe and reliable water supply.  Decisions affecting 
any element of the water environment must be based on consideration of the effects on other 
elements. 
 
County government has a major role in helping to maintain these benefits through its many 
responsibilities and programs, particularly in the areas of health, safety, land use and 
development.  The intent of the following goals and policies is to provide guidance to Whatcom 
County government as it assists its citizens in effectively managing their water resources in a 
manner which ensures that the benefits of those resources are maintained far into the future.  The 
water resource section focuses primarily on groundwater and surface water management. 
Surface water management relates generally to watershed protection and stormwater/drainage 
systems.  However, some policy direction may indirectly be provided for areas such as wetlands, 
estuaries, streams and marine water bodies, within the Water Resource section.  Some of these 
areas are covered in more detail in other sections within the Environment Chapter. 
 
GMA Requirements 
 

 See Appendix C. 
 
BACKGROUND SUMMARY 
 
Whatcom County has 16 major freshwater lakes, 3,012 miles of rivers and streams, over 37,000 
acres of wetlands, 134 miles of marine shoreline, and aquifers containing an undetermined 
amount of groundwater. These water resources serve multiple uses including providing a source 
of drinking water for the people of Whatcom County.  Surface water sources such as Lake 
Whatcom, the Nooksack River, and Lake Samish provide water to more than half the county 
residents with the remainder relying on groundwater either from individual wells or from about 300 
public water systems.  Agriculture relies on both ground and surface water for irrigation, drinking 
water for livestock, and facility wash down.  Businesses and industries may also require water, 
sometimes in substantial quantities, for non-potable as well as potable supplies.  Water is also 
essential to meet many of what are referred to as "in-stream" uses such as for recreation, 
shellfish growing and harvesting, habitat for fish and wildlife, aesthetics and other benefits.   
 
Groundwater is contained in aquifers, which are subterranean layers of porous rock or soil.  Most 
aquifers are replenished by rainwater, though some may contain water trapped during glacial 
periods.  Aquifers are often integrally linked with surface water systems and are essential for 
meeting in-stream and out-of-stream water needs such as for drinking water, agriculture and 
industry. 
 

Liz
Text Box
Exhibit 2 - Whatcom Co. Comprehensive Plan (excerpt)
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Rainfall that does not soak into the ground or evaporate is regarded as surface water and runs 
into drainage courses, ditches, streams, wetlands, rivers, lakes and the Strait of Georgia.  Natural 
and manmade drainage systems have many important functions, including storing excess water 
flow, purifying surface water, recharging groundwater, conveying water and supporting important 
biological activities.  As more areas in Whatcom County are being urbanized, natural water 
resource systems are being replaced with built systems, leading to permanent changes in 
hydrology. 
 
ISSUES, GOALS, AND POLICIES 
 
General 
 
Problems exist which affect water resources in Whatcom County.  Surface and groundwater 
quality problems can be found in many areas of Whatcom County and are described in various 
chapters of the Comprehensive Plan. There are significant legal limitations in obtaining water. 
Management actions between and within jurisdictions are not always well coordinated or 
consistent.  Additionally, there is much to learn about the physical characteristics and availability 
of the resource, since water resources are heavily linked in complex systems that are understood 
in varying degrees.  Sound technical data upon which to base a thorough understanding of these 
complex systems is still being developed.  Other issues, regulations, and policies such as the 
Clean Water Act, Endangered Species Act, State water code, and tribal actions act to further 
exacerbate and lend unpredictability to the problems associated with water.  
 
These problems and issues have already led to many impacts on the community.  The impacts 
include health concerns associated with drinking contaminated water; fisheries depletion and 
closure of shellfish harvesting areas and other in-stream problems; a lack of adequate water 
storage and delivery systems to meet the requirements of growth and development; concerns 
with the availability of water to meet existing agricultural and public water supply demands; 
potential difficulties and additional costs associated with obtaining building permits and 
subdivision approvals; and other related increasing financial costs to the community.  
 
Long-term resolution of the numerous, complex and changing water issues requires actions in 
many areas. Sound technical data and a better understanding of the water systems is needed 
including the recognition that water resources must be managed as an integrated system. 
Cooperation and coordination among the various users, jurisdictions and those who impact the 
resource is necessary.  Creative solutions should be pursued which extend beyond regulatory 
action to include education, technical and financial assistance. 
 
GOAL 11E: Protect and enhance water quality and promote sustainable and 

efficient use of water resources. 
 
Policy 11E-1: Actively promote and participate in education, research and information 

opportunities which better our understanding of the county's complex water 
resource systems.  New information should be considered in the 
development and evaluation of management actions.  

 
Policy 11E-2: Maintain as a high priority the protection of water quality and quantity, and 

associated features like watersheds and aquifers. 
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Policy 11E-3: Pursue the most effective methods for protecting water quality, through 
both regulatory (e.g. zoning, enforcement, fines) and non-regulatory 
approaches (education, incentives, and technical/financial assistance).  
Emphasis should be placed on non-regulatory approaches where possible 
and effective.  

 
Policy 11E-4: Support more efficient use of the resource such as conservation, 

reclamation and reuse.   In conjunction with the cities, other municipal 
corporations, tribal governments, federal and state agencies, public and 
private utilities and the public, develop programs, such as WRIA Watershed 
Management Planning, which promote sustainable and efficient use of 
water resources. 

  
Policy 11E-5:  Manage and prioritize water resources for multiple instream and out of 

stream beneficial uses commensurate with instream flows set by the State 
Department of Ecology. 

 
Policy 11E-6: Support and assist water users in the development of cost-effective means 

of improving efficiency of water use. 
 
Policy 11E-7: Support efforts to establish and protect sustainable water supplies to meet 

existing and future demands for water in the county.  
  
Policy 11E-8: Work cooperatively with Federal, State, and local jurisdictions, Tribal 

governments, municipal corporations and the public to implement the 
goals, policies, and action items contained in this chapter. 

 
Policy 11E-9: Track the development of policies and regulations at the local, state and 

federal level.  Provide input to those regulations and policies as necessary 
to ensure that the interests of Whatcom County are considered. 

 
Policy 11E-10:  Promote awareness and participation in management and protection efforts 

by individual citizens and the community as a whole. 
 
Policy 11E-11: Encourage cities and public water purveyors to meter water use to promote 

conservation. 
 
Policy 11E-12: Actively participate in the development of WRIA Watershed Management 

Plans and the process to establish a county-wide water resources 
management body. 

 
Surface Water and Groundwater 
 
Surface water systems face sediment, nutrient, bacteria, petroleum, metals and other 
contamination from a variety of point and non-point sources.  Groundwater supplies in some 
areas are vulnerable to contamination.  Nitrates, arsenic, bacteria, elevated chlorine levels, EDB 
and other contaminants have been found in some supplies at levels that exceed those considered 
safe for drinking water.   
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GOAL 11F: Protect and enhance Whatcom County's surface water and 
groundwater quality and quantity for current and future generations. 

 
Policy 11F-1: Manage surface water systems, where appropriate, on a watershed basis. 
 
Policy 11F-2: In conjunction with the public and appropriate local, State, and Federal 

jurisdictions, define and identify watersheds which may require special 
protection.  These areas may include aquifers, critical aquifer recharge 
areas as defined under the Growth Management Act, Groundwater 
Management Areas, wellhead protection areas, and high priority 
watersheds such as those specified under WAC 400 -  "Local Planning and 
Management of Non-point Source Pollution", WRIA Watershed 
Management Planning, and under legislative policy direction (e.g. 
Nooksack Basin, Lake Whatcom, Lake Samish and Drayton Harbor). 

 
Policy 11F-3: In conjunction with the public and appropriate local, State, Tribal, and 

Federal jurisdictions, develop management strategies for those areas 
requiring special protection. Management efforts should consider both 
water quality and quantity.  Water quality efforts should help reduce the 
likelihood that potential contaminant sources will pollute water supplies.  
Water quantity efforts should include consideration and protection of 
recharge areas as appropriate and potential effects on stream flow.     

 
Policy 11F-4: Support the completion and implementation of local/state Watershed Action 

Plans, the Lake Whatcom Management Program, NPDES Phase II 
Permitting, and the WRIA Watershed Management Projects as some of the 
means of addressing non-point source pollution.  

 
Policy 11F-5: Pursue the adoption and implementation of ground and/or surface water 

management plans and integrate the plans into local comprehensive plans.  
Designate the Lake Whatcom and Lake Samish Watersheds as a high 
priority in this effort. 

 
Policy 11F-6: In conjunction with all jurisdictions develop and adopt programs to protect 

water quality and quantity within watersheds, aquifers and marine water 
bodies which cross jurisdictional boundaries. 
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Stormwater and Drainage 
 
Stormwater is that portion of rainwater that does not naturally percolate into the ground or 
evaporate, but flows overland or through pipes, gullies or channels into a defined channel, or a 
constructed infiltration facility.  In many cases, stormwater is associated with impervious surface 
in areas where development has taken place.  In these areas, replacement of natural drainage 
systems with built systems results in short and long-term public costs and can lead to 
environmental degradation, including flooding, erosion, sedimentation, habitat loss, and 
degradation of water quality. 
 
Various land uses can have significant effects on water flow.  Sedimentation from ground 
disturbed by grading, new development, farming, and logging can reduce river or stream channel 
capacity, fill small lakes and smother aquatic life and habitat.  Surface water runoff from 
developed areas can carry pollutants such as oil, heavy metals, garden chemicals, and animal 
wastes into the water system; runoff from farms and forests can bring pollutants including 
fertilizers and pesticides. 
 
GOAL 11G: Protect water resources and natural drainage systems by controlling 

the quality and quantity of stormwater runoff. 
 
Policy 11G-1: Manage stormwater runoff to minimize surface water quality and quantity 

impacts and downstream impacts on channel morphology, property 
owners, and aquatic habitats. 

 
Policy 11G-2: Maintain or enhance, when appropriate, natural drainage systems and 

natural water storage sites in order to better protect water quality, moderate 
water quantity, minimize environmental degradation, and reduce public 
costs.  

 
Policy 11G-3: Limit the alteration of natural drainage systems and natural water storage 

sites without acceptable mitigating measures.  Such measures should not 
significantly degrade water quality or fish and wildlife habitat, and should 
not increase hazards to the community.  

 
Policy 11G-4: Support the use by resource industries, such as agriculture, forestry, and 

mineral resource extraction, of management practices that minimize 
erosion and sedimentation, and significantly reduce pollutants. 

 
Policy 11G-5: Evaluate the role of watersheds in the maintenance of water quality and 

quantity and determine what cumulative impacts development activity may 
have on watershed hydrology.   

 
Policy 11G-6: Develop specific stormwater management programs for each drainage 

basin within the county's jurisdiction which may be impacted by urban 
levels of development.  Recognize the Lake Whatcom Watershed , Lake 
Samish, and Drayton Harbor as a high priorities in this effort.  Coordinate 
efforts with the Lake Whatcom Management Committee program, the Lake 
Samish Watershed Management Advisory Committee, the shellfish 
protection districts, and other watershed management plans. 
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Policy 11G-7: Establish, as a high priority, a stormwater maintenance program which 
assures that stormwater systems function at or near design capacity. 

 
Policy 11G-8: Encourage the use of Low Impact Development Strategies.  Minimize the 

amount of impervious surface whenever practicable by using natural 
engineering design methods such as the use of open, grassed street 
swales instead of curbs and gutters. Where feasible, encourage alternate 
surfacing options and other techniques associated with low impact 
development (see Glossary).    

 
Policy 11G-9: Develop and administer stormwater management standards as required by 

the NPDES Phase II Permit. 
 
Policy 11G-10: Develop and administer regulations and incentives such that there is no net 

loss of areas that ecological functions and values as of wetlands and fish 
and wildlife habitats. 

 
NATURAL SYSTEMS  
 
Introduction 
 
Natural systems refers to the complex biological ecosystem that has grown from the geologic 
setting of Whatcom County.  It includes fish and wildlife, as well as diverse vegetation that has 
adapted to a variety of physical and climatic conditions (Map  25, Map  26).  Natural Systems 
goals and policies are intended to provide guidance to county government as it assists citizens to 
effectively manage and enhance these natural systems, and ensures that the benefits of these 
systems are maintained far into the future. 
  
GMA Requirements 
 
 See Appendix C. 
 
BACKGROUND SUMMARY 
 
Whatcom County provides a wide variety of natural habitats which support and shelter a diverse 
array of fish and wildlife species.  The county's wildlife is particularly varied and abundant when 
compared to many other areas of Washington State.  There are a number of factors that have 
contributed to this: abundant water resources, rich soils, mild climate conditions, and a moderate 
degree of urbanization are among the most important.  Among the habitats of importance to fish 
and wildlife are the following: 
  

 wetlands, lakes, and streams 
 nearshore, inter-tidal, and 

estuarinees  habitat and marine 
habitats including, but not limited to, 
kelp and eelgrass beds 

 riparian areas and other travel 
corridors 

 snags and downed logs 

 forested habitats in a variety of 
successional stages 

 caves, cliffs, and talus slopes  
 grasslands and cultivated fields 
 thickets and fence rows  
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drainage.  The easement could potentially be used to site a surface water quality 
treatment facility for the flow. 

The design objectives are to relocate roadway storm flows away from the parcel east of 
the culvert outlet to eliminate periodic flooding of the parcel, and to provide basic 
treatment for the drainage area. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; proximity to the 
lake shoreline, space constraints, traffic control concerns and Whatcom County 
limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives to address this problem include:  
- regrading of the ditchline and relocation of the cross-culvert to discharge along an 

existing County easement located approximately 300 LF north of the site, 
- obtain utility easement from property owner at 326 Shallow Shore Drive and install a 

treatment bioswale at the existing discharge locations, 
- no structural improvements. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred solution for this issue is to regrade the ditchline along the west side of 
Shallow Shore Drive to drain to a point approximately 300 LF north of existing culvert.  A 
new cross-culvert can then be installed to direct the flow to the lake via an existing 
Whatcom County easement.  The project would include construction of a treatment 
bioswale or raingarden within the County easement to provide basic treatment for the 
stormwater flows.   

Redirection of this drainage will eliminate the current flooding impacts to the parcel 
located at 326 Shallow Shore Drive, and construction of the bioswale will allow for basic 
treatment of stormwater which previously was being discharged directly to the lake 
untreated. 

CIP-SW01 is a “highest” priority project, and implementation is recommended within the 
current six year planning 

A concept-level cost estimate of $160,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and engineering/design. 

 CIP-SW02 –  Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake Samish Drive; ~1,000 LF 
   West of Greene Point Lane – (Priority – Highest) 
Project Description: 

Under storm conditions, the existing cross culvert (located approximately 1,000 LF west 
of Greene Point Lane) is currently undersized to provide adequate drainage for the 
roadway drainage flows and the flow from an existing unnamed creek draining out of the 
North sub-basin. 

The design objectives for this project include; protecting public health and safety by 
providing an adequately sized conveyance system to safely convey storm flows under 
the roadway at this location, protecting slope stability along the north side of the 
roadway, and preserving the aesthetic integrity of the area. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; proximity to the 
lake shoreline, space constraints, and Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 
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Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives are to replace the existing, undersized culvert with a larger culvert 
or to implement no structural improvements. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred alternative to address this issue is the removal/replacement of the 
existing, undersized culvert with a cross-culvert sized to convey storm flows safely under 
the roadway with no flooding.  The primary benefit of this project will be the protection of 
public health and safety by eliminating roadway flooding during storm events. 

CIP-SW02 is a “highest” priority project, and implementation is recommended within the 
current six year planning 

A concept-level cost estimate of $50,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and engineering/design. 

 CIP-SW03 -  Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake Samish Drive; ~1,400 LF 
   West of Greene Point Lane – (Priority – Highest) 
Project Description: 

Under storm conditions, the existing cross culvert (located approximately 1,400 LF west 
of Greene Point Lane) is currently undersized to provide adequate drainage for the 
roadway drainage flows and the flow from an existing unnamed creek draining out of the 
North sub-basin. 

The design objectives for this project include; protect public health and safety by 
providing an adequately sized conveyance system to safely convey storm flows under 
the roadway at this location, protecting slope stability along the north side of the 
roadway, and preserving the aesthetic integrity of the area. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; proximity to the 
lake shoreline, space constraints, traffic control concerns, and Whatcom County 
limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives are to replace the existing, undersized culvert with a larger culvert 
or to implement no structural improvements. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred alternative to address this issue is the removal/replacement of the 
existing, undersized culvert with a cross-culvert sized to convey storm flows safely under 
the roadway with no flooding.  The primary benefit of this project will be the protection of 
public health and safety by eliminating roadway flooding during storm events  

CIP-SW03 is a “highest” priority project, and implementation is recommended within the 
current six year planning 

A concept-level cost estimate of $50,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and engineering/design. 
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 CIP-SW04 -  Ditch Regrading and Culvert Installation on West Lake Samish 
   Drive; ~2,600 LF East of the Bridge – (Priority – Highest) 
Project Description: 

Under storm conditions, the existing cross culvert (located approximately 2,600 LF east 
of the bridge) is currently undersized to provide adequate drainage for the roadway 
drainage flows and the overland flows originating from the slope south of the roadway 
(Roy East Sub-basin).  Additionally, the capacity of the south-side road ditch drainage is 
insufficient to adequately convey runoff to the culvert inlet. 

The design objectives for this project include; protect public health and safety by 
providing road ditch grading and an adequately sized conveyance system to safely 
convey storm flows under the roadway at this location, protecting slope stability along 
the south side of the roadway, and preserving the aesthetic integrity of the area. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; proximity to the 
lake shoreline, space constraints, and Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives are to regrade the south-side road ditch and to replace the 
existing, undersized culvert with a larger culvert, or to implement no structural 
improvements. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred alternative to address this issue is to regrade the drainage of the adjacent 
south-side road ditch and to remove/replace the existing, undersized culvert with a 
cross-culvert sized to convey storm flows safely under the roadway with no flooding.  
The primary benefit of this project will be the protection of public health and safety by 
eliminating roadway flooding during storm events  

CIP-SW04 is a “highest” priority project, and implementation is recommended within the 
current six year planning period. 

A concept-level cost estimate of $85,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and engineering/design. 

 CIP-SW05 -  Roadway Drainage Reconfiguration Adjacent to Calmor Cove  
   Club Mobile Home Park at 316 West Lake Samish Drive –  

(Priority – High) 
Project Description: 

An existing County cross-culvert currently discharges to the east side of West Lake 
Samish Road, directly upstream of a private 12-inch diameter stormdrain located on the 
property occupied by Calmor Cove Mobile Home Park.  The 12-inch stormdrain is 
approximately 300LF in length and runs under the existing mobile homes to an open 
channel within the park.  The existing private stormdrain is tremendously difficult to 
service and has backed up in the past, flooding portions of the park.  The design 
objectives for this project include; relocation of the discharge point for the stormwater 
flows currently being released above the mobile home park to a location farther north 
along West Lake Samish Drive, development of a water treatment strategy for the new 
discharge facility, and protection of the existing aesthetic quality of the area. 
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Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; proximity to the 
lake shoreline, potential easement requirements, space constraints, traffic control and 
Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives include: 
- Regrading the west-side road ditch and relocating the cross culvert to a point north 

along West Lake Samish Drive, 
- Installation of a manhole structure at the current culvert discharge connecting it 

directly to the private stormdrain under the mobile home park. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred solution for this issue is to regrade the west-side road ditch and relocate 
the cross culvert to a point north along West Lake Samish Drive.  A new storm drain 
alignment will need to be identified to carry flows from the new culvert discharge to the 
lake shore.  The project should evaluate the feasibility for water treatment at the 
discharge site, and a new utility easement may be required for the project.  Potential 
benefits from the project include the elimination of the flooding potential within the park 
and implementation of water quality treatment to the stormwater flow. 

CIP-SW05 is a “high” rated priority project, and implementation is recommended within 
the current six year planning window or the next six year planning window.  Prior to 
implementation, management staff should re-evaluate the project’s execution strategy, 
value, and potential stormwater benefits. 

A concept-level cost estimate of $232,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and  engineering/design. 

 CIP-SW06 -  Water Quality Treatment Options for Catch Basins on West Lake 
   Samish Drive; ~1,000 LF East of the Bridge – (Priority – High) 
Project Description: 

On the south side of West Lake Samish Drive, approximately 1,000 LF east of the 
bridge, four storm drain catch basins are located within an expanse of gravel paving.  
The gravel area is used for parking and as driveway entrances to the homes located 
south of West Lake Samish Drive at that location.  The finish grade rim elevations for 
these catch basins are slightly below the gravel grade, and sediment regularly washes 
into the basins during storm events.  The design objectives for this project include 
implementation of a water quality treatment strategy to treat the runoff from the surround 
impervious gravel area while maintaining the existing hydraulic profile and providing 
adequate conveyance for storm flows. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; proximity to the 
lake shoreline, space constraints, traffic control issues, and the Whatcom County 
limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives to address this issue include installation of individual catch basin 
filter inserts, redirection of all catch basin flow to a centralized canister vault treatment 
system, or implementation of no structural improvements. 

Preferred Solution: 
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The preferred alternative is the installation of individual catch basin filter inserts at each 
catch basin.  The expected benefit of this solution include a reduction in the amount of 
stormwater pollutants discharging to the lake. 

CIP-SW06 is a “high” rated priority project, and implementation is recommended within 
the current six year planning window or the next six year planning window.  Prior to 
implementation, management staff should re-evaluate the project’s execution strategy, 
value, and potential stormwater benefits. 

A concept-level cost estimate of $17,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and engineering/design. 

 CIP-SW07 -  Energy Dissipation at Pacific Creek Crossing on East Lake  
   Samish Drive – (Priority – High) 
Project Description: 

The existing WSDOT culvert which conveys Pacific Creek from the east side to the west 
side of the freeway has a hanging pipe discharge which discharges flow into a plunge 
pool just east of East Lake Samish Drive.  The banks surrounding the plunge pool show 
significant signs of the scour erosion which occurs during heavy storm events.  Flow 
from the plunge pool is directed to the inlet end of an existing County cross-culvert which 
conveys the creek under East Lake Samish Drive.  The design objectives for this project 
include; energy dissipation and flow redirection to reduce scour erosion adjacent to the 
roadway, elimination of the hanging culvert discharge and plunge pool at the discharge 
outlet of the WSDOT culvert, and revegetation/restoration of the impacted site. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; proximity to the 
lake shoreline, WSDOT permitting, space constraints, traffic control concerns, and the 
Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives to address this issue include: 
- Construction of an armored channel with weir walls for energy dissipation, 
- Installation of a manhole structure to connect the discharge end of the WSDOT 

culvert to the inlet end of the cross culvert under East Lake Samish Drive. 
- Implementation of no structural improvements. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred solution for this issue is the construction of an armored channel equipped 
with wier structures for energy dissipation.  The project should include 
revegetation/restoration of the existing scoured area adjacent to East Lake Samish 
Drive.  The anticipated benefits from this solution include; reduction of sediment 
discharge to the lake, stabilization of the eroded area adjacent to the roadway, and 
elimination of a potential flooding hazard during large storm events. 

CIP-SW07 is a “high” rated priority project, and implementation is recommended within 
the current six year planning window or the next six year planning window.  Prior to 
implementation, management staff should re-evaluate the project’s execution strategy, 
value, and potential stormwater benefits. 

A concept-level cost estimate of $87,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and engineering/design. 
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 CIP-SW08 -  Energy Dissipation Solutions and Erosion Controls for Creek  
   Crossing on Manley Road; West of Wefer Creek, East of Barnes 
   Creek – (Priority – Low) 
Project Description: 

An existing 36-inch culvert under Manley Road, (~120-150 LF in length), conveys flow 
from an unnamed creek in the Wefer Sub-basin, (creek located west of Wefer Creek and 
east of Barnes Creek).  The culvert is installed at a 30-40% slope and has a hanging 
discharge, (10-15 ft above grade), which discharges water to the creek bed below.  
During storm events, flow velocities in the pipe are high enough to project a discharge 
stream 15-20 ft from the end of the culvert before the flow hits the creek bed.  The 
design objectives for this project include; energy dissipation and flow redirection to 
reduce scour erosion at the culvert discharge, elimination of the hanging culvert 
discharge and plunge pool at the discharge outlet, and revegetation/restoration of the 
eroded stream bank. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; work with the creek 
bed, site access, and the Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternatives to address this issue include: 
- Down-angle and extend culvert down to the creek bed elevation before discharge, 
- Implementation of no structural improvements. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred solution for this issue is to extend the existing culvert at a down-angle to a 
point of direct discharge into the creek.  Project implementation will require an armored 
splash pad at the discharge point and restoration of the downstream watercourse 
utilizing natural drainage alternatives such as amended soils, constructed step-pools, 
and revegetation with native plants. 

CIP-SW08 is a “low” rated priority project, and implementation is recommended within 
the current six year planning window or the next six year planning window.  Prior to 
implementation, management staff should re-evaluate the project’s execution strategy, 
value, and potential stormwater benefits. 

A concept-level cost estimate has not been prepared for this capital project because it 
scheduled for implementation outside the current planning window and additional study 
is required to determine feasible strategies for implementation. 

Lake-Level Management CIP 

 CIP-LM01 - Friday Creek Dredging – (Priority – Highest) 
Project Description: 

Since its installation in the 1990s, the Friday Creek retention dam has experienced a 
build up of stream-deposited sediment both on the upstream and downstream sides of 
the dam.  Questions and concerns have arisen regarding the impact this sedimentation 
is having on the normal operation of the retention structure.  Programmatic 
recommendations included in this planning effort call for the preparation of a dredging 
feasibility study to provide recommendations with regard to the following; 
a) Required limits of dredging, 
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b) Dredging schedule (periodic), 
c) Permitting strategy 
d) Dredging means and methods, 
e) Cost comparison between periodic dredging and annual removal of the entire 

 dam structure 
f) Funding options. 

Based upon the results of this feasibility study, a dredging program may be 
recommended for the creek. 

The design objectives for this project include; removal of sediment build-up adjacent to 
the retention structure while minimizing the adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; work within the 
creek bed, maintenance of the retention dam function, and Whatcom County limitations 
on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternative solutions for this issue are channel dredging, seasonal removal of 
the complete retention dam structure, and leaving the channel sedimentation as it is. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred alternative for this project is to dredge and restore the Friday Creek 
channel immediately upstream and downstream of the retention dam.  Benefits expected 
from implementation of this alternative include; increased water retention behind the 
dam structure, easier maintenance and operation, and enhanced habitat for aquatic life.  
Prior to implementation, a dredging feasibility study should be performed to determine 
the practicality of dredging and to assess the value potential lake management benefits 
of the project. 

CIP-LM01 is a “highest” priority project, and implementation is recommended within the 
current six year planning window. 

A concept-level cost estimate of $97,000 has been prepared for this capital project 
assuming a 30% contingency on construction costs and a 50% contingency on soft costs 
and engineering/design. 

 CIP-LM02 - Friday Creek Flowmeter – (Priority – Low) 
Project Description: 

Currently, the only method for estimating flow in the creek is related to the height of the 
water flow over the weir.  This flow metering method has inherent inaccuracies and is 
hard to verify.  For that reason, a proposal has been made to install a calibrated flow 
meter structure with the creek channel to measure flows.  With the irregular nature of the 
existing creek channel, the amount of in-stream debris in the creek, and the historic 
beaver activity in the area; metering of the creek may be impractical.  Programmatic 
recommendations included in this planning effort call for the preparation of a feasibility 
study to address and/or provide recommendations regarding the following; 
a) Applicable metering methods, 
b) Channel considerations, 
c) Expected environmental effects and permitting strategy, 
d) Options for addressing beaver activity, 
e) Project costs and funding options 
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Based upon the results of this feasibility study, flow metering options may be 
recommended for the creek. 

The design objective for this project is to implement an accurate, in-stream flow metering 
strategy for Friday Creek. 

Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project include; permitting for work 
within the stream channel, irregularities in the channel cross-section, space constraints, 
and Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 

Potential Alternatives: 

Potential alternative solutions for this issue are; modification of the existing retention 
dam to provide reliable flow data, installation of an in-stream flowmeter structure, or to 
construct no flow metering device. 

Preferred Solution: 

The preferred solution to this issue is the modification of the existing retention dam to 
provide reliable flow data year round.  Accurate field flow data for the creek will help 
guide operation of the dam structure to provide the maximum in-stream flows possible 
during the summer months.  In turn, this will benefit downstream aquatic habitat and 
provide more reliable flows to the Samish River basin. 

CIP-LM02 is a “low” rated priority project, and implementation is recommended within 
the current six year planning window or the next six year planning window.  Prior to 
implementation, a metering feasibility study should be performed to examine the 
practicality of metering the creek and to determine the value and potential lake 
management benefits of the project. 

A concept-level cost estimate has not been prepared for this capital project because it 
scheduled for implementation outside the current planning window and additional study 
is required to determine feasible strategies for implementation. 
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Table No. 1 - Summary of Recommended Capital Improvement Projects 

Capital 
Project Description 

Capital 
Project 
Priority 

Sub-basin 
Problems 

Addressed (or 
partially 

addressed) 

Recommend 
Inclusion on 
County CIP? 

Recommended 
Schedule for 

Implementation 
Concept-

Level Cost 

Stormwater Management CIP 

CIP-SW01 Relocate Culvert at 326 Shallow Shore 
Drive 

Highest Summerland Flooding of private 
property 

Yes Within 6-yrs $160,000 

CIP-SW02 
Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake 
Samish Drive (~1,000 LF West of 
Greene Point Lane 

Highest Silver Roadway flooding Yes Within 6-yrs $50,000 

CIP-SW03 
Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake 
Samish Drive (~1,400 LF West of 
Greene Point Lane 

Highest Silver Roadway flooding Yes Within 6-yrs $50,000 

CIP-SW04 
Ditch Regrading and Culvert 
Installation on West Lake Samish Drive 
(~2,600 LF East of the Bridge) 

Highest Summerland Roadway flooding Yes Within 6-yrs $85,000 

CIP-SW05 
Roadway Drainage Reconfiguration 
Adjacent to Calmor Cove Club Mobile 
Home Park (316 West Lake Samish 
Drive) 

High Summerland Potential flooding 
of private property 

Yes Within 6-yrs & 
beyond 

$232,000 

CIP-SW06 
WQ Treatment Options for Catch 
Basins on W. Lk. Samish Dr. 
(~1,000LF E. of the Bridge) 

High Roy East Water quality 
issues at CBs 

Yes Within 6-yrs & 
beyond 

$17,000 

CIP-SW07 
Energy Dissipation at Pacific Creek 
Crossing on East Lake Samish Drive 

High Pacific Excessive scour & 
plunge pool adjcact 

to roadway 

No >6-yrs $87,000 

CIP-SW08 
Energy Dissipation Solutions and 
Erosion Controls for Creek Crossing on 
Manley Road (West of Wefer Creek, 
East of Barnes Creek) 

Low Wefer Excessive flow 
velocities and 

erosion at culvert 
discharge 

No >6-yrs No Estimate 

Lake-level Management CIP 
CIP-LM01 Friday Creek Dredging Highest Basin Ck. Sedimentation  Yes Within 6-yrs $97,000 

CIP-LM02 Friday Creek Flowmeter Low Basin Unreliable flow 
data 

No >6-yrs No Estimate 
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Limitations and Summary 

Limitations 
 
The structural issues and subsequent recommendations detailed in this technical 
memorandum were identified from the following sources: 
 discussions at three separate public meetings,  
 discussions with Whatcom County staff and stakeholders,  
 research of publicly available documents and information available from the County, 

from stakeholders and on the internet, and  
 field visits to the Lake Samish Basin.  

Summary 

This memorandum outlines the recommended structural stormwater and lake-level 
management solutions (capital improvement projects, CIP) developed as a part of this 
planning effort.  The capital improvement projects presented have been organized into two 
separate management categories; stormwater and lake-level control.  Implementation of the 
stormwater management CIP should occur as part of the overall comprehensive stormwater 
management program.  The lake-level CIP should be implemented as part of the ongoing 
management of the Friday Creek detention structure as administered by the Lake 
Management Dist. No. 1.  A summary of the recommended capital projects is included 
below. 

Stormwater Management CIP 

 CIP-SW01 –  Relocate Culvert at 326 Shallow Shore Drive 

 CIP-SW02 –  Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake Samish Drive (~1,000 LF  
   West of Greene Point Lane 

 CIP-SW03 -  Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake Samish Drive (~1,400 LF  
   West of Greene Point Lane 

 CIP-SW04 -  Ditch Regrading and Culvert Installation on West Lake Samish  
   Drive (~2,600 LF East of the Bridge) 

 CIP-SW05 -  Roadway Drainage Reconfiguration Adjacent to Calmor Cove  
   Club Mobile Home Park (316 West Lake Samish Drive) 

 CIP-SW06 -  Water Quality Treatment Options for Catch Basins on West Lake  
   Samish Drive (~1,000 LF  East of the Bridge) 

 CIP-SW07 -  Energy Dissipation at Pacific Creek Crossing on East Lake  
   Samish Drive 

 CIP-SW08 -  Energy Dissipation Solutions and Erosion Controls for Creek  
   Crossing on Manley Road (West of Wefer Creek, East of Barnes  
   Creek) 

Lake-Level Management CIP 

 CIP-LM01 -  Friday Creek Dredging 

 CIP-LM02 -  Friday Creek Flowmeter 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CIP-SW01: Relocate Culvert 
 326 Shallow Shore Dr. 
  HIGHEST PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 

The existing cross culvert located at 326 Shallow Shore Drive 
discharges onto the western edge of the parcel bordering the lake at 
that location.  During heavy storm events, discharge from this 
culvert overwhelms an existing private culvert leading to the lake 
and floods the eastern portion of the property.   
The County currently possesses an easement access to the lake 
approximately 300 LF north along Shallow Shore Drive which could 
be used as an alternate for this stormwater drainage.  The 
easement could potentially be used to site a surface water quality 
treatment facility for the flow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred solution for this issue is to regrade the ditchline 
along the west side of Shallow Shore Drive to drain to a point 
approximately 300 LF north of existing culvert, install a new 
cross-culvert directing the flow to the lake via a treatment 
bioswale within the County easement. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Eliminate existing flooding issues on the private property. 
• Provide water quality treatment of stormwater flow at the 

new discharge location. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Relocate the culvert stormwater discharge to an existing 

County lake-access easement located approximately 300LF 
north along Shallow Shore Drive. 

• Regrade ditchline along the west edge to Shallow Shore 
Drive to drain to the new discharge point. 

• Provide water quality treatment capacity at the new 
discharge point in the form of a bioswale or raingarden 

 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, space constraints, traffic 
control concerns, and Whatcom County limitations on seasonal 
clearing. 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 dollars) 
$160,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the 6-year planning window. 
 

CIP-SW01 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-SW02: Replace Culvert 
 North Lake Samish Drive (01) 
  HIGHEST PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 

Under storm conditions, the existing cross culvert (located 
approximately 1,000 LF west of Greene Point Lane) is currently 
undersized to provide adequate drainage for flows from the roadway 
drainage and an existing unnamed creek draining out of the North 
sub-basin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred alternative to address this issue is the 
removal/replacement of the existing, undersized culvert with a 
new cross-culvert sized to convey storm flows safely under the 
roadway with no flooding. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Eliminating roadway flooding during storm events, 
• Maintenance of slope stability on the north side of the 

roadway, 
• Protection of public health and safety. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Provide an adequately sized stormwater conveyance 

system to safely convey storm flows under the roadway at 
this location, 

• Maintenance of existing aesthetic condition of the area, 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, space constraints, traffic 
concerns and Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 Dollars) 
$50,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the 6-year planning window. 

CIP-SW02 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-SW03: Replace Culvert  
 North Lake Samish Drive (02) 
  HIGHEST PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 
Under storm conditions, the existing cross culvert (located 
approximately 1,000 LF west of Greene Point Lane) is currently 
undersized to provide adequate drainage for flows from the roadway 
drainage and the existing unnamed creek draining out of the North 
sub-basin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred alternative to address this issue is the 
removal/replacement of the existing, undersized culvert with a 
cross-culvert sized to convey storm flows safely under the 
roadway with no flooding. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Elimination of roadway flooding, 
• Protection of public health and safety. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Provide an adequately sized stormwater conveyance 

system to safely convey storm flows under the roadway at 
this location. 

• Maintenance of slope stability on the north side of the 
roadway. 

 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, space constraints, traffic 
control concerns, and Whatcom County limitations on seasonal 
clearing. 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 Dollars) 
$50,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the 6-year planning window. 
 

CIP-SW03 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-SW04: Ditchline Rehab & Culvert 
 Installation – W Lk Samish Dr. 
  HIGHEST PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 
Under storm conditions, the existing cross culvert (located 
approximately 2,600 LF east of the bridge) is currently undersized to 
provide adequate drainage for the roadway drainage flows and the 
overland flows originating from the slope south of the roadway (Roy 
East Sub-basin).  Additionally, the capacity of the south-side road 
ditch drainage is insufficient to adequately convey runoff to the 
culvert inlet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred alternative to address this issue is to regrade the 
drainage of the adjacent south-side road ditch and to 
remove/replace the existing, undersized culvert with a cross-
culvert sized to convey storm flows safely under the roadway 
with no flooding. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Elimination of roadway flooding during heavy storm events, 
• Protection of public health and safety. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Provide an adequately sized conveyance system to convey 

storm flows under the roadway at this location,  
• Protecting slope stability along the north side of the 

roadway,  
• Preserve the aesthetic integrity of the area. 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, space constraints, traffic 
control concerns, and Whatcom County limitations on seasonal 
clearing 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 Dollars) 
$85,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the 6-year planning window. 
 
 

CIP-SW04 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-SW05: Reconfigure Road Drainage 
 Calmor Cove – W Lk Samish Dr 
   HIGH PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 
An existing County cross-culvert currently discharges to the east 
side of West Lake Samish Road, directly upstream of a private 12-
inch diameter stormdrain located on the property occupied by 
Calmor Cove Mobile Home Park.  The 12-inch stormdrain is 
approximately 300LF in length and runs under the existing mobile 
homes to an open channel within the park.  The existing private 
stormdrain is tremendously difficult to service and has backed up in 
the past, flooding portions of the park.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred solution for this issue is to regrade the west-side 
road ditch and relocate the cross culvert to a point ~750LF north 
along West Lake Samish Drive.  A new storm drain alignment 
will need to be identified to carry flows from the new culvert 
discharge to the lake shore. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Elimination of the flooding potential within the park, 
• Potential implementation of water quality treatment to the 

stormwater flow. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Relocation of stormwater flows currently being released 

above the mobile home park to a location farther north 
along West Lake Samish Drive, 

• Development of a water treatment strategy for the new 
discharge facility,  

• Protection of the existing aesthetic quality of the area. 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, potential easement 
requirements, space constraints, traffic control and Whatcom 
County limitations on seasonal clearing 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 Dollars) 
$232,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the 6-year planning window. 
 

CIP-SW05 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-SW06: Water Quality Treatment 
 Options for Catch Basins in 
 W. Lk. Samish Dr. 
  HIGH PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 
On the south side of West Lake Samish Drive, approximately 1,000 
LF east of the bridge, four storm drain catch basins are located 
within an expanse of gravel paving.  The gravel area is used for 
parking and as driveway entrances to the homes located south of 
West Lake Samish Drive at that location.  The finish grade rim 
elevations for these catch basins are slightly below the gravel grade, 
and sediment regularly washes into the basins during storm events. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred alternative is the installation of individual catch 
basin filter inserts at each catch basin. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Reduction in the amount of stormwater pollutants 

discharging to the lake, 
• Elimination of the need to replace or reconfigure catch 

basins. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Implementation of a water quality treatment strategy to treat 

the runoff from the surround impervious gravel area, 
• Maintenance of the existing hydraulic profile, 
• Provide adequate conveyance for storm flows. 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, space constraints, and 
traffic control issues. 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 Dollars) 
$17,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the current or next 6-year planning window. 
 

CIP-SW06 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-SW07: Energy Dissipation– Pacific Ck 
 East Lk. Samish Dr. 
  HIGH PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 
The existing WSDOT culvert which conveys Pacific Creek from the 
east side to the west side of the freeway has a hanging pipe 
discharge which discharges flow into a plunge pool just east of East 
Lake Samish Drive.  The banks surrounding the plunge pool show 
significant signs of the scour erosion which occurs during heavy 
storm events.  Flow from the plunge pool is directed to the inlet end 
of an existing County cross-culvert which conveys the creek under 
East Lake Samish Drive.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred solution for this issue is the construction of an 
armored channel equipped with weir structures for energy 
dissipation.  The project should include revegetation/restoration 
of the existing scoured area adjacent to East Lake Samish Drive. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Reduction of sediment discharge to the lake,  
• Stabilization of the eroded area adjacent to the roadway,  
• Elimination of a potential flooding hazard during large storm 

events 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Energy dissipation and flow redirection to reduce scour 

erosion adjacent to the roadway, 
• Elimination of the hanging culvert discharge and plunge 

pool at the discharge outlet of the WSDOT culvert,  
• Revegetation/restoration of the impacted site. 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, WSDOT permitting, 
space constraints, traffic control concerns, and the Whatcom 
County limitations on seasonal clearing 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 Dollars) 
$87,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the current or next 6-year planning window. 
 

CIP-SW07 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-SW08: Energy Dissipation on Culvert 
 Unnamed Ck – Manley Road 
  LOW PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 
An existing 36-inch culvert under Manley Road, (~120-150 LF in 
length), conveys flow from an unnamed creek in the Wefer Sub-
basin, (creek located west of Wefer Creek and east of Barnes 
Creek).  The culvert is installed at a 30-40% slope and has a 
hanging discharge, (10-15 ft above grade), which discharges water 
to the creek bed below.  During storm events, flow velocities in the 
pipe are high enough to project a discharge stream 15-20 ft from the 
end of the culvert before the flow hits the creek bed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred solution for this issue is to extend the existing 
culvert at a down-angle to a point of direct discharge into the 
creek.  Project implementation will require an armored splash 
pad at the discharge point and restoration of the downstream 
watercourse utilizing natural drainage alternatives such as 
amended soils, constructed step-pools, and revegetation with 
native plants. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• Creek velocity reductions, 
• Reduction is stream channel erosion. 
• Improvement of aquatic habitat. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Energy dissipation and flow redirection to reduce scour 

erosion at the culvert discharge,  
• Elimination of the hanging culvert discharge and plunge 

pool at the discharge outlet,  
• Revegetation/restoration of the eroded stream bank. 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; work with the creek bed, site access, and the Whatcom 
County limitations on seasonal clearing. 
 
Estimated Costs 
No cost estimate prepared 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Beyond the 6-year planning window. 
 

CIP-SW08 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CIP-LM01:  Friday Ck. Dredging 
  HIGHEST PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 

Since its installation in the 1990s, the Friday Creek retention dam 
has experienced a build up of stream-deposited sediment both on 
the upstream and downstream sides of the dam.  Questions and 
concerns have arisen regarding the impact this sedimentation is 
having on the normal operation of the retention structure.  
Programmatic recommendations included in this planning effort call 
for the preparation of a dredging feasibility study to provide 
recommendations with regard to the following; 
a. Required limits of dredging, 
b. Dredging schedule (periodic), 
c. Permitting strategy 
d. Dredging means and methods, 
e. Cost comparison between periodic dredging and annual 

removal of the entire dam structure 
f. Funding options. 
Based upon the results of this feasibility study, a dredging program 
may be recommended for the creek. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred alternative for this project is to dredge and restore 
the Friday Creek channel immediately upstream and 
downstream of the retention dam. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• increased water retention behind the dam structure, 
• easier maintenance &  operation of dam structure, 
• enhanced aquatic habitat. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• Development of method to remove sediment build-up 

around the dam structure, 
• Protection of existing aquatic habitat, 
• Maintenance of lake-level control functions during 

implementation. 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; proximity to the lake shoreline, space constraints, and 
Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 
 
Estimated Costs (2011 dollars) 
$97,000 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Within the current or next 6-year planning windows. 
 

CIP-LM01 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CIP-LM02:  Friday Ck. Flowmeter 
  LOW PRIORITY 
 
Project Description 

Currently, the only method for estimating flow in Friday Creek is 
relate the height of the water flow over the dam weir to the total flow 
in the creek.  This flow metering method has inherent inaccuracies 
and is hard to verify.  For that reason, a proposal has been made to 
install a calibrated flow meter structure within the creek channel to 
measure flows.  With the irregular nature of the existing creek 
channel, the amount of in-stream debris in the creek, and the 
historic beaver activity in the area; metering of the creek may be 
impractical.  Programmatic recommendations included in this 
planning effort call for the preparation of a feasibility study to 
address and/or provide recommendations regarding the following; 
a) Applicable metering methods, 
b) Channel considerations, 
c) Expected environmental effects and permitting strategy, 
d) Options for addressing beaver activity, 
e) Project costs and funding options 
Based upon the results of this feasibility study, a flow metering 
options may be recommended for the creek. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Preferred Project Solution: 
The preferred solution to this issue is the modification of the 
existing retention dam to provide reliable flow data year round. 
 
Expected Benefits: 
• improved operation of the dam structure to provide the 

maximum in-stream flows possible during the summer 
months, 

• improvements of aquatic habitat. 
 
Design Objectives and Requirements: 
• develop an accurate in-stream flow metering strategy for 

Friday Creek. 
 
Permitting, Regulatory, or Other Issues: 
Permitting, regulatory, and other issues affecting this project 
include; permitting for work within the stream channel, 
irregularities in the channel cross-section, space constraints, and 
Whatcom County limitations on seasonal clearing. 
 
Estimated Costs 
A concept-level cost estimate has not been prepared for this 
capital project. 
 
Implementation Schedule: 
Beyond the 6-year planning window. 
 

CIP-LM02 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A-7 Governance and Funding 

 

Note: The goverance and funding recommendations included in the final draft plan 
differ significantly from those outlined in the A-7 technical memorandum. 
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 To issue general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, local improvement district bonds, 
or utility local improvement bonds for the purpose of paying all or any part of the cost 
of reducing, minimizing, or eliminating the pollutants from these waters (RCW 
57.08.005(10)). 

Currently, SWD does not provide or administer any stormwater management services or 
activities around the lake.  While the statute allows for activities which provide for the 
reduction, minimization, or elimination of pollutants from the managed waterbody, RCW 57 
does not confer any powers to special purpose districts for the management and control of 
lake levels.  In discussions during the planning phase of this project, Samish Water District 
indicated that they did not feel that RCW 57 provided a broad enough statutory mandate to 
allow SWD to assume governance and funding authority for implementation of stormwater 
and lake-level management within the basin. 
 
 Cooperative Watershed Management: 

RCW 36.89.130 allows that a county may, as a part of maintaining a system of storm water 
control facilities, participate in and expend revenue on cooperative watershed management 
actions, including watershed management partnerships under RCW 39.34.210 and other 
intergovernmental agreements, for purposes of water supply, water quality, and water 
resource and habitat protection and management.  Under RCW 39.34.210, any two or more 
public agencies may enter into agreements with one another to form a watershed 
management partnership for the purpose of implementing any portion or all elements of a 
watershed management plan, including the coordination and oversight of plan 
implementation.  Cooperative management would require the execution of a watershed 
partnership agreement which included the provisions required of all interlocal agreements 
under RCW 39.34.030(3).  The watershed partnership agreement can establish a separate 
legal entity to conduct the cooperative undertaking of the partnership, such legal entity 
would be authorized to contract indebtedness and to issue and sell general obligation bonds 
and to issue revenue bonds.   

At this time, there are no agencies interested in entering into a cooperative watershed 
management agreement with Whatcom County for implementation of a comprehensive 
stormwater management program in the Lake Samish Basin. 

 
 Lake Management District No. 1 (LMD): 

A resolution of intent to form a Lake Management District was passed by the Whatcom 
County Council on July 9, 1991.  In December of that year, a mail ballot was conducted in 
which property owners voted for creation of the District.  The District was formed to provide 
administration, operation and maintenance of the new retention dam structure located at the 
Friday Creek outlet.  The District is administered under RCW 36.61 with the Whatcom 
County Council serving as the supervising board.  In response to a request from landowners 
within the District, the Whatcom County Council created a Lake Management District No. 1 
Advisory Committee which could work directly with the County Engineering Division in an 
advisory capacity with its primary responsibility being to review the operations and 
management of projects funded by the LMD.  Appointed by the Whatcom County Executive, 
the five-member committee is comprised of landowners within the District which are 
geographically representative of the District area.   

At the District’s formation, properties were assessed based upon water withdrawal and lake 
frontage resulting in a total assessment of $71,410.94 ($42,533.57 for the retention dam 
project and $28,877.37 for a stream channel clearance project).  Assessment monies were 
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utilized to design and install the original retention dam structure and for annual costs 
associated with removal/replacement of the structure and maintenance of the surrounding 
stream channel area. 

In 2006, when the original assessment monies were due to run out, the LMD approached 
the County requesting the formation of a Samish Watershed Subzone, under the existing 
Whatcom County Flood Control Zone District No. 1, which could enact an new assessment 
and assume the administrative, operation and maintenance activities for the retention dam.  
Whatcom County Ordinance 2006-027 was passed on June 20, 2006 establishing the 
Samish Watershed Subzone followed by Ordinance 2006-034 (August 8, 2006) authorizing 
an assessment to provide revenue for the new subzone.  The LMD and LMD advisory 
committee was left in place to continue to administer the retention dam maintenance and 
operation. 
 
 Samish Watershed Subzone (Samish Subzone): 

Originally formed under RCW 86.15.020, the Samish Watershed Subzone is granted the 
same general powers as a flood control zone district (RCW 86.15.080) including the powers 
to; 

 Plan, construct, acquire, repair, maintain, and operate all necessary equipment, 
facilities, improvements, and works to control, conserve, and remove flood waters 
and stormwaters and to otherwise carry out the purposes of this chapter (RCW 
86.15.080) including, but not limited to, protection of the quality of water sources; 

 Control, conserve, retain, reclaim, and remove flood waters and storm waters, 
including waters of lakes and ponds within the district, and dispose of the same for 
beneficial or useful purposes under such terms and conditions as the board may 
deem appropriate, subject to the acquisition by the board of appropriate water rights 
in accordance with the statutes. 

Flood subzones can be used effectively as governance and funding mechanisms for 
implementation of a comprehensive stormwater management program.  The Birch Bay 
Watershed and Aquatic Resource Management District (BBWARM) was a local 
improvement district formed by the community under the Birch Bay Subzone. 

Currently, the Samish Subzone operates only as a funding mechanism for the ongoing LMD 
activities at the Friday Creek retention dam. 
 
 Whatcom County – County-wide Stormwater Utility: 
 
RCW 36.89 allows for municipal stormwater management through the establishment of 
community-based stormwater utilities.  These types of utilities are commonly formed to 
address, not only stormwater infrastructure issues, but also issues related to stormwater and 
surface water quality, public education and outreach, flood control, and planning.  The 
power to comprehensively address such a broad spectrum of stormwater and water 
resource issues makes the stormwater utility an appealing choice for addressing county-
wide issues.  Utility funding is usually accomplished through user fees based upon a 
property’s percentage of impervious surface.  User fees charged must establish a 
connection between the fee amount and the benefit received.  The utility’s funding plan must 
decide if both developed and undeveloped properties will be assessed and what fees will be 
assess for public roadways and other public properties. 
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In recent years, Whatcom County has investigated the possible establishment of a 
stormwater utility as a means to plan, provide, and fund a county-wide stormwater program.  
A comprehensive county stormwater utility could; provide a baseline level of stormwater 
services throughout the county, ensure compliance with current Western Washington Phase 
II Permit (Phase II) regulations, and be responsive to the specialized stormwater needs of 
various sensitive watersheds and water resources within the County. 
 
The planning research on the Lake Samish Basin conducted as a part of this project shows 
that many of the stormwater management tools being developed by the County to comply 
with the Western Washington Phase II Permit requirements are the same tools which would 
be applicable to areas such as the Lake Samish, Lake Padden, and the Nooksack River.  
While predominantly rural in character, these water resources all maintain isolated areas of 
more intense development where “urban-quality” runoff is causing point and non-point 
stormwater pollution and degrading valuable water resources and public water supplies.  
Since the population base within these areas is limited, joint-management of the areas 
utilizing the tools already developed for the Western Washington Phase II Permit areas 
would save both the County and the community’s time and money.  Creation of a county-
wide stormwater utility which adopts and adapts existing Phase II management programs 
and resources would allow the County to provide an elevated level of service to these water 
resource areas in a cost effective and coordinated manner.   
 
 Governance Recommendations: 

The programmatic and structural recommendations outlined for this planning project to date 
have been separated into two distinct programs;  

 Stormwater Management Program- recommendations relating specifically to 
stormwater related issues within the basin, and 

 Lake-level Management Program - recommendations directly related to the LMD’s 
work administering maintenance and operation of the Friday Creek dam.   

Table 1 summarizes the recommended governance for each of these programs. 
 
Table No. 1 – Summary of Recommended Governance  

Management Program Recommended Governance 
& Funding Body Implementation 

   

Stormwater Management Program   
Phase A Activities Samish Watershed Subzone County PW Stormwater Division 
Phase B Activities County-wide Stormwater Utility County-wide Stormwater Utility 

   

Lake-level Management Program   
Phase A Activities Samish Watershed Subzone Lake Management District #1 

   

 

Funding Strategies and Rate Projections for the Lake Samish Basin 
The discussion of funding strategies and rate projections will be divided between the two, 
proposed management programs for the basin; the stormwater management program and 
lake-level management program.  Because the County is only in the exploratory phase 
regarding development of a county-wide stormwater utility, no funding discussion has be 
included related to the Phase B activities of the stormwater management program.   
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As described in a previous planning memorandum (Programmatic Issues and 
Recommendations), Phase A programmatic activities have be organized into two distinct 
levels of service, (Levels 1 and 2).  Level 1 activities represent “priority” activities which are 
designed to address those issues and concerns which were most important to the public.  
These activities represent a “basic” level of stormwater management for the basin and will 
require the least amount of additional public funding to implement.  Level 2 activities outline 
those activities which represent significant increases to the current level of stormwater and 
lake-level management within the basin.  Implementation of the Level 2 activities will require 
a much greater amount of public funding and represents an enhanced level of service 

The following funding topics are addressed for each management program; 
 General description of the recommended funding strategy, 
 Development of a projected rate “range” for implementation of Level 1 and Level 2 

activities. 
 
 Stormwater Management Program– Funding and Rate Projections 

 Funding Strategy - Under the Samish Subzone, funding for stormwater management 
could come in the form of user fees tied to a property’s percentage of impervious 
surface.  To account for the stormwater impacts associated with the County roads 
within the basin, a user fee based upon the total square footage of roadway can be 
charged.  To approximate the rates required to fund the stormwater management 
program, the existing BBWARM rate structure is utilized.  Under the current 
BBWARM funding program rates are tied to the “development density”, or 
percentage of the property covered by developed, impervious surfaces such as 
asphalt, rooftops, and concrete.  The “development density” levels current employed 
by BBWARM include: low density development (between 1% and 10% impervious 
surface), medium density development (between 11% and 50% impervious surface), 
and high density development (more than 50% impervious).  Apartments, 
commercial, industrial, institutional and public structures pay the rates noted for each 
development density, but for every 4,000 square feet of impervious surface on the 
parcel.  Rate projection development is discussed below. 

 Rate Projections - 

Tables 4a and 4b (respectively) summarize the projected annual costs to implement 
the Level 1 and 2 stormwater management activities.  Utilizing the existing LMD No. 
1 assessment roll as an approximation, Tables 2a and 2b were developed to 
approximate the rate schedule and annual budgets required to implement the Level 1 
and Level 2 activities in the stormwater management program.  Scenario A 
(summarized in Table 2a) calculates the projected annual stormwater budget 
assuming development density rates that are 110% of the current BBWARM rates.  
The result is an annual budget of approximately $65,000 which would be sufficient to 
fund the Level 1 activities.  Scenario B (summarized in Table 2b) calculates the 
projected annual stormwater budget assuming development density rates that are 
215% of the current BBWARM rates.  The resulting budget of approximately 
$125,000 is what would be required to fund both the Level 1 and the Level 2 
activities.  The projected annual rate range for residential property owners is 
summarized below: 
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     Level 1 Activities Level 1&2 Activities 
Properties Zoned R2A-R10A   ~$66.26/yr  ~$129.52/yr 

Properties Zoned RR2 & RR3  ~$82.50/yr  ~$161.25/yr 

As an attachment to this memorandum, we have included Tables 7a and 7b which 
provide a more detailed summary of the projected annual implementation costs for 
the stormwater management program. 

 Stormwater Management Program – Funding Recommendation 
 
Through the Samish Watershed Subzone, provide implementation funding for the 
Level 1 activities only at this time.  If formation of a county-wide stormwater utility 
does not move forward by 2015, the Whatcom County Stormwater Division, with 
input from the community, should re-examine funding options for the Level 2 and 
Phase B activities. 
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 Lake-level Management Program - Funding and Rate Projections 

 Funding Strategy – Currently under the Samish Subzone, funding for LMD No. 1 is 
comprised of an annual base assessment of $14.94 per domestic unit (habitable 
structure) plus a lake front fee of $0.23 per linear foot of a parcel’s lake front.  The 
current annual budget for the LMD No. 1 is approximately $17,773.  In order to fund 
the additional activities outlined as a part of this planning effort, an augmentation of 
the existing LMD assessment structure would need to be implemented.   

 
 Rate Projections - 
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Table No. 5 summarizes the projected additional annual costs to implement the 
Level 1 and 2 lake-level management activities.  Table No. 3 outlines two rate 
increase scenarios which rely on percentage increases to the existing LMD 
assessments to generate the annual revenue required to fund the recommended 
Level 1 and Level 2 activities.  The table utilizes the existing LMD No. 1 assessment 
roll as provided by Whatcom County.  Scenario A outlines a 67% increase in the 
current LMD assessments which roughly approximates the additional annual budget 
required (~$12,100) to fund the Level 1 activities of the lake-level management 
program.  Scenario B utilizes a 100% increase in the current LMD assessments to 
approximate the additional annual budget required (~$17,700) to fund both Level 1 
and Level 2 activities of the lake-level management program.  For a property owner 
with one domestic unit and 50 LF of lake frontage, Scenario A would result in a 
$17.56 annual assessment increase, and Scenario B would result in a $26.56 annual 
assessment increase.  As an attachment to this memorandum, we have included 
Table 8 which provides a more detailed summary of the projected annual 
implementation costs for the lake-level management program. 

 Lake-level Management Program – Funding Recommendation 
 
Increase existing LMD No. 1 assessments by approximately 100% for the next six 
years to fund both the Level 1 and Level 2 activities outlined in the Lake-level 
Management Program, and fund the Lake-level CIP. 
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 Capital Improvement Plans (CIPs)- Funding Recommendations 

Table 6 summarizes the Capital Improvement Plans developed for the stormwater and lake-
level management programs.  Implementation of these CIPs is recommended utilizing the 
Capital Improvement Funds (CIFs) included in each of the management funding programs.  
These CIF will  be funded though the assessments and fees associated with the two 
management programs, and attempts should be made to leverage these CIFs with either 
grants/loans or through partnerships with other like projects within the County. 



 

 
Table No. 4a - Phase A – Level 1 Programmatic Stormwater Management Program 

Management Category Projected 
2012 

Projected 
2013 

Projected 
2014 

Projected 
2015 

Projected 
2016 

Projected 
2017 Total 

        

Basin Research and Modeling        
Weather & Water Quality Monitoring $6,000 $6,180 $6,370 $6,560 $6,760 $6,960 $38,830 
Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

        

Code and Planning $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
        

Maintenance & Operations        
Stormwater Management M&O $3,750 $8,700 $4,830 $4,990 $5,150 $5,310 $32,730 
Wastewater Management M&O $2,000 $1,000 $1,030 $1,060 $1,090 $$1,120 $7,300 

        

General Programmatic Plan        
What Co. Staffing (Oversight & Coordination) $12,000 $12,360 $12,730 $13,110 $13,500 $13,910 $77,610 
Management, Planning & Research $2,500 $5,080 $5,160 $2,740 $2,820 $2,900 $21,200 
Education & Public Outreach $4,000 $14,000 $4,000 $4,060 $4,120 $4,180 $34,360 
Stakeholder Communication, Coordination, & 
Outreach $4,000 $4,120 $4,240 $4,370 $4,500 $4,640 $25,870 
Reporting $5,000 $5,150 $5,300 $5,460 $5,620 $5,790 $32,320 

        

Billing & Financial Management $5,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $20,000 
        

CIP $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $150,000 
        

Total Non-Capital Costs $92,250 $152,500 $121,960 $122,250 $125,120 $128,060 $742,140 
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Table No. 4b - Phase A – Level 2 Programmatic Stormwater Management Program 

Management Category Projected 
2012 

Projected 
2013 

Projected 
2014 

Projected 
2015 

Projected 
2016 

Projected 
2017 Total 

        

Basin Research and Modeling        
Weather & Water Quality Monitoring $11,000 $31,180 $32,120 $33,080 $34,080 $35,100 $176,560 
Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling $0 $20,000 $5,000 $5,150 $5,300 $5,460 $40,910 

        

Code and Planning $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
        

Maintenance & Operations        
Stormwater Management M&O $13,250 $15,700 $7,900 $8,160 $8,420 $8,680 $62,110 
Wastewater Management M&O $3,500 $2,550 $2,630 $2,710 $2,790 $2,870 $17,050 

        

General Programmatic Plan        
What Co. Staffing (Oversight & Coordination) $24,000 $24,720 $25,460 $26,220 $27,010 $27,820 $155,230 
Management, Planning & Research $2,500 $10,080 $10,310 $8,040 $8,280 $8,520 $47,730 
Education & Public Outreach $4,000 $14,000 $4,000 $4,060 $4,120 $4,180 $34,360 
Stakeholder Communication, Coordination, & 
Outreach $4,000 $4,120 $4,240 $4,370 $4,500 $4,640 $25,870 
Reporting $5,000 $5,150 $5,300 $5,460 $5,620 $5,790 $32,320 

        

Billing & Financial Management $5,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $20,000 
        

CIP $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $150,000 
Total Non-Capital Costs $67,352 $127,602 $99,960 $100,250 $103,120 $106,120 $612,140 
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Table No. 5 - Phase A – Level 1 & 2 Programmatic Lake-level Management Programs 

Management Category Projected 
2012 

Projected 
2013 

Projected 
2014 

Projected 
2015 

Projected 
2016 

Projected 
2017 Total 

Phase A – Level 1        
Maintenance & Operations – Lake-level Management $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,540 $1,580 $1,620 $13,240 

        

Phase A – Levels 1 and 2        
Maintenance & Operations – Lake-level Management $4,000 $2,500 $7,500 $6580 $6,620 $6,620 $34,740 

 
        

CIP – Lake-level Management $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $60,000 
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Table No. 6 - Capital Improvement Plans  

Capital Project Description  Dollar 
Basis 

Projected 
2013 

Projected 
2014 

Projected 
2015 

Projected 
2016 

Projected 
2017 

Projected 
2018 

Stormwater Management CIP         
CIP-SW01 – Relocate Culvert at 326 Shallow Shore 
Drive 2011 $160,000 

 
$160,000      

CIP-SW02 – Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake 
Samish Drive; ~1,000 LF W. of Greene Point Lane 2011 $50,000  $50,000     

CIP-SW03 - Replace Cross-Culvert on North Lake 
Samish Drive; ~1,400 LF W. of Greene Point Lane 2011 $50,000 

 
 $50,000     

CIP-SW04 - Ditch Regrading and Culvert Installation 
on W. Lake Samish Drive; ~2,600 LF E. of the Bridge 2011 $85,000   $85,000    

CIP-SW05 - Roadway Drainage Reconfiguration 
Adjacent to Calmor Cove Club Mobile Home Park at 
316 West Lake Samish Drive 

2011 
$232,000     $232,000  

CIP-SW06 - Water Quality Treatment Options for Catch 
Basins on W. Lake Samish Dr.; ~1,000 LF E. of the 
Bridge 

2011 
$17,000   $17,000    

CIP-SW07 - Energy Dissipation at Pacific Creek 
Crossing on East Lake Samish Drive 2011 $87,000      $87,000 

CIP-SW08 - Energy Dissipation Solutions and Erosion 
Controls for Creek Crossing on Manley Road; West of 
Wefer Creek, East of Barnes Creek 

2011 
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total Annual Capital Projects   $160,000 $100,000 $102,000 $0 $232,000 $87,000 
Adjusted for Inflation (4% per year)   $166,400 $108,000 $115,000  $283,000 $110,000 

Lake Management CIP         
CIP-LM01 - Friday Creek Dredging 2011 $97,000    $97,000   
CIP-LM02 - Friday Creek Flowmeter 2011 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total Annual Capital Projects      $97,000   
Adjusted for Inflation (4% per year)      $114,000   

Items marked “NA” are scheduled for beyond the 6-year planning cycle 
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Summary and Recommendations 

Summary 
This technical memorandum outlines the various governance and funding options available 
for implementation of the stormwater and lake-level management plans.   
 
The topics discussed as a part of this memorandum include: 
- Description of the existing governance tools available for the administration of 

stormwater and lake-level management within the Lake Samish Basin. 
- Recommendations with regard to governance and funding for implementation of the 

Lake Samish Comprehensive Stormwater Plan. 

Recommended Governance and Funding Strategy for Plan Implementation 
 
The recommendations with regard to governance and funding for plan implementation are 
summarized below. 
 
 Stormwater Management Program: 

Implementation of the stormwater management program is recommended through the 
existing Samish Watershed Subzone.  Funding for Level 1 activities only is 
recommended at this time.  If formation of a county-wide stormwater utility does not 
move forward by 2015, the Whatcom County Stormwater Division, with input from the 
community, should re-examine funding options for the Level 2 and Phase B activities. 

Based upon the existing LMD No. 1 assessment roll, the average annual residential 
stormwater assessment is expected to range between $70 and $85, depending upon the 
development density of the parcel. 

 
 Implementation Recommendations: 

Implementation of the lake-level management program is recommended through the 
existing Lake Management District No. 1 with implementation of both Level 1 and Level 
2 activities.  It is recommended that existing LMD No. 1 assessments be increased by 
approximately 100% for the next six years to fund the Lake-level Management Program. 
 
For an average property owner with one domestic unit on their parcel and 50 LF of lake 
frontage, the annual assessment increase would be $26.56. 

 



Table 7a - Stormwater Management Program - Detail Summary of Projected Costs - Level 1 Activities
Implementation Timeline / Costs

Management Category /         Recommended Task Implementing Agency Potential Partner Entity
Setup Costs   

Projected    2012 Projected   2013 Projected   2014
Projected    

2015
Projected    

2016
Projected    

2017
Projected 

2018 Total Comments

PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Basin Research and Modeling (BR&M) 6,000$                  6,180$                  6,370$                   6,560$             6,760$             6,960$             7,170$             46,000$             
A.  Weather & Water Quality Monitoring (Lake & Tributary) 6,000$                  6,180$                  6,370$                   6,560$             6,760$             6,960$             7,170$             46,000$             

Level 1 Activities 6,000$                  6,180$                  6,370$                   6,560$             6,760$             6,960$             7,170$             46,000$             

BR&M-1 - Coordination with SWD. WCPW - Storm Div. SWD -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

BR&M-2 - Lake & Tributary Monitoring - 2011 Levels WCPW - Storm Div. SWD, WWU, DOE 6,000$                  6,180$                  6,370$                   6,560$             6,760$             6,960$             7,170$             46,000$             

BR&M-3  - Plantation Rifle Range - Monitoring WC Parks & Rec. WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

B.  Hydrologic & Hydraulic Modeling -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Level 1 Activities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

None -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
-$                       

Code and Planning Recommendatons (C&P) -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Level 1 Activities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

C&P-1 - Modify Vesting Conditions in WCC Title 21 WC PDS WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Performed by WC PDS under general 
budget; Assisted by WCPW - Storm Div.

Maintenance & Operations Recommendations (M&O) 5,750$                  9,700$                  5,860$                   6,050$             6,240$             6,430$             6,620$             46,650$             
A.  Stormwater Management M&O Recommendations 3,750$                  8,700$                  4,830$                   4,990$             5,150$             5,310$             5,470$             38,200$             

Level 1 Activities 3,750$                  8,700$                  4,830$                   4,990$             5,150$             5,310$             5,470$             38,200$             

M&O-1 - Annual Culvert and Catch Basin Inspection WCPW - M&O Div. WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Performed by WCPW M&O under general 
budget

M&O-2 - Annual Roadway, Shoulder and Drainage Ditch  Assessment & 
Repair WCPW - M&O Div. WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Performed by WCPW M&O under general 
budget

M&O-3 - County Staff to Coordinate with WSDOT on Annual Inspection of 
E. Lake Samish Dr. Water Quality Vault WCPW - Storm Div. WSDOT, WCPW - M&O Div. -$                           $          1,200 1,240$                   1,280$             1,320$             1,360$             1,400$             7,800$               
M&O-4 - County Staff to Assist WSDOT During Inspections With Road 
Closures, Flagging & Equipment Sharing WCPW - Storm Div. WSDOT, WCPW - M&O Div. -$                           $          1,200 1,240$                   1,280$             1,320$             1,360$             1,400$             7,800$               
M&O-5 - County Staff to Coordinate with SWD for Disposal of Water from 
Dewatering of the Water Quality Vault WCPW - Storm Div.

WSDOT, WCPW-M&O Div., 
SWD -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-6 - County Staff to Provide Technical Assistance to WSDOT WCPW - Storm Div. WSDOT  $          2,500 -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     2,500$               

M&O-7 - County Staff Time to Coordinate With WDNR Office WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                      280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-8 - Develop/Maintain GIS Forestry Activity Database WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $                  -  $          5,000 1,000$                   1,030$             1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             10,300$             
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-9 - Establish System to Receive, Record, & Address Public 
Comments/Concerns About Forestry Activity in Basin WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                      280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-10 - County Staff to Act as Spokesperson for Public to WDNR WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                      280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-11 - Coordinate With Local WDNR Office to Provide Updates 
Regarding Forestry Activities/Issues in the Basin WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                      280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-12 - Work With Local WDNR to Identify Public Participation 
Opportunties WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                      280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1





Table 7a - Stormwater Management Program - Detail Summary of Projected Costs - Level 1 Activities
Implementation Timeline / Costs

Management Category /         Recommended Task Implementing Agency Potential Partner Entity
Setup Costs   

Projected    2012 Projected   2013 Projected   2014
Projected    

2015
Projected    

2016
Projected    

2017
Projected 

2018 Total Comments

B.  Wastewater Management M&O Recommendations 2,000$                  1,000$                  1,030$                   1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             1,150$             8,450$               
Level 1 Activities 2,000$                  1,000$                  1,030$                   1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             1,150$             8,450$               

M&O-24 - Update County’s OSS Local Management to Include Lake 
Samish as a “Sensitive Area” WC Health Dept. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Performed by WC Health under general 
budget; Assisted by WCPW - Storm Div.

M&O-25 - SWD to Implement Inspection & Sewer Rehabilitation Program. SWD 2,000$                  1,000$                  1,030$                   1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             1,150$             8,450$               

General Programmatic Recommendations (GPR) 52,500$                65,710$                56,430$                 54,740$           55,560$           56,420$           57,310$           398,670$           
A.  Whatcom County Staffing and Management Designation 12,000$                12,360$                12,730$                 13,110$           13,500$           13,910$           14,330$           91,940$             

Level 1 Activities 12,000$                12,360$                12,730$                 13,110$           13,500$           13,910$           14,330$           91,940$             
GPR-1 - Designate a Whatcom County staff person (0.1 FTE) to act as the 
watershed coordinator in charge of the implementation of the Level 1 
programmatic and capital improvement activities. WCPW - Storm Div. 12,000$                12,360$                12,730$                 13,110$           13,500$           13,910$           14,330$           91,940$             

B.  Management, Planning, and Research 2,500$                  5,080$                  5,160$                   2,740$             2,820$             2,900$             2,990$             24,190$             
Level 1 Activities 2,500$                  5,080$                  5,160$                   2,740$             2,820$             2,900$             2,990$             24,190$             

GPR-5 - Administer/Update Lake Samish CIP annually. WCPW - Storm Div.
Other Whatcom Co. 

Departments 2,500$                  2,580$                  2,660$                   2,740$             2,820$             2,900$             2,990$             19,190$             
GPR-6 - Investigate the need for modifications to current WCC 11.36 
regarding boating on the lake. WCPW - Storm Div.

Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments -$                          2,500$                  2,500$                   -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     5,000$               

C.  Education and Public Outreach 4,000$                  14,000$                4,000$                   4,060$             4,120$             4,180$             4,250$             38,610$             
Level 1 Activities 4,000$                  14,000$                4,000$                   4,060$             4,120$             4,180$             4,250$             38,610$             

GPR-10 - Develop and maintain an informational website dedicated to the 
Lake Samish Stormwater Management Program. WCPW - Storm Div.

Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments -$                          10,000$                2,000$                   2,000$             2,000$             2,000$             2,000$             20,000$             

GPR-11 - Expand current watershed public education programs to cover 
the Lake Samish Basin; WCPW - Storm Div.

Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments 4,000$                  4,000$                  2,000$                   2,060$             2,120$             2,180$             2,250$             18,610$             

D.  Stakeholder Communication, Coordination, and Outreach 4,000$                  4,120$                  4,240$                   4,370$             4,500$             4,640$             4,780$             30,650$             
Level 1 Activities 4,000$                  4,120$                  4,240$                   4,370$             4,500$             4,640$             4,780$             30,650$             

GPR-15 - Coordinate/Communicate with major basin stakeholders WCPW - Storm Div. Stakeholders 4,000$                  4,120$                  4,240$                   4,370$             4,500$             4,640$             4,780$             30,650$             

E.  Reporting 5,000$                  5,150$                  5,300$                   5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             5,960$             38,280$             
Level 1 Activities 5,000$                  5,150$                  5,300$                   5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             5,960$             38,280$             

GPR-17 - Prepare annual progress reports and provide annual updates to 
both the public and the County Council outlining the progress 
implementing the stormwater management plan. WCPW - Storm Div.

LSA, Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments 5,000$                  5,150$                  5,300$                   5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             5,960$             38,280$             

F.  Capital Improvement Plan 25,000$                25,000$                25,000$                 25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           175,000$           
Level 1 Activities 25,000$                25,000$                25,000$                 25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           175,000$           

CIP Budget WCPW - Storm Div. 25,000$                25,000$                25,000$                 25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           175,000$           

PROJECTED TOTAL NON-CAPITAL BUDGET 64,250$                81,590$                68,660$                 67,350$           68,560$           69,810$           71,100$           491,320$           





LAKE SAMISH COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER PLAN
Governance and Funding - Options & Recommendations
Stormwater Management Program

Table 7b - Stormwater Management Program - Detail Summary of Projected Costs - Level 1&2 Activities
Implementation Timeline / Costs

Management Category /         Recommended 
Task

Implementing 
Agency

Potential Partner 
Entity

Setup Costs   
Projected    2012 Projected   2013 Projected   2014

Projected  
2015

Projected  
2016

Projected  
2017

Projected 
2018 Total Comments

PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Basin Research and Modeling (BR&M) 11,000$                51,180$                37,120$                  38,230$           39,380$           40,560$           41,770$           259,240$           
A.  Weather & Water Quality Monitoring (Lake & Tributary) 11,000$                31,180$                32,120$                  33,080$           34,080$           35,100$           36,150$           212,710$           

Level 1 Activities 6,000$                  6,180$                  6,370$                    6,560$             6,760$             6,960$             7,170$             46,000$             

BR&M-1 - Coordination with SWD. WCPW - Storm Div. SWD -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

BR&M-2 - Lake & Tributary Monitoring - 2011 Levels WCPW - Storm Div. SWD, WWU, DOE 6,000$                  6,180$                  6,370$                    6,560$             6,760$             6,960$             7,170$             46,000$             

BR&M-3  - Plantation Rifle Range - Monitoring WC Parks & Rec. WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

Level 2 Activities 5,000$                  25,000$                25,750$                  26,520$           27,320$           28,140$           28,980$           166,710$           

BR&M-4 - Develop/Implement Expanded Lake & Tributary Monitoring WCPW - Storm Div. SWD, WWU, DOE 5,000$                  25,000$                25,750$                  26,520$           27,320$           28,140$           28,980$           166,710$           

B.  Hydrologic & Hydraulic Modeling -$                          20,000$                5,000$                    5,150$             5,300$             5,460$             5,620$             46,530$             
Level 1 Activities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

None -$                          -$                          -$                     -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                 
-$                 

Level 2 Actities -$                          20,000$                5,000$                    5,150$             5,300$             5,460$             5,620$             46,530$             
BR&M-6 - Sub-Area Hydrologic Modeling for New Development WCPW - Storm Div. Consulting Engineer -$                          20,000$                5,000$                    5,150$             5,300$             5,460$             5,620$             46,530$             

Code and Planning Recommendatons (C&P) -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Level 1 Activities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

C&P-1 - Modify Vesting Conditions in WCC Title 21 WC PDS WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Performed by WC PDS under existing 
budget sources.

Level 2 Activities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
C&P-2 - Modify Regulations to Require Use of 2005 DOE Stormwater 
Management Manual WC PDS WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Performed by WC PDS under existing 
budget sources.

Maintenance & Operations Recommendations (M&O) 16,750$                18,250$                10,530$                  10,870$           11,210$           11,550$           11,890$           91,050$             
A.  Stormwater Management M&O Recommendations 13,250$                15,700$                7,900$                    8,160$             8,420$             8,680$             8,940$             71,050$             

Level 1 Activities 3,750$                  8,700$                  4,830$                    4,990$             5,150$             5,310$             5,470$             38,200$             

M&O-1 - Annual Culvert and Catch Basin Inspection WCPW - M&O Div. WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
Performed by WCPW M&O under general 
budget

M&O-2 - Annual Roadway, Shoulder and Drainage Ditch  Assessment & 
Repair WCPW - M&O Div. WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Performed by WCPW M&O under general 
budget

M&O-3 - County Staff to Coordinate with WSDOT on Annual Inspection of 
E. Lake Samish Dr. Water Quality Vault WCPW - Storm Div. WSDOT, WCPW - M&O Div. -$                           $          1,200 1,240$                    1,280$             1,320$             1,360$             1,400$             7,800$               
M&O-4 - County Staff to Assist WSDOT During Inspections With Road 
Closures, Flagging & Equipment Sharing WCPW - Storm Div. WSDOT, WCPW - M&O Div. -$                           $          1,200 1,240$                    1,280$             1,320$             1,360$             1,400$             7,800$               
M&O-5 - County Staff to Coordinate with SWD for Disposal of Water from 
Dewatering of the Water Quality Vault WCPW - Storm Div.

WSDOT, WCPW-M&O Div., 
SWD -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-6 - County Staff to Provide Technical Assistance to WSDOT WCPW - Storm Div. WSDOT  $          2,500 -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     2,500$               

M&O-7 - County Staff Time to Coordinate With WDNR Office WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                       280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-8 - Develop/Maintain GIS Forestry Activity Database WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $                  -  $          5,000 1,000$                    1,030$             1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             10,300$             
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-9 - Establish System to Receive, Record, & Address Public 
Comments/Concerns About Forestry Activity in Basin WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                       280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-10 - County Staff to Act as Spokesperson for Public to WDNR WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                       280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               
Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-11 - Coordinate With Local WDNR Office to Provide Updates 
Regarding Forestry Activities/Issues in the Basin WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                       280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

M&O-12 - Work With Local WDNR to Identify Public Participation 
Opportunties WCPW - Storm Div. WDNR  $             250 260$                     270$                       280$                290$                300$                310$                1,960$               

Implemented by WCPW - Storm Div. Staff 
Under BPR-1

Level 2 Activities 9,500$                  7,000$                  3,070$                    3,170$             3,270$             3,370$             3,470$             32,850$             
M&O-13 - Refine Existing GIS Culvert/Catch Basin Inventory of the Basin 
to Determine Ownership of Catch Basins WCPW - Storm Div. WCPW - M&O Div.  $          1,000 -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     1,000$               
M&O-14 - Develop/Maintain a GIS Database of All Privately Owned 
Stormwater Infrastructure in the Basin WC PDS WCPW - Storm Div.  $             500  $          5,000  $            1,000 1,030$             1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             10,800$             





M&O-15 - Develop/Maintain a Stormwater Utility Map for the Lake Samish 
Basin. WCPW - Storm Div.

WCPW - M&O Div., 
Consulting Engr.  $          7,500  $             500 520$                       540$                560$                580$                600$                10,800$             

M&O-16 - Institute a Notification, Education, and Inspection/Enforcement 
Program Aimed at Encouraging Private Property Owners to Inspect and 
Maintain Private Stormwater Facilities WCPW - Storm Div. Public  $             500  $          1,500 1,550$                    1,600$             1,650$             1,700$             1,750$             10,250$             

B.  Wastewater Management M&O Recommendations 3,500$                  2,550$                  2,630$                    2,710$             2,790$             2,870$             2,950$             20,000$             
Level 1 Activities 2,000$                  1,000$                  1,030$                    1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             1,150$             8,450$               

M&O-24 - Update County’s OSS Local Management to Include Lake 
Samish as a “Sensitive Area” WC Health Dept. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Performed by WC Health under general 
budget; Assisted by WCPW - Storm Div.

M&O-25 - SWD to Implement Inspection & Sewer Rehabilitation Program. SWD 2,000$                  1,000$                  1,030$                    1,060$             1,090$             1,120$             1,150$             8,450$               

Level 2 Activities 1,500$                  1,550$                  1,600$                    1,650$             1,700$             1,750$             1,800$             11,550$             
M&O-26 - Implement the County’s OSS Local Management Plan With 
Regard to Education, Auditing & Enforcement. WC Health Dept. 1,500$                  1,550$                  1,600$                    1,650$             1,700$             1,750$             1,800$             11,550$             

General Programmatic Recommendations (GPR) 64,500$                83,070$                74,310$                  73,150$           74,530$           75,950$           77,420$           522,930$           
A.  Whatcom County Staffing and Management Designation 24,000$                24,720$                25,460$                  26,220$           27,010$           27,820$           28,650$           183,880$           

Level 1 Activities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
GPR-1 - Designate a Whatcom County staff person (0.1 FTE) to act as the 
watershed coordinator in charge of the implementation of the Level 1 
programmatic and capital improvement activities. WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       

Level 2 Activities 24,000$                24,720$                25,460$                  26,220$           27,010$           27,820$           28,650$           183,880$           
GPR-2 - Designate a Whatcom County staff person (.02 FTE) to act as the 
watershed coordinator in charge of the implementation of the Level 2 
programmatic and capital improvement activities. WCPW - Storm Div. 24,000$                24,720$                25,460$                  26,220$           27,010$           27,820$           28,650$           183,880$           

B.  Management, Planning, and Research 2,500$                  10,080$                10,310$                  8,040$             8,280$             8,520$             8,780$             56,510$             
Level 1 Activities 2,500$                  5,080$                  5,160$                    2,740$             2,820$             2,900$             2,990$             24,190$             

GPR-5 - Administer/Update Lake Samish CIP annually. WCPW - Storm Div.
Other Whatcom Co. 

Departments 2,500$                  2,580$                  2,660$                    2,740$             2,820$             2,900$             2,990$             19,190$             
GPR-6 - Investigate the need for modifications to current WCC 11.36 
regarding boating on the lake. WCPW - Storm Div.

Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments -$                          2,500$                  2,500$                    -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     5,000$               

Level 2 Actities -$                          5,000$                  5,150$                    5,300$             5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             32,320$             

GPR-7 - Identify and pursue grant opportunities for implementation of the 
recommended management activities from this planning effort. WCPW - Storm Div.

Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments -$                          5,000$                  5,150$                    5,300$             5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             32,320$             

C.  Education and Public Outreach 4,000$                  14,000$                4,000$                    4,060$             4,120$             4,180$             4,250$             38,610$             
Level 1 Activities 4,000$                  14,000$                4,000$                    4,060$             4,120$             4,180$             4,250$             38,610$             

GPR-10 - Develop and maintain an informational website dedicated to the 
Lake Samish Stormwater Management Program. WCPW - Storm Div.

Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments -$                          10,000$                2,000$                    2,000$             2,000$             2,000$             2,000$             20,000$             

GPR-11 - Expand current watershed public education programs to cover 
the Lake Samish Basin; WCPW - Storm Div.

Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments 4,000$                  4,000$                  2,000$                    2,060$             2,120$             2,180$             2,250$             18,610$             

Level 2 Actities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
None. -$                       

D.  Stakeholder Communication, Coordination, and Outreach 4,000$                  4,120$                  4,240$                    4,370$             4,500$             4,640$             4,780$             30,650$             
Level 1 Activities 4,000$                  4,120$                  4,240$                    4,370$             4,500$             4,640$             4,780$             30,650$             

GPR-15 - Coordinate/Communicate with major basin stakeholders WCPW - Storm Div. Stakeholders 4,000$                  4,120$                  4,240$                    4,370$             4,500$             4,640$             4,780$             30,650$             

Level 2 Actities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
None. -$                       

E.  Reporting 5,000$                  5,150$                  5,300$                    5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             5,960$             38,280$             
Level 1 Activities 5,000$                  5,150$                  5,300$                    5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             5,960$             38,280$             

GPR-17 - Prepare annual progress reports and provide annual updates to 
both the public and the County Council outlining the progress 
implementing the stormwater management plan. WCPW - Storm Div.

LSA, Other Whatcom Co. 
Departments 5,000$                  5,150$                  5,300$                    5,460$             5,620$             5,790$             5,960$             38,280$             

Level 2 Actities -$                          -$                          -$                           -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                       
None. -$                 

F.  Capital Improvement Plan 25,000$                25,000$                25,000$                  25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           175,000$           
Level 1 Activities 25,000$                25,000$                25,000$                  25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           175,000$           

CIP Budget WCPW - Storm Div. 25,000$                25,000$                25,000$                  25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           25,000$           175,000$           

PROJECTED TOTAL NON-CAPITAL BUDGET 92,250$                152,500$              121,960$                122,250$         125,120$         128,060$         131,080$         





LAKE SAMISH COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER PLAN
Governance and Funding - Options & Recommendations
Lake-Level Management Program

Table 8a - Lake-level Program - Detail Summary of Projected Level 1 Costs
Implementation Timeline / Costs

Management Category /         Recommended Task Implementing Agency Potential Partner Entity
Setup Costs   

Projected    2012 Projected   2013 Projected   2014
Projected    

2015
Projected    

2016
Projected     

2017
Projected 

2018 Total

LAKE-LEVEL MANAGEMENT - PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS 12,500$                 12,500$                 12,500$                  12,540$            11,580$            11,620$            11,660$            84,900$              

Maintenance & Operations Recommendations (M&O) 12,500$                 12,500$                 12,500$                  12,540$            11,580$            11,620$            11,660$            84,900$              
A.  Lake-level Management M&O Recommendations

Level 1 Activities 2,500$                   2,500$                   2,500$                    2,540$              1,580$              1,620$              1,660$              84,900$              
M&O-18 - Maintain Responsibility for M&O of Friday Creek Retention Dam 
with the LMD No. 1 LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. 2,500$                   -$                          -$                            -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,500$                
M&O-19 - Modify the Current Dam Operating Procedures to Assess 
Alternate Dam Configurations LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          1,000$                   1,000$                    1,000$              -$                      -$                      -$                      3,000$                
M&O-20 - Coordinate directly with WDFW LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          750$                      750$                       770$                 790$                 810$                 830$                 4,700$                
M&O-21 - Coordinate and assist the WDOE LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          750$                      750$                       770$                 790$                 810$                 830$                 4,700$                

F.  Capital Improvement Plan 10,000$                 10,000$                 10,000$                  10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            70,000$              
CIP Budget 10,000$                 10,000$                 10,000$                  10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            

LAKE-LEVEL MANAGEMENT - ADDITIONAL PROJECTED ANNUAL COSTS 12,500$                 12,500$                 12,500$                  12,540$            11,580$            11,620$            11,660$            84,900$              

Table 8b - Lake-level Program - Detail Summary of Projected Level 1&2 Costs
Implementation Timeline / Costs

Management Category /         Recommended Task Implementing Agency Potential Partner Entity
Setup Costs   

Projected    2012 Projected   2013 Projected   2014
Projected    

2015
Projected    

2016
Projected     

2017
Projected 

2018 Total

LAKE-LEVEL MANAGEMENT - PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS 14,000$                 12,500$                 17,500$                  17,540$            16,580$            16,620$            11,660$            106,400$            

Maintenance & Operations Recommendations (M&O) 14,000$                 12,500$                 17,500$                  17,540$            16,580$            16,620$            11,660$            106,400$            
A.  Lake-level Management M&O Recommendations

Level 1 Activities 4,000$                   2,500$                   2,500$                    2,540$              1,580$              1,620$              1,660$              16,400$              
M&O-18 - Maintain Responsibility for M&O of Friday Creek Retention Dam 
with the LMD No. 1 LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. 4,000$                   -$                          -$                            -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,000$                
M&O-19 - Modify the Current Dam Operating Procedures to Assess 
Alternate Dam Configurations LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          1,000$                   1,000$                    1,000$              -$                      -$                      -$                      3,000$                
M&O-20 - Coordinate directly with WDFW LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          750$                      750$                       770$                 790$                 810$                 830$                 4,700$                
M&O-21 - Coordinate and assist the WDOE LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          750$                      750$                       770$                 790$                 810$                 830$                 4,700$                

Level 2 Activities -$                          -$                          5,000$                    5,000$              5,000$              5,000$              -$                      20,000$              
M&O-22 - Perform Dredging Feasibility Study LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          5,000$                    5,000$              -$                      -$                      -$                      10,000$              

M&O-23 - Perform Feasibility Study for Placing a Flowmeter in Friday Creek LMD No. 1 WCPW - Storm Div. -$                          -$                          -$                            -$                      5,000$              5,000$              -$                      10,000$              

F.  Capital Improvement Plan 10,000$                 10,000$                 10,000$                  10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            70,000$              
CIP Budget 10,000$                 10,000$                 10,000$                  10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            10,000$            

LAKE-LEVEL MANAGEMENT - ADDITIONAL PROJECTED ANNUAL COSTS 14,000$                 12,500$                 17,500$                  17,540$            16,580$            16,620$            11,660$            106,400$            
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